The activities of an increasingly technological society call for greater command of science and mathematics at the precollege level than at any time in the past. Yet evidence from numerous studies indicates that the majority of U.S. citizens are not being equipped with the scientific and mathematical tools needed to participate in that technological society. Some studies point to an increased demand for science and mathematics teachers as well as an inadequate supply of qualified individuals to fill those positions. In this report, statistics on supply, demand, and quality as they pertain to science and mathematics teachers were evaluated and it was concluded that the available data are inadequate. The available data and model of labor market influences were evaluated and analyzed and it was found that there is a great diversity in labor market situations and in the actions taken by applicants and school systems to balance supply and demand. Chapter titles include: (1) "Determining Teacher Demand"; (2) "Determining Supply: Individual and District Activities"; (3) "Monitoring the Supply Pool of Science and Mathematics Teachers"; (4) "Statistics Related to the Quality of Science and Mathematics Teaching"; and (5) "Data Needs and Research Opportunities." Appendices include a list of panel activities, a list of national data sets on teacher supply and demand, availability of state data, a list of acronyms, and a set of biographical sketches of panel members. A list of over 400 references is provided. (CW)
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The activities of an increasingly technological society call for greater command of science and mathematics at the precollege level than at any time in the recent past. Yet evidence from numerous studies indicates that the majority of American students are not being equipped with the scientific and mathematical tools needed to participate in that technological society. International comparisons of secondary students’ achievement show Americans generally ranking in the lowest half of the distribution among their counterparts in developed countries. There has also been increasing concern about shortages of qualified individuals who will teach science and mathematics at the elementary or secondary levels. Studies point to an increased demand for science and mathematics teachers and as well as an inadequate supply of highly qualified individuals to fill those positions.

To what extent is there a shortage, in terms of both quantity and quality, of science and mathematics teachers? National data and research related to teacher supply and demand in science and mathematics are insufficient to substantiate statistical conclusions or to prescribe specific national policies.

Concerns about shortages in these critical areas and about the quality of the available statistics led the National Science Foundation and the National Center for Education Statistics of the U.S. Department of Education to ask the National Research Council to evaluate the statistics on the supply and demand for science and mathematics teachers.

In 1986 the National Research Council established the Panel on Statistics on Supply and Demand for Precollege Science and Mathematics Teachers to conduct such a study, in two phases. In the first phase the panel reviewed teacher supply and demand models in selected states and the national model used by the National Center for Education Statistics. The
tentative conclusion of the panel was that none of the available models or data were adequate to assess either shortage or quality. The principal difficulty, as seen by the panel, was on the supply side of the models, although there were also serious shortcomings in important aspects of the demand side. We recommended in the interim report (1987c:7) that research on teacher supply be conducted, foremost on the behavioral determinants of key groups of new entrants—new graduates, former teachers, and persons hired on emergency certification. The forces underlying teacher migration were a second issue of behavioral research. Also in need of study were the behavioral and environmental factors influencing attrition. The panel also identified information on teacher qualifications that could be collected for use in descriptive profiles and in supply and demand models. The first phase culminated in the 1987 interim report, Toward Understanding Teacher Supply and Demand: Priorities for Research and Development (National Research Council, 1987c).

In its second phase of work the panel continued with a more detailed investigation of statistics and models of the supply and demand for science and mathematics teachers. Case studies were conducted in 39 school districts to identify variables that might usefully be included in such statistics. The statistical basis for describing entry and exit patterns of science and mathematics teachers was examined. A conference of personnel directors of seven large school systems was held in May 1988 to discuss data available relating to the supply, demand, and qualifications of science and mathematics teachers. The panel also conducted a comprehensive review of state statistical data pertinent to teacher supply and demand models and the availability of such data to researchers.

As indicated in the panel's final report, there is great diversity in labor market situations and in the actions taken by applicants and school systems to balance supply and demand. Some of these important interactions, while not easily portrayed statistically, are essential to understanding the nation's supply and demand situation as it affects science and mathematics at the precollege level. The recommendations in Chapter 6 of the report reflect the insights gleaned throughout the second phase of the panel's work. In this report, we go beyond the panel's interim report and try to provide a more specific assessment both of the available data and of data that could potentially be obtained that would enrich existing models. We also try to provide better insights into the relationship between quality and issues relating to supply and demand.

In this report the panel has evaluated the statistics on supply, demand, and quality as they pertain to science and mathematics teachers. We conclude that available data on the supply aspects of teacher labor markets and on the quality-related adjustments that bring supply and demand into equilibrium remain inadequate, although we recognize that the National
Center for Education Statistics has taken major steps toward an improved national data base.

This summary presents the recommendations to have the highest priority. Most of the recommendations pertaining to improved data are addressed to the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES). Recommendations related to further research topics are addressed to the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the education research community at large. A recommendation for research facilitation is directed to the Department of Education's Office of Educational Research and Improvement, and our final recommendation calls for NCES to convene a series of conferences on issues of teacher supply, demand, and quality.

DATA RECOMMENDATIONS

Meaningful descriptions of supply and demand for precollege science and mathematics teachers, their interactions, and the role of quality in bringing supply and demand into balance require comprehensive national data. The Schools and Staffing Survey (SASS), first conducted in 1987-88 under the aegis of the National Center for Education Statistics, represents a groundbreaking effort to capture some of the most relevant data on a regular basis. If this survey is repeated periodically and disseminated quickly, it holds particular promise for providing statistics on a number of key aspects of supply, demand, and quality. As with all new surveys, the extent to which SASS will meet its goals cannot be known until the data have been received and analyzed.1 The SASS data, used in conjunction with other NCES surveys and the panel's additional recommendations for data enhancement, should provide the basic data for monitoring the supply, demand, and quality of teachers and for preparing informative reports and analyses. However, current data collection efforts and our knowledge of the relation between incentives, quality, and supply are still inadequate to support meaningful behavioral models of teacher supply and demand. Thus, we recommend a sequential approach:

- First, as efforts are made to improve the consistency, scope, and quantity of data, publish indicators from existing data that are considered relevant to teacher supply, demand, and quality.

1The release of the SASS data base has been delayed a few months in order to guarantee the confidentiality of the data. The recent Hawkins-Stafford Act (P.L. 100-297) requires that the National Center for Education Statistics protect the privacy of individually identifiable information collected through survey questionnaires. NCES has recently formed a Disclosure Review Board, consisting of senior NCES staff and outside experts, to establish procedures and then review data products in order to release the maximum amount of data while protecting the privacy of survey respondents. The first release of SASS tables is scheduled for spring 1990.
Second, carry out the research needed to support behavioral models.

Third, as data bases are improved and research findings on the relation between incentives and supply become available, devote resources to structural modeling that goes beyond simple extrapolative projection.

The specific recommendations presented below address the need for resources for SASS; data related to teacher demand, supply and quality; and a group of desirable general data practices. The complete set of recommendations and their discussion appear in Chapter 6.

Resources for Data

In the near term it is essential to monitor the state of demand, supply, and quality of precollege science and mathematics teachers, and we advance four recommendations to that end. The NCES has recognized the need for a major effort to gain better information concerning teachers and has initiated SASS, which, if it lives up to its promise, has the potential to provide the best data on teachers this country has had. Analyses based on SASS can improve the nation’s understanding of the supply, demand, and quality of precollege science and mathematics teachers.

Priority Recommendation 1. We recommend that provision be made in the budget for the National Center for Education Statistics to conduct the Survey of Schools and Staffing on a regular cycle and that the budget include funds for follow-up surveys of teachers who leave teaching and for in-house and external analysis of the survey data.

Demand Data

Estimates of the demand for hiring teachers depend on at least three components: student enrollment, pupil-teacher ratios, and teacher attrition rates. (It should be noted that teacher attrition is largely a supply phenomenon, reflecting the decisions of individual teachers. In Chapters 3 and 4, we treat attrition as a supply variable, but for some purposes it is a natural transformation to think of it as resulting in a demand for new teachers.) Although the task of projecting enrollment-driven demand for science and mathematics teachers is fairly straightforward, and most of the necessary data are available through the Bureau of the Census and NCES, the data on teacher attrition are deficient. At any organizational level, whether national, state, or district, attrition is generally defined as the number of teachers who taught in that organizational unit in one year but not in that unit in a similar position in the following year. The most recent NCES estimates of attrition rely on 1983 data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
and are not disaggregated by discipline. The data most needed now for better projecting teacher demand are attrition data, although needed improvements in other demand-related data are also noted. Data on attrition for reasons other than retirement are of particular interest.

Priority Recommendation 2. We recommend that NCES collect data on attrition rates classified by retirement or other cause, and by discipline, as a first priority. Other data recommendations are for annual information on state-mandated course requirements and periodic data on changes in science and mathematics course offerings and enrollments.

Supply Data

The major shortcomings of current supply-demand models and reports of teacher supply and demand occur on the supply side.

The primary components of supply are continuing teachers and new entrants. The supply of continuing teachers is estimated using attrition rates, which are much in need of improvement, as the preceding recommendation and the one below emphasize. Estimating the supply of new entrants is more difficult still, since most new entrants do not come directly from teacher training institutions. Although a few come from alternative certification programs, the major source of new entrants is the reserve pool, which consists of people with teaching experience who did not teach last year or individuals who were certified to teach at least a year ago but who have never taught. Data on these key sources are inadequate or nonexistent, though SASS is making significant inroads toward a national data base that will describe these components more clearly.

Effective monitoring of supply must include information on the quality of the supply (described below). To construct behavioral models of supply, data will be needed that capture behavioral aspects of supply. Our highest-priority data recommendations for the near term call for better data on newly certified individuals and their incentives to teach, on the components of the reserve pool, and on retention and attrition patterns. Priority Recommendation 3 is therefore widely encompassing, including not only components of quality, but also data that capture behavioral aspects of supply.

Priority Recommendation 3: We recommend that NCES collect the specified data (in order of priority under each of the three headings) on the following aspects of teacher supply.

(a) New hires and incentives to teach:
   - Comparative salary data to indicate competitiveness of teachers' salaries relative to those of alternative nonteaching positions.
   - Data on reasons why teachers selected their current school/district.
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- Data on the number of last year's certificants, by type of certificate, who were hired (or received a firm job offer) by school districts and the proportion of those who applied for positions who were hired.
- Trend data from districts on the ratio of the number of applicants to vacancies in teaching, by field, and on the number of job offers per vacancy.

(b) The supply potential of the major components of the reserve pool:
- Data following new college graduates over time, to determine the proportion that enter teaching by the number of years after graduation, reasons for leaving teaching, time spent out of teaching, and reentry into teaching.
- Retrospective data that track new hires from the reserve pool backward, to study their career histories prior to entering or reentering teaching.
- Data on those certified in a given state who are not currently teaching in that state. Using data from state certification files, states can track certificants who still live in the state and characterize that segment of the reserve pool by age, subject, specialty, years of past teaching experience, and interest in teaching.

(c) Retention and attrition rates:
- Data from schools on the distribution of teachers by age, race/ethnicity, sex, and disciplinary area, as well as attrition levels within these categories. Attrition should be classified by retirement or other cause.
- Information from former science and mathematics teachers on incentives to leave teaching.

Quality Data

The notion of an adequate supply of science and mathematics teachers must be understood in terms of the quality of that supply. In the short term it is in large part through adjustments in quality that supply and demand come into equilibrium. In responding to perceived shortages, school systems may opt over the long term to increase salaries or improve working conditions. In the short term, they may recruit more aggressively, increase class sizes, or cancel courses. Frequently, the adjustment mechanism operates through changes in the quality of individuals hired. Hence, there may be no observed quantity imbalance but instead a change in the quality characteristics of the teaching force. It is critical to obtain statistics that relate to quality, but very little information exists that helps to define or measure quality at present. We need to know more about how...
SUMMARY

quality can be measured and how quality adjustments take place. The next recommendations encompass a wide variety of data needed toward that end.

Priority Recommendation 4. To provide indicators of aspects of the quality of teachers and aspects of the school system that affect either teacher quality or teaching quality, we recommend that the data listed below (in order of priority under each of the two headings) be collected and monitored over time.

(a) Qualifications of teachers:
- Certification data as an indication of a minimum or baseline level of qualifications.
- Individual transcript data on general intellectual ability and on courses taken in preparation for science or mathematics teaching—for elementary as well as secondary teachers—to provide the most complete data on teachers’ formal qualifications. The panel recognizes the cost and burdens of transcript studies but considers that such studies for samples of teachers would be valuable at the national level and to individual states.
- Trends in guidelines for prospective teachers in terms of content or course work recommended by science and mathematics professional associations and the extent to which guidelines have been adopted.

(b) School system factors that affect quality:
- Hiring practices, including timing of offers, and constraints such as internal transfer rules.
- Teacher assignment or misassignment, by subject, including incidence of out-of-field teaching and use of temporary or emergency certification.
- Data describing inservice education, laboratory materials, and collegial and administrative support for teachers in place.
- School practices related to time use, class size, teaching load, level of autonomy, opportunities for collaboration and decision making, salary, and other monetary incentives.

General Data Recommendations

In addition to the specific data recommendations above, certain practices should be followed to ensure the most meaningful data results and the widest use of the information.

Priority Recommendation 5. We recommend adoption of certain general guidelines for any data collection efforts relevant to teacher supply, demand, or quality:
(a) Emphasize the repeated collection of data over time, in contrast to a one-time effort, in order to permit measurement of changes in demand, supply, and quality over time.

(b) Disseminate data into the public domain in a timely manner and in an easily accessible format.

(c) Focus on subareas of subject matter (e.g., chemistry, physics or calculus, rather than mathematics/science in general), in order to permit specific identification and targeting of areas of shortage or surplus.

RESEARCH ISSUES IDENTIFIED BY THE PANEL

A number of important issues affecting supply, demand, and quality as they relate to science and mathematics teachers are not well understood and are beyond the scope of existing data and models. During the panel's discussions, a variety of such research topics was noted, and although they are not intended to be a comprehensive list, some of the most relevant issues are advanced for consideration by the National Science Foundation.

Resources for Research

The panel has concluded that the present research base is inadequate to support the development of behavioral models of teacher supply and demand. We therefore identify a number of issues requiring research in order to quantify the relationships needed for the development of effective behavioral models of demand, supply, and quality.

Priority Recommendation 6. The panel recommends that the National Science Foundation stimulate research on behavioral models of teacher supply and demand and increase the amount of support for such research.

Research on Demand

Policy makers frequently ask questions that could be answered by well-specified models. These include “what if” questions about the likely impacts of various education policy actions and changing labor market conditions on demand. To answer such questions, models are needed that reflect the forces that influence demand. Before such models can be developed, research is required on the behavioral factors that influence the demand for science and mathematics teachers. Although the panel's charge was to focus on supply and demand for public school teachers, changing preferences for private school enrollment, a topic about which little is known, can affect the demand for public school teachers.
SUMMARY

Priority Recommendation 7. The panel reiterates and extends its recommendation from the interim report (National Research Council, 1987c:5-6) that research pertinent to the demand for precollege science and mathematics teachers be conducted—in order of priority—on:

(a) The behavioral determinants of student selection of science and mathematics courses at the secondary school level, including the effects of changes in graduation requirements and of student preferences for subject areas.

(b) The behavioral determinants of parental and student preferences for private and public schooling.

(c) The determinants of pupil-teacher ratios, including the adjustment lags in those ratios as enrollments change and/or the teaching force changes in demographic composition; changes in the school budget; changes in staffing patterns, typical class size, and teaching loads; increased graduation requirements; and changes in course offerings.

(d) The impact on high school dropout rates of such factors as changes in graduation requirements, labor market conditions, and the demographic composition and family circumstances of the school-age population.

(e) The relationship of changes in demand for courses to changes in pupil-teacher ratios and the resulting derived demand for full-time-equivalent teachers of mathematics and science at the secondary school level.

Research on Supply

Research on the behavioral factors that influence the supply of well-qualified science and mathematics teachers is essential to improve the understanding of teacher labor markets and to make it possible to develop dynamic models with serious behavioral content to address important policy needs.

Of prime concern is the lack of detailed knowledge of how incentives affect the supply of precollege science and mathematics teachers. Measuring the relation between supply and incentives such as salary or working conditions is important because policy makers can adjust such variables to change the supply of teachers. A related research issue concerns the supply potential of the reserve pool, which is the largest source of new entrants to teaching. Because the other source—new certificants—is decreasing in number, research to assess the supply potential of the reserve pool is of growing importance. Finally, examination of subsamples of districts experiencing supply/demand problems, including in-depth inquiries, may provide information for policy use in ameliorating the problems and can also help...
determine appropriate categories for disaggregation of data in publications. The recommendation below pertains to these issues.

**Priority Recommendation 8.** We recommend research on a variety of topics—in order of priority—that center on behavioral aspects of the supply of precollege science and mathematics teachers:

(a) Incentives that affect individual decisions to enter teaching, to leave teaching and move to a different occupation, or to retire.

(b) Supply potential of the reserve pool. Studies of the reserve pool might include the effects of incentives, such as salary increases, on attracting individuals from the reserve pool and the effects of limited mobility of teachers in the reserve pool on the supply potential of the reserve pool.

(c) School districts experiencing supply/demand problems. Such school districts can be identified from SASS data and studied in depth, as can the supply and demand situation in different geographic or labor market regions, e.g., inner city, rural, and high-income suburban.

**Research on Quality**

The pivotal role of quality in bringing teacher supply and demand into balance has proved elusive and beyond researchers’ present ability to measure. We have distinguished teacher quality—referring to personal characteristics of the teacher such as education level, subject matter knowledge, skills in working with students, and degree of inservice training—from overall teaching quality. Teaching quality depends not only on teacher quality, but also on characteristics of the school and district policies that are beyond the control of the individual teacher, such as types of textbooks selected for the school system and the amount of time allocated to each subject.

In the course of panel discussion on these issues, we noted several studies related to teaching quality or teacher quality that could be pursued.

**Recommendation 9.** We recommend the following studies related to teaching quality and teacher quality, in order of priority:

(a) Study the effectiveness of a wide variety of practices that schools and school districts have employed to improve teaching quality in science and mathematics.

(b) Examine the inservice training practices for science and mathematics teachers that are provided by elementary and secondary schools, to identify programs that seem to be effective in enhancing teaching quality and to understand reasons why some programs appear to work while others do not.
(c) Study teachers' transcript records, to determine the degree to which transcripts can be used as an accurate reflection of subject matter knowledge or of teacher quality.

(d) Study the methodological curriculum of teacher training programs to assess the degree to which these programs vary in their emphasis on pedagogical theory compared with pedagogical practice.

Research on Student Outcomes

The ultimate usefulness of a better understanding of the supply, demand, and quality of teachers of science and mathematics lies in their effects on students' learning. It is thought that these factors are linked to outcomes, but that linkage needs to be explicit. Primary aspects of this research would attempt to relate measurable teacher characteristics, school environment variables, and home environment variables to student outcomes.

Priority Recommendation 10. The panel recommends that further research be conducted on the relationship of measurable characteristics of teachers of mathematics and science and home and school environment factors to educational outcomes of students in these fields. This research should explore variation in outcomes as well as average outcomes.

RESEARCH FACILITATION

One way to facilitate research on issues of teacher supply, demand, and quality is to ensure that the data obtained from NCES, state agencies and other studies be disseminated promptly and in a usable form to the research community. Another way to stimulate research is by providing an ongoing program of graduate student support for research. A program comparable to the National Institutes of Health training grant program in biostatistics, which was successful in attracting a large number of young researchers to the field and in changing the level of sophistication in biostatistics, could be expected to have similar effects on education statistics.

Priority Recommendation 11. We recommend that the Office of Educational Research and Improvement within the Department of Education create a program of doctoral graduate student support (training grants) in education statistics.

INFORMATION EXCHANGE AMONG DISTRICTS, STATES, AND THE NCES

The 16,000 school districts in this country operate relatively independently and balance teacher supply and demand within districts by their own
actions. The staffing problems they encounter vary widely, and the actions taken by district superintendents and personnel directors to address these problems are both innovative and varied. Applicants and school systems have effective means of coping with the uncertainty of budgets and contracts and adjusting to institutional barriers (e.g., use of the substitute pool to stockpile place-bound potential teachers, use of graduate students to teach part time, and cooperative arrangements with local industry).

Much of the information about school district actions to address staffing problems will not be captured by SASS. Over the course of its study, the panel broadened its understanding of teacher supply and demand issues by direct contact with 39 public school districts across the country. They ranged from the largest metropolitan systems to the most isolated small school districts and represented a wide geographic range and a variety of labor market conditions. The case studies and the conference held by the panel with personnel directors of seven large school systems vividly demonstrated to us the diversity of practices and styles and the diversity of labor market situations that characterize the nation's school districts.

The panel believes that NCES could profit from frequent interactions with school district personnel and could play a valuable role as a broker between data producers and data users in the states. A useful mechanism for such interaction would be conferences of district and/or state personnel.

**Priority Recommendation 12.** The panel recommends that the National Center for Education Statistics (a) convene an annual conference of district personnel who are responsible for the decisions that affect teacher supply, demand, and quality to maintain an awareness of the current issues in teacher supply and demand; (b) hold periodic conferences of state personnel who prepare state and local supply and demand projections to facilitate improvement in these models; and (c) hold occasional conferences to promote communication between state personnel who produce data relevant to teacher supply, demand, and quality and district personnel who would find these data useful in their recruitment activities and in development of district policies concerning teachers.

**IMPLEMENTING THE RECOMMENDATIONS**

For immediate consideration, most of the high-priority data recommendations can be satisfied by additions to existing surveys, most notably SASS. The data elements should be added to the surveys as they are scheduled. In addition, the NCES conferences call for prompt implementation. The first annual conference should be initiated in 1990, with subsequent conferences to be planned on a continuing basis. Other recommendations for prompt implementation are the proposed program of graduate student
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support for studies in education statistics by the Office of Educational Research and Improvement, and the timely dissemination of data collected by NCES.

The next priorities in the time sequence for implementation are recommendations that would require new data collection instruments, such as the call for individual transcript data. In addition, a few of the data recommendations are addressed to state agencies, namely those involving certification data. The panel does not have the information to determine when it would be feasible or desirable for the states to implement these recommendations.

Finally, the research issues noted by the panel call for an expanded program of research on behavioral models of teacher supply, demand, and quality and for further stimulating this research by establishing a program for graduate student support in education statistics. The panel recognizes that this is a program of long-term research. Nonetheless, it should start immediately so that needed information and behavioral models of teacher supply and demand become available at the earliest possible date. When misconceived claims and questions about shortages are replaced with knowledge of how teacher labor markets actually function, policy makers will be able to design more sharply focused policies to ensure a strong science and mathematics teaching corps.
Introduction

In recent years a number of studies have expressed concern about current and prospective shortages in the nation's available supply of pre-college science and mathematics teachers. Some studies claim that severe shortages currently exist; other studies find that, while current shortages are not severe, future shortages are likely; and still others find that, although there is no quantitative shortage, there is a gap between the quality of current teachers of science and mathematics and the quality needed to ensure effective instruction. Most, but not all, of the studies have focused on teachers at the secondary level, for which more information by discipline is available.

Although the panel is not charged with determining whether a shortage of precollege science and mathematics teachers either exists now or is likely in the future, the mandate to specify types of data needed to understand that issue requires the panel to examine the demographic and employment patterns affecting supply and demand in particular labor market areas. Thus we are concerned about the forces associated with changes in precollege enrollments in science and mathematics courses, including both changes in the demographic configuration of children in the relevant age ranges and changes in state or district requirements specifying the number of science and mathematics credits needed for high school graduation. We also look at the principal determinants of the total supply of teachers, including the demographics of the teacher corps.

A major concern is to understand the appropriate characteristics of teacher qualifications and teaching quality, since supply and demand for teachers come into equilibrium through adjustments in quality. Quality cannot be monitored unless the characteristics associated with it can be specified. Thus, our basic concern is to identify the types of data needed
to understand quality in order to evaluate how it is changing. In the course of the effort we examine some of the available data that have led many to conclude that the quality of science and mathematics training in the United States is not satisfactory. Specifically, we examine data on student performance from studies carried out under the aegis of the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement and from the National Assessment of Educational Progress—data that have raised questions about the quality of teaching in that country.

Finally, we have considered the relationship between teacher training and preparation, teacher instructional activities in the classroom, and student outcomes. Although it is certainly true that unsatisfactory outcomes in terms of student understanding of important concepts and topics in science and mathematics can be due in part to deficiencies in the academic background or pedagogical training of science and mathematics teachers, it does not follow that poor outcomes can be attributed squarely to deficiencies in these areas.

Many factors could contribute to poor student understanding. Unsatisfactory outcomes could be due to the structure of the science or mathematics curricula; they could be due to insufficient emphasis on science and mathematics topics in the allocation of time during the school day; they could be due to the manner in which schools and classrooms are organized with respect to opportunities for interchange among teachers, the amount of time available to teachers for planning and preparation, the availability of inservice training opportunities, and so on. Poor outcomes could also be due to the fact that children receive less time and attention from parents in home environments than was true in the past, or due to changes in parents' expectations, beliefs, and behaviors related to learning science and mathematics that influence children's developmental outcomes. It is thus the panel's conviction that to understand the supply and demand for precollege science and mathematics teachers, and to understand the quality characteristics of teacher supply, we must go beyond a narrow mandate to examine the adequacy of the available data from which teacher supply and demand models could be constructed. However, the panel's mandate is not so broad that it requires us to prescribe policies whose effects might be to change either supply, demand, or quality.

THE MEANING OF SHORTAGE

In everyday parlance, when most people speak of a shortage of precollege science and mathematics teachers, they are likely to mean that they are dissatisfied with the quality of people teaching science and mathematics, rather than to mean that there are insufficient numbers of teachers to staff science and mathematics courses. In technical terms, it is hardly possible to
have either a shortage or a surplus of particular kinds of precollege teachers, or indeed of teachers generally, since school systems typically have neither classes without teachers to teach them (excess demand/short supply) nor employed teachers without classes to teach (excess supply/short demand). Thus a quantitative shortage—fewer teachers teaching science and mathematics than there are science and mathematics classes to be taught—will not be observed except in those cases (which may be frequent but not well documented by data) in which a course or class is cancelled because a teacher cannot be found with the appropriate credentials/qualifications.

What actually takes place is an equilibrating process that is expressed in the short run by quality adjustments in the criteria for hiring next year's teachers. In the long run, salary is the equilibrating factor for supply and demand. While the quantity of people teaching science and mathematics will almost always be equal to the quantity of science and mathematics teaching offered, tendencies toward either surplus or shortage will surface as adjustments in quality. In planning for the next school year, if there are not enough applicants with science and mathematics credentials to teach science and mathematics classes, a district will either undertake aggressive recruiting or a teacher will be drafted from inside (or hired from outside) and provided with emergency certification to teach the course. If there is a potential surplus, qualified science and mathematics teachers will end up either teaching some other subject or not teaching at all. In the former case, if school systems do not recruit aggressively, they may have to dip down far into the pool of teachers less experienced or qualified in science and mathematics to fill the available positions. If the premise is true that quality is positively associated with experience and training, their average quality will tend to decline. In the latter case, depending on institutional rules or practices, only the best qualified (or the most senior) science and mathematics teachers will get the available science and mathematics classes, and other teachers will have to go elsewhere or teach something else. If the available classes go to the best qualified teachers, on average the quality will tend to increase. However, if the available classes go to the most senior teacher, which is the policy in most systems, the effect on quality is difficult to assess.

1 Some economists define commodities by listing their attributes, of which quality is one. This way of thinking about commodities, however, is a very special usage. In fact, in the situation described the district did not get first-rate mathematics and science teachers, and therefore experienced a shortage of such teachers. But it is rare that this would be revealed through questionnaire responses, since questions ask only whether the district found people who were certified in the relevant field to fill a vacancy. The dimensions in which equilibrium takes place, including quality, are relatively unobservable. The concept of shortage does not suggest a strategy for measuring shortage. Although we could refer to a "shortage of teachers of desired quality" throughout the report, for simplicity we have chosen simply to refer to a "shortage."
While these observations are straightforward and almost self-evident, they do account for the fact that some studies of the supply-demand balance in precollege science and mathematics have concluded that there is a considerable shortage of teachers, while others have concluded that no shortage exists at all. The former type of studies have defined shortage as the absence of sufficiently qualified teachers to staff the relevant classrooms and have judged that many classrooms are staffed by inadequately qualified teachers (as examples, see National Education Association, 1988; Weiss, 1987; Akin, 1986). The latter type of studies, asking whether schools have been unable to hire teachers to teach science and mathematics courses, have found that school systems are able to hire such teachers (as examples, see National Center for Education Statistics, 1985a; Feistritzer, 1988b). Thus the importance of the general proposition—that, although quantitative gaps between supply and demand are not generally identified, quality adjustments ensure that supply and demand are equal—is that understanding both the quantitative and the qualitative dimensions of teacher supply and demand is essential to understanding the supply and demand for teachers. To do otherwise is to miss a significant part of any potential problem.

FACTORS AFFECTING DEMAND

A data system able to track changes in the demand for precollege science and mathematics teachers must as a minimum be able to assess demographic factors, which include changes in student enrollment, in the ratio of male to female students in science and mathematics courses, and in the proportions of minority students in science and mathematics courses, as well as changes in policy variables, such as graduation requirements mandated by the state, entrance requirements of colleges and universities, and changes in acceptable pupil-teacher ratios. Demand also depends on the number of vacancies resulting from the creation of new positions and from teacher attrition. All these factors affect the demand for classes in science and mathematics.

As noted in the panel's interim report, the most accurate data used in current supply and demand models are probably the demographic data for projecting demand. For the precollege student population, projections of the total will be extremely reliable for all K-12 grades for at least five years into the future, since students starting kindergarten will already have been born about five years ago. Thus, even birth rate projections have only a small influence on demand projections, unless the projections go out further than five years. And total enrollments in grades 7-12 (the point at which specialized science and mathematics courses typically begin to be
offered) are known at least 12 years in advance since the children have already been born.

The demographic base for projecting demand is not quite so solid as the above paragraph suggests, even at a national level. Both in-migration and out-migration occur among school-age children in the United States as a whole. But at the more relevant regional, state, or local level, there is obviously some migration of school-age children that must be taken into account statistically. Thus, even very good national models need to be substantially augmented with accurate subnational migration data to produce useful demand projections at the relevant school district level.

School enrollment itself is projected to rise somewhat during the next half-decade. For example, from 1978 to 1987, enrollment in public secondary schools (grades 9-12) fell from about 14 million students to about 12 million; but from 1988 to 1995 secondary enrollment is projected to increase to about 13 million. Over the same period, elementary school enrollment is projected to increase from a little over 28 million students to about 31 million (see Figure 1.1).

A number of forces currently under way suggest the need to track more refined characteristics of the demographics and to add to them data relating to mandated state requirements. For example, a potential exists for greater
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demand for science and mathematics training for female children in the K-12 age range, simply because of persistent changes in attitudes toward appropriate sex roles for men and women and the associated changes in the career aspirations of young women. It is already evident that more young women are planning to enter science and engineering fields than was true 20 years ago. In fact, the number of undergraduate women majoring in science and engineering has risen dramatically since the mid-1970s. For example, the physical sciences showed an increase from 30,900 women in 1976 to 38,100 in 1984, then decreased to 36,500 in 1986 (National Center for Education Statistics, 1988b:167). Similarly, in 1976, 28,800 women majored in engineering. This number increased to 74,800 by 1984 and declined slightly to 71,200 in 1986. Though trends have attenuated for the present, it is important to monitor the enrollment of women as science and mathematics majors at the postsecondary level. Currently, 28 percent of all physics and sciences majors are female; because of the potential for further increase in female enrollment in science and mathematics should be monitored.

Similarly, it seems likely that the movement toward equal opportunity will generate an increased demand for science and mathematics training on the part of minority youngsters. The evidence here, some of which is shown in Tables 1.1 and 1.2, is not easy to interpret. For students who were high school seniors in 1980, the 1980 data indicate that blacks actually took more semesters of mathematics than whites, and only Chicanos and Native Americans (especially the latter) are markedly lower than average. For science, black seniors were well below whites in number of semester hours in 1972, but in 1980 black seniors had nearly caught up with whites, while all the other minority groups except Asian-American and Puerto Rican students were below whites. These data are for seniors, and high school dropout rates are much higher for minority students than for whites. Moreover, the data noted above do not standardize for the level of science and mathematics courses. Minorities other than Asian-Americans are historically more likely to be found in remedial mathematics than in the more challenging mathematics courses and in general science courses than in physics and chemistry (Office of Technology Assessment, 1988:45).

A recent report by the Educational Testing Service (ETS) drawn from a research paper on course-taking patterns in the 1980s by Goertz (1989), compares students' course-taking patterns in 1982 and 1987, using data from the High School and Beyond study by the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) (1982 graduates) and the High School Transcript Study by Westat, Inc. (1987 graduates). This report (Educational Testing Service, 1989:20) finds significant gains in course-taking by black and Hispanic students between 1982 and 1987. Some of the gains were impressive, others modest. For example, 29 percent of black graduates in 1982 had
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>11,771 A</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>27,928</td>
<td>0.14*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>9,228</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>19,695</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1,402</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>3,709</td>
<td>0.42*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>0.85*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicano</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1,873</td>
<td>0.43*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rican</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Hispanic</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>959</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian-American</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>4.91</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>0.63*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p less than or equal to 0.05
A Item response number is smaller than number of survey respondents.

Source: Rock et al. (1985: Table 6-48).
### TABLE 1.2 Semesters of High School Science (Grades 10-12) Reported by Seniors, by Racial/Ethnic Group, 1972 and 1980

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1972</th>
<th>1980</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Longitudinal Study</td>
<td>High School and Beyond Study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicano</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rican</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Hispanic</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian-American</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p less than or equal to 0.05

* b Item response number is smaller than number of survey respondents.

Source: Rock et al. (1985: Table 6-50).
taken geometry; by 1987, 44 percent had taken geometry, compared with 64 percent of whites. In calculus, gains were slight for blacks, from 1 percent in 1982 to 2 percent in 1987, compared with 6 percent for whites. The percentage of Hispanic graduates who had taken algebra I rose from 55 to 77 percent between 1982 and 1987, and by 1987 they were nearly even with whites (at 78 percent). Minority gains in science course-taking were similarly notable. However, blacks and Hispanics still lag behind whites and Asians in their enrollments in the higher-level mathematics and science courses.

In addition, school districts have changed their graduation requirements to include more science and mathematics training or credits required for graduation from high school. In 1985, NCES surveyed a sample of 565 districts and asked for math and science requirements for high school graduation in 1982, 1985, and the expected requirements in 1988. Between 1981-82 and 1984-85, for example, nationally the average number of years of course work required for graduation from public high schools increased from 1.6 to 1.9 for mathematics, and from 1.5 to 1.8 for science (see Table 1.3). The National Commission on Excellence in Education (1983) recommended 3.0 years for both science and mathematics.

In response to changes in the graduation requirements of districts, states, and even in the entrance requirements of colleges and universities, increased enrollments in high school science and mathematics courses have been documented (Educational Testing Service, 1989). The years between 1982 and 1987 have seen strong gains in science and mathematics course-taking, except in physics and calculus, for which gains were modest or nonexistent. To the extent that new state course requirements exceed those already in place in the districts, the result can be a stronger demand for science and mathematics training, given the same student population. However, when local school district requirements already exceed new state requirements, which they often do, new demand for teachers may not result. Therefore it is important to monitor changes in course requirements at both the state and district level to assess the effects on the demand for teachers.

In addition to changes in course requirements, a number of other policy-related factors influence the demand for new science and mathematics teachers. Changes in pupil-teacher ratio can result in changes in demand. And a number of policy-related factors at the school, district, or state level can influence the ratio—changes in budgets, class size policies, or course requirements, for example. These changes should be monitored in any data system that tracks changes in demand for science and mathematics teachers.

Another major component of demand models is the pattern of attrition for science and mathematics teachers—due both to retirement and
### TABLE 1.3 Average Years of Course Work Required for High School Graduation by Public School Districts With High Schools, 1981-82, 1984-85, and 1987-88

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Year of Graduation</th>
<th>Subject Area</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Science</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Foreign Languages</td>
<td>Social Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981-82</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984-85</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987-88</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recommendations of National Commission on Excellence in Education:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mathematics</th>
<th>Science</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Foreign Languages</th>
<th>Social Studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ a \] Less than 0.05 years.

\[ b \] Expectations as of fall 1985 about requirements for seniors graduating in 1988.

\[ c \] Another half year of course work was recommended in computer science. Almost no school districts had requirements in this area in 1981-82. That situation changed by 1984-85, when the average for all school districts was 0.1 years of course work required for graduation in computer science; the expected average for 1987-88 is 0.2 years.

\[ d \] The recommendations of the Commission on Excellence in Education about foreign languages applied only to the college-bound, not to all students. The figures for actual requirements represent requirements for all graduates.

Source: Center for Education Statistics (1987a:84).
especially to leaving earlier in one's teaching career. It is essential for an effective data system to be able to monitor attrition rates by subject as well.

Finally, research is called for to identify other behavioral factors that influence the demand for teachers: for example, patterns of dropping out of high school, parents' choice of private over public schools, and the timing of that choice.

**FACTORs AFFECTING SUPPLY**

Teacher supply can be examined in terms of retention rates for the present stock of teachers, the flow of newly certified teachers from colleges and universities, and the flow of returning teachers who have been absent from the labor market, laid off during the past decade due to declining enrollments, or have come from other occupations or alternative certification routes. As with demand, these factors include both demographic characteristics (the age distribution of current teachers) and policy variables. In our interim report, we noted that most of the existing supply models focus on the flow of new graduates of education degree programs, despite the fact that most of the new hires during recent years have come from other sources.

The existing data, most commonly from the states and from periodic surveys at a national level, should be examined in greater detail to estimate future declines in the supply of available teachers, both for precollege science and mathematics and for precollege teachers generally. To what extent will there be a substantial decline in the overall teacher retention rate, arising from the fact that large numbers of teachers will be entering the age and experience combination at which teachers have often retired in the past? One of the best-established relationships in the teacher supply literature is the U-shaped relationship between age/experience and teacher retention: in the early years, attrition rates are high—either because many entering teachers find that the occupation is not what they had thought, have adverse experiences that result in withdrawal from the teacher corps, or find more attractive employment opportunities. At the other end of the spectrum, where the older and more experienced teachers are located, attrition rates rise as retirement approaches. Table 1.4 illustrates this pattern for the state of New York. Both early and late attrition estimates will be important factors affecting the supply of science and mathematics teachers.

The current composition of the teacher corps is concentrated in an age/experience cohort in which there will be many retirements starting in the late 1990s. For example, the 1985-86 Survey of Science and Mathematics Education conducted for the National Science Foundation (Weiss, 1987) found some indication that the science and mathematics teaching
## TABLE 1.4 Public School Classroom Teacher Attrition and New Hires by Age Group: New York State, Fall 1985 to Fall 1986

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Vertical Percent</th>
<th>New Hires in Fall 1986</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fall 1985 Attrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Between</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fall '85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&amp; Fall '86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Classroom Teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(N = 175,256)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;35</td>
<td>22.0%</td>
<td>&lt;35 29.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-39</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>35-39 16.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-44</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>40-44 11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-49</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>45-49 7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-54</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>50-54 10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;55</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>&gt;55 24.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fall 1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Beginning (1st Year)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Experienced Teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(N = 12,462)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;35</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>&lt;35 1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-39</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>35-39 2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-44</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>40-44 37.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-49</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>45-49 19.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-54</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>50-54 12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;55</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>&gt;55 27.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: New York State Education Department (1989). Files of the Information Center on Education.
force is aging but did not predict an unusually large wave of retirees in the near future. Monitoring relevant statistics related to factors associated with choosing to stay or choosing to retire is crucially important for understanding future teacher supply, as is monitoring the effects of incentive programs designed to encourage continuation and discourage retirement (or vice versa).

One sign of an impending shortage of new teachers has been a decline in the number of education degrees awarded. For example, the number of bachelor's degrees in education fell from 103,000 in 1980-81 to 87,000 in 1985-86 (National Center for Education Statistics, 1986:134; 1988b:196). The number of master's degrees in education also declined, from 99,000 in 1980-81 to 76,000 in 1985-86. Among those enrolled as teacher candidates in secondary education programs, the proportion majoring in mathematics education held steady at about 25 percent between 1985 and 1988. However, the proportion of students majoring in science education has declined from 21 percent of all enrolled in 1986 to 16 percent in 1988 (AACTE, 1989). The shortage issue is complicated, since new teacher supply can be fairly quickly adjusted as opportunities are perceived to arise.

Conventional teacher training institutions are not the only source of new supply. In recent years new supply has come mainly from a broader source of teachers that includes (1) graduates of other institutions who enter the teacher supply with temporary credentials and later certification; (2) the so-called reserve pool: past graduates of teacher training or other institutions who did not enter teaching when they graduated but could be attracted to teaching careers with the right incentives; and (3) former teachers who return to teaching from another occupation or activity. In short, monitoring the basic demographics of teacher age/experience, as well as the potential supply of new graduates and returnees from other occupations, will be crucially important to understanding the probable evolution of teacher supply over the next decade.

QUALITY ISSUES IN SUPPLY AND DEMAND

Much of the impetus for concern over the supply, demand, and quality of precollege science and mathematics teachers arises from the continuing evidence that U.S. students do not appear to know as much science and mathematics as their age peers in other countries. The most widely cited such data come from the International Educational Assessment program (IEA) and from the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP).

The IEA administered science tests to fifth-grade and ninth-grade students and to twelfth-grade students who were studying biology, chemistry, or physics in the terminal grade in school in 17 countries in 1983 (1986 for the United States). The results of these tests tend to show U.S. students'
science performance declining from a middle position in fifth grade to quite low by twelfth grade (IEA, 1988). In science, U.S. 10-year-olds were eighth among 15 countries ranked, U.S. 14-year-olds were fourteenth among 17 countries ranked, and of 13 countries ranked for twelfth-grade students who were taking science courses, U.S. biology students were thirteenth, chemistry students eleventh, and physics students ninth (Table 1.5). In general, although U.S. students did relatively poorly overall, they did worse at the higher grades and better at the lower grades.

This may be explained in part by cross-national differences in science curricula. The science curricula in the other countries participating in this study generally require more years of science than are required in the United States. The U.S. results for grade 12 generally correspond to student achievement near the end of their second year of the subject; students in the other countries generally would have completed three years of the science by grade 12 (Jacobson and Doran, 1988).

U.S. twelfth-grade college-preparatory mathematics students fared poorly against their peers in both developed and less-developed countries of the world in performance on mathematics achievement tests (McKnight et al., 1987). For example, for high school seniors taking mathematics, U.S. students' scores ranked in the lowest quarter of the countries in three categories (number systems, algebra, and geometry) and were below the median in the other three (sets and relations, elementary functions/calculus, and probability/statistics). Eighth-grade students in the United States ranked somewhat higher, scoring at the median in arithmetic, algebra, and statistics; at the 25th percentile in geometry; and below it in measurement. The mathematics data are shown in Tables 1.6 and 1.7.

In the IEA mathematics study, the method used by the United States, England, and Wales to obtain a sufficiently large number of cooperating school districts, namely requesting participation of twice as many school districts as were needed with the expectation of a 50 percent cooperation rate, might be expected to produce a bias in achievement scores. However, no evidence of bias has been found (Garden, 1987:133).

Neither of the international comparisons is without its problems and ambiguities. For example, it is not clear whether the student populations tested in the IEA science study are fully comparable across countries. Furthermore, it is sometimes argued that the tests themselves are biased, since the U.S. curriculum in science and mathematics may be different from the typical curriculum used elsewhere, and the tests may be heavily weighted with items that are not covered in U.S. curricula. Data from the IEA study on test validity and test relevance, however, do not support that proposition (IEA, 1988:88-95).

A similar picture is presented by the NAEP data on achievement scores, which indicate that large fractions of U.S. students do not appear
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>10-Year -Olds, Grade 4/5</th>
<th>14-Year -Olds, Grade 8/9</th>
<th>Grade 12/13 Science Students B</th>
<th>Non-Science Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(English speaking)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.A.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Number of Countries</strong></td>
<td><strong>15</strong></td>
<td><strong>17</strong></td>
<td><strong>13</strong></td>
<td><strong>13</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B Students taking biology, chemistry, or physics in the terminal grade in school.

Source: International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (1988:3).
TABLE 1.6 Mathematics Achievement Comparisons: Twelfth Grade United States and International, 1981-82 (Percentage of Items Correct)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>United States</th>
<th>International (15 Countries)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-calculus Classes</td>
<td>Calculus Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sets &amp; relations</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number systems</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algebra</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometry</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary functions/ calculus</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability/ statistics</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: McKnight et al. (1987:23)

To meet minimal standards of literacy in science and mathematics. The NAEP Science Report Card of September 1988 indicated that, despite gains over the past four years, particularly among minorities, a majority of high school students "are poorly equipped for informed citizenship and productive performance in the workplace" (National Assessment of Educational Progress, 1988b:5).

A problem with both NAEP and the IEA tests is the limited extent to which they assess higher-order skills. Although some test materials administered by NAEP and IEA involve hands-on exercises, much more research and development activity is needed to construct free-response materials and techniques that measure skills not measured with multiple choice tests. Current improvements in mathematics and science curricula are focused on learning of "conceptual knowledge, process skills, and the higher-order thinking that scientists, mathematicians, and educators..."
TABLE 1.7 Mathematics Achievement Comparisons: Eighth Grade, United States and International, 1981-82 (Percentage of Items Correct)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>United States (Percentage Correct)</th>
<th>International (20 Countries)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25th Percentile</td>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arithmetic</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algebra</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometry</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


consider most impor. ant” (Murnane and Raizen, 1988:63). It is not clear what the relative standing of U.S. students would be on a test that assessed higher-order thinking skills more fully. Despite all the caveats that have been and can be made with regard to these comparisons, the evidence is that U.S. high school students cannot be judged to perform well in science or mathematics by any reasonable standard, or at least not as well as society seems to expect.

Evidence from IEA that young people who concentrate heavily in science and mathematics do not perform especially well implies even worse outcomes for the great majority of American youth who take very little science and mathematics in high school. From the perspective of employers, for example, what matters at least as much as the quality of instruction for high school students who are potential scientists and engineers is the quality of technical or quantitative training for the great majority of high school students who will not go on to these careers but will enter the work force after graduation. Concern over the ability of young people to function effectively in today’s technical environment, given the inadequacy and often the total absence of science and mathematics training with any degree of rigor, looms as a major societal concern and is the subject of numerous recent reports.
Both low test scores and the generally low level of scientific literacy underpin the concern with the quality of science and mathematics training, and with the prospective shortage of qualified science and mathematics teachers. Poor outcomes have thus spurred a deep concern with the quality of teaching and the qualifications of teachers of science and mathematics. Since it is through adjustments in quality that the supply and demand for precollege science and mathematics teachers reach equilibrium in the short run—e.g., the next school year—an examination of possible statistics to measure quality is of central concern to the panel.

At least two different sets of factors are relevant to an assessment of teaching quality. One set relates to the teaching environment and includes school, district, and state policies and practices that enhance or impede one's ability to secure the right teaching assignment and to teach effectively. Such factors include time spent on science and mathematics, teaching burden, textbook use, district decisions about recruiting and hiring teachers, and inservice education policies.

Another set of factors relates to the background and qualifications of the individual teacher. These include type of certification, relevant courses taken in the past and currently, and measures of cognitive ability. The need for better data on these kinds of factors, both for monitoring supply and demand and for modeling purposes, is discussed in Chapter 5.

It should be kept in mind that even if all the comparison data were valid and indicated that U.S. students have low absolute and relative achievement in science and mathematics, it would not necessarily follow that the problem lies solely or even mainly with the training of U.S. teachers of precollege science and mathematics. Educational outcomes are a complex function of student and family inputs, teaching inputs, educational curricula, school and community environment factors, and student behaviors, including student such as doing homework, attitudes toward science and mathematics, and scientific habits such as objectivity, skepticism, and replication of results (Murnane and Raizen, 1988). Poor outcomes can clearly be due in part to the inadequate training of teachers, but they can also be due to factors that have little or nothing to do with the training and ability of the teacher corps.

For example, there has been a continuing dispute among mathematics teachers about curricular issues, which are seen by some as having a strong influence on the level of performance of U.S. students in standardized tests of mathematics skills. It is alleged that mathematics skills in U.S. schools are typically taught in a layered or "spiral" curriculum, whereby students are taught a number of concepts in grade $t$, and are then taught slightly augmented but basically similar concepts in grades $t+1$, $t+2$, $t+3$, ... It is argued that students are thus introduced to relatively little new material each year through grade 8, that most of what is done constitutes review
of materials previously taught, and that as a result students become bored with the constant repetition and never really master many of the key ideas involved in the development of mathematical skills. It is also judged by people who hold this view that part of the problem is that mathematics textbook producers try to widen the appeal of their product to as many school systems as possible; they end up including small segments on a variety of topics and intensive treatment of few, if any, of these topics. Since the basic text is the primary resource used by most precollege mathematics teachers (Weiss, 1987:31, 39), and since the text usually favors breadth and facts over depth (Office of Technology Assessment, 1988:30-34), the result is that a significant fraction of students master few if any of the topics.

A different line of argument, which could in principle be resolved more easily and might make a substantial difference to outcomes, is that U.S. students have inadequate skills in science and mathematics simply because teachers, especially elementary school teachers, do not spend much classroom time on science and mathematics topics. Research indicates a great deal more time is devoted to reading than to mathematics (Cawelti and Adkisson, 1985; Weiss, 1987). Observations of actual classroom time spent on mathematics also have found very large differences between students in Minneapolis, Minnesota, and those in Taipei, Taiwan, or Sendai, Japan (Stevenson et al., 1986): U.S. students spend far less time on mathematics than do Asian students.

To the extent that the performance of U.S. students on science and mathematics tests and the level of their skill in these areas is simply due to the emphasis on language arts found in U.S. classrooms and/or to the smaller amount of time spent either in school or in school-related activities at home, both the interpretation of the problem and the solution are relatively simple—provided school systems can be encouraged or induced to change the structure of their curricula. But if that is the basic problem, then the issue again is not one of inadequacy of preparation or academic training on the part of teachers of science and mathematics in the United States, but simply one of relative emphasis within the curriculum. In that case, the question should be raised as to why fewer hours are spent on science and mathematics in American classrooms.

Of course, it is possible that one reason U.S. students spend less time on science and mathematics is that many U.S. elementary school teachers are much less comfortable in teaching science and mathematics than in teaching language arts, and that part of the reason for the curricular emphasis is a preference on the part of teachers and/or administrators derived in turn from their own training. It appears unlikely that specialist teachers of mathematics in the early grades would be motivated to shorten class time spent on mathematics, and use of such teachers is more common in Japan, China, and Taiwan than in the United States in the early grades.
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There also appear to be differences in the nature of the pedagogical training given to U.S. and Japanese mathematics teachers. The IEA mathematics study (McKnight et al., 1987) reported that among mathematics teachers at the eighth- and twelfth-grade levels, the U.S. teachers had taken more mathematics courses and fewer mathematics pedagogy courses than their Japanese counterparts (p. 64). American teachers also have much less nonteaching time scheduled during the day, compared with their Asian counterparts (Stevenson, 1987:32). And the degree of teacher autonomy is different: U.S. teachers are often on their own after the first year, while in Asian classrooms younger teachers are typically under the tutelage of a senior teacher for a number of years (Lee et al., 1987; Stevenson et al., 1988; Stigler et al., 1987; Stevenson and Bartsch, in press).

Home environment is another factor that affects student outcome. There is considerable evidence that learning and training for young children take place in the home as well as in the school, and that the relative importance of training in the home is much greater when children are young. The home environments in which children are being raised in the United States are considerably different now from the way they were several decades ago. The proportion of children raised in single-parent households is much larger now than in the past, and the proportion of mothers who work full- or part-time is much higher now than in past decades. These realities can create problems for children, especially for minority children, many of whom are raised in single-parent households for a substantial portion of their developmental years (Hill et al., 1987). Although we cannot be certain that the amount of time and attention parents pay to young children's development is necessarily less because there are fewer "parent hours" available in the aggregate, it is certainly plausible to suppose that fewer total parent hours will result in fewer developmental hours spent by parents on children. There is some evidence that working mothers largely trade off leisure time and sleep for work hours, not for time spent with their children (Hill and Stafford, 1985). In any event, demographic characteristics have a potentially serious influence on the process of skill development in young children, and part of understanding educational outcomes is surely to understand how these home environment factors relate to these outcomes.

In addition to the demographic differences in home environments, there also appear to be substantial differences in the practices, beliefs, and expectations of parents in American households compared with those in other countries. Again, the best-documented evidence comes from a comparison of American and Asian households. As a generalization, Asian mothers are less satisfied with the school performance of their children than American mothers (despite the fact that their children are generally doing better), they are more likely to attribute success in school to hard
work rather than to native ability, and they are less likely to be satisfied with the way the schools are performing than their American counterparts (Lee et al., 1987).

The implication of the issues just discussed is not that the solution to poor performance on standardized educational outcome tests, and presumptively in the level of skill development in science and mathematics for American students, are to be found in factors other than either the quantity of precollege science and mathematics teachers or the quality of their training characteristics or classroom methods. Rather, it is that poor student outcomes are not uniquely correlated with, nor necessarily caused by, inadequate quantity or quality, but could easily be due to factors that are largely unrelated to teacher or teaching quality. It would thus be a mistake, in the panel's view, to jump to the conclusion that poor science and mathematics outcomes on the part of students necessarily reflect inadequacies in the background, training, or ability of their teachers and to seek the remedy for the problem only by enhancing either the numbers or the quality of precollege science and mathematics teachers. That could turn out to be the case, but many other factors, such as the structure of the curriculum, the practices of both K-12 school systems and teacher training institutions, the amount of time spent on science and mathematics topics in schools, and the influence of home environments on development outcomes, all need to be understood before we can expect either to understand the problem or to devise appropriate remedies.

THE PANEL'S WORK AND ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

During the course of its work, the panel broadened its understanding of the flow of teachers through school systems by direct contact with 39 public school districts across the country. These school systems ranged from the largest metropolitan systems to the most isolated small school districts and represented a wide geographic range and a variety of labor market conditions.

Six of the 39 districts were the subject of in-depth case studies, conducted in 1987 and 1988, of supply and demand issues regarding science and mathematics teachers. Two of the districts were in California and near one another geographically: one was a large urban system whose ability to attract talented science and mathematics teachers was affected by a history of budgetary constraints and teacher-organization or school-district provisions, while the other, a small, wealthy district, was able to exercise greater autonomy in attracting and keeping talented teachers. Two other districts—one in California and one in Utah—both with large enrollments, were selected for their growing populations and rising enrollments. Hiring
in one of them was severely limited by fiscal constraint as well as strong religious and community standards; the other was growing in both enrollment and economic base. Finally, two contiguous school districts in Maryland that were expected to hire from the same labor market were visited—a large urban district coping with school closures, leadership changes, and traumatic layoffs as the student population has moved to the suburbs and a medium-sized, stable, semirural school district nearby.

The in-depth case studies furnished invaluable context without which statistics portraying supply and demand would be seriously incomplete. Such context showed the role of the individual personnel administrator and his or her ability to maneuver or use informal networks to attract science and mathematics teachers. It showed the effects of competing labor markets, teacher-organization provisions, budgetary constraints, and other external factors.

The six in-depth case studies were supplemented by 27 additional mini case studies, conducted by telephone interviews and follow-up questionnaires, in order to test the representativeness of the findings. The mini case studies were conducted over the period June through December 1988.

Finally, a conference of the chief personnel administrators of seven large metropolitan school districts, representing over 5 percent of the nation's total public school enrollment, was convened in May 1988. Issues of supply, demand, and quality of science and mathematics teachers were discussed, and the districts' statistical information systems were examined for data relevant to supply and demand models. Appendix A provides more information about each of these activities. Discussions in the chapters that follow frequently draw on the experiences of the school district personnel administrators who participated in these studies.

In the chapters that follow, we further examine the characteristics of demand for precollege science and mathematics teachers (Chapter 2) and issues relating to supply (Chapters 3 and 4). Chapter 3 reviews projection and behavioral models and the essential behavioral components of effective supply models. It examines individual incentives to teach and school district actions that influence supply decisions and mesh supply with demand. In Chapter 4, data needed to monitor the supply pool along its various stages in the teaching career are discussed.

We then turn to the role of quality adjustments in bringing supply and demand to equilibrium. In Chapter 5 we look at the question of measuring teacher characteristics and teaching quality. Chapter 6 contains the panel’s conclusions and recommendations: some of the recommendations deal with specific data needed to better understand demand, supply, or quality.

---

2 The number of districts in the three case study activities add up to 40, with one of the large school districts participating in two of the projects.
factors, and other recommendations deal with the types of research needed to better understand the linkages among demand, supply, teacher quality, and student outcomes and ways to facilitate this research.
In this chapter we are concerned with the demand for new teachers, specifically teachers new to a particular job. Projections of the demand for new teachers require the projection of a minimum of three data elements: student enrollment, pupil-teacher ratios, and teacher attrition rates. Demand projections for segments of the teacher population, such as secondary school teachers of mathematics and science, require the projection of these data elements for the specific segments. For example, projecting the demand for mathematics teachers requires, at a minimum, projections of enrollment in mathematics classes, the expected size of mathematics classes, and the attrition rate of mathematics teachers. The necessary data for teacher demand projections vary in availability and reliability. Pupil-teacher ratios vary with staffing patterns, class sizes, teaching loads, course requirements, and course-taking patterns in science and mathematics. Meaningful projections of the consequences of course-taking patterns or teacher attrition are typically less available than are projections of future student enrollment. Statewide enrollment projections are more reliable than those for local school districts. In general, the smaller the subset projected, the lower the reliability.

STUDENT ENROLLMENT

The two main topics discussed in this section describe methods of projecting student enrollment, based on either public-school enrollment data or population data. The main features and limitations of both sources of data are discussed. We then turn to the other key components of estimating demand for teachers—pupil-teacher ratios and attrition.
Enrollment Projections Based on Student Enrollment Data

Projections of student enrollment, one of the three elements necessary for projecting the demand for new teachers, are the easiest. K-12 enrollment projections are widely available. Most states and many local districts produce enrollment projections, particularly for the public schools, although some states produce them for both public and private schools. These projections typically follow a standard "cohort survival" methodology, which uses observed enrollment ratios between grades to move ("survive") classes ("cohorts") forward to the next level. If the state or school system has low or constant levels of migration, then reliable projections by grade are produced.

The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) produces one-year projections by state and nationwide projections for 10 years into the future. Until 1988, NCES projected enrollments were for the public schools only; projections for private schools began in 1989. NCES employs a mixed model in which participation rates for kindergarten, grade 1, and special and ungraded classes are calculated by applying recent public school enrollment data, collected in its annual survey of the states, to age-specific population estimates produced by the Census Bureau. The resultant rates are then applied to projected populations of the appropriate ages (e.g., 5-year-olds for kindergarten, 6-year-olds for first graders) to arrive at levels of future enrollment for those grades and classes. Retention or grade progression rates from the NCES annual survey are used to calculate grades 2 through 12. The NCES method of projecting enrollments is described more fully in Part III of the panel's interim report (National Research Council, 1987c), which discusses the components of the NCES model and those of six states. The sources of data used by NCES are also described in the Guide to Sources portion of the Digest of Education Statistics (National Center for Education Statistics, 1988b:358-380).

Enrollment-based changes in the demand for public school teachers below the national level are usually better obtained directly from actual enrollment projections for the state or locality in question than from projections of the school-age population. The reason for preferring enrollment projections at the subnational level is the difficulty of projecting internal and foreign migration for subnational populations. Although birth and death data for population projections are quite accurate, migration estimates are less certain, especially as they must be allocated by age. Both the uncertainty and the effect of migration are greater for subnational aggregations than for the entire country, yet no data are collected for interstate or intrastate movement.

Enrollment projections, however, are typically based on annual censuses of the school population that are taken for administrative purposes,
including the allocation of state support. The bases for enrollment projections are therefore firm, and the grade progression ratios can be updated annually as circumstances change. The changing circumstances include net migration, which is picked up by the grade progression ratios.

Geographic Differences in Projected K-12 Enrollment

There are great differences among regions of the United States, and the localities within those regions, in prospective public school enrollment change over the next 10 to 20 years. The nationally projected growth, and expected eventual decline, in the 5- to 13-year-old population and the current nationwide decline and subsequent slow growth in the 14- to 17-year-old population are far from evenly distributed among states or within states.

A well-known compendium of individual state enrollment projections that shows the dramatically different demographic expectations among states is produced by the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education (WICHE) in cooperation with Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association and the College Board. WICHE produces projections of numbers of high school graduates using K-12 enrollment data provided by the states and a cohort survival methodology. The authors do not attempt to integrate the individual state projections into a valid national projection by making explicit assumptions about migratory movements among the states, although they do sum the projections into regional and a national totals. However, recent migratory movements are embedded in the observed progression ratios for each state, which are used to move the enrollments forward into the future. The WICHE projections illustrate the potential for sharply divergent demographic futures in the different regions of the nation and within states between 1986-91 and 2003-4.

In WICHE's 1988 set of projections (WICHE, 1988) the number of high school graduates nationally has formed a "roller coaster" pattern since the late 1970s, a pattern that will continue through the next decade. The general roller coaster pattern reflects past birth patterns in the United States, but it differs from region to region and from state to state. The regional differences, the document's foreword explains, are due to "the mobility of the population, varying economic conditions, and growth in minority populations." The number of high school graduates is projected to decline for the North Central and Northeast states, while the West, South, and South Central regions are projected to have little decline in the mid-1990s and then will experience substantial growth (Tables 2.1 and 2.2).
TABLE 2.1 Projections of Numbers of High School Graduates, by Region, 1986-2004

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>West</th>
<th>South/South Central</th>
<th>North Central</th>
<th>Northeast</th>
<th>United States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Index (1985 - 86 = 1.00)</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Index (1985 - 86 = 1.00)</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985-86 (actual)</td>
<td>484,087</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>787,625</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>725,154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986-87</td>
<td>491,388</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>811,738</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>736,070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987-88</td>
<td>521,106</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>828,325</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>754,949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988-89</td>
<td>511,390</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>844,410</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>743,365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989-90</td>
<td>489,118</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>816,646</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>699,096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990-91</td>
<td>476,320</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>789,721</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>668,301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991-92</td>
<td>482,357</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>776,433</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>646,083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992-93</td>
<td>491,783</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>775,419</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>649,685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993-94</td>
<td>507,053</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>772,386</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>628,514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994-95</td>
<td>533,894</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>806,904</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>664,256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995-96</td>
<td>545,922</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>815,731</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>669,621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996-97</td>
<td>576,370</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>842,846</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>693,067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997-98</td>
<td>610,330</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>873,652</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>714,109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998-99</td>
<td>633,952</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>876,221</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>700,108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>648,194</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>897,388</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>692,397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000-01</td>
<td>651,979</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>882,837</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>671,897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001-02</td>
<td>670,094</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>890,685</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>672,312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002-03</td>
<td>699,847</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>914,368</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>678,736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003-04</td>
<td>709,680</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>914,023</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>665,277</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2.2** Projected Proportion of United States High School Graduates, by Region, 1986-2004

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>South/</th>
<th>North</th>
<th>North-</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>West</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>United</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985-86</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986-87</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987-88</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988-89</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989-90</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990-91</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991-92</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992-93</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993-94</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994-95</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995-96</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996-97</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997-98</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998-99</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999-2000</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000-01</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001-02</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002-03</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003-04</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Local-Area Projections

The striking differences in enrollment based demand projections among the states are mirrored within states by differences among localities. Since teacher labor markets have important local components (as the panel's case studies suggest), it would be useful to be able to produce enrollment projections for local areas. One barrier to local enrollment projections is the reliability of small-population projections that are needed to estimate enrollment in kindergarten and the first grade. Fertility patterns can vary locally, and births and deaths may be reported for an area different from...
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school district boundaries. More important, the smaller the population, the
greater the potential influence of hard-to-predict migration on future size
and distribution.

The difficulty of making reliable small-area projections is undoubtedly
one reason that few school districts appear to make projections beyond the
next year, if that far. However, standard enrollment projection techniques
would be adequate to give general magnitudes of change in all but the
smallest and least stable districts for 5 to 10 years into the future, longer
for the secondary level. State departments of education could make a
considerable contribution by encouraging school districts to project their
enrollment for 5 to 10 years in the future, providing technical guidance
in developing projections and coordinating their efforts. Properly done,
such projections could be combined in order to approximate likely levels of
enrollment-generated demand within teacher labor markets. Of course, es-
timation of attrition-generated demand and subject-specific demand would
require additional projection efforts.

Population Projections—A Proxy for Enrollment Projections

Although the cohort survival method of projecting enrollment is widely
used in the education community, population projections reveal some highly
interesting trends that could influence the demand for teachers.

Using Census Population Projections
to Estimate K-12 Enrollment Demand

At the national level, projections of the population by age provide a
very good proxy for enrollment projections, especially if the interest is in
total enrollment demand and not just demand for public school teachers. This is particularly true for the population age 5 to 13, which has close to
100 percent attendance, virtually all of it in grades K through 8.

Population projections have the advantage of greater simplicity than
enrollment projections, since assumptions about movement from grade to
grade or from public to private schools do not have to be made. National
projections of the population are updated by the Census Bureau every
several years, more often if the underlying assumptions prove incorrect.

The biggest disadvantage to using population projections as a substitute
for enrollment projections is that population projections take no account
of possible changes in dropout rates, an important element of enrollment
projections for the secondary level. Using population projections as a proxy
for K-12 enrollment, in particular for grade 9-12 enrollment projections,
makes the implicit assumption that dropout rates will remain constant.
Since our present discussion is limited to a general overview of the likely forces of change in the demand for teachers, our remarks on the likely contribution of nationwide enrollment change to teacher demand are based on population projections.

The national projections for the 5- to 17-year-old age group should prove moderately accurate through the year 2000, as shown in Table 2.3. Reliability declines toward the end of the 1990s, when the projections for the age group begin to depend more on projections of births and less on children already born. However, the fertility assumptions used in the projection have been close to actual fertility so far, and there is little reason to expect large changes in the fertility rates in the next few years. The other factor that could lead to the divergence of the actual numbers from those projected—international migration—is unlikely to cause major discrepancies at the national level in the period and at the ages shown in the table. The size of the U.S. population relative even to high levels of migration, and the typical concentration of migration in the early adult years, dampens the effect on the school-age population, at least in the short and medium run. Interstate migration is, of course, not relevant to national projections.

Recent projections by the Census Bureau show 12 percent growth for the school-age population in the United States between the middle 1980s and the end of this century (Table 2.3). The 5- to 17-year-old age group is projected to grow by more than 5 million. However, as a result of past birth patterns, the increase will not be distributed equally across the age group. Until the end of this century, most of the growth will occur at the younger ages and will affect the elementary grades. The number of children age 5 to 13 is projected to increase by nearly 5 million, or 17 percent, by 1999. After 1999 this age group is projected to decline. By contrast, the number of young people age 14 to 17, the secondary school-age group, is projected to decline 12 percent in the 5 years between 1985 and 1990, a reduction of 1.8 million. Thereafter, the number of secondary school-age children will grow slowly but is not expected to regain the 1985 level until 1997. More rapid growth is projected for the early years of the next century.

The projected demographic changes in the school-age population will have opposing potential effects on the nationwide demand for teachers, increasing it at the elementary level and reducing it at the secondary level. There could even be a reduction in the absolute number of secondary school teachers employed over the next few years. However, change in the number of students is only one of the elements in the calculation of demand for teachers. Teacher attrition and pupil-teacher ratios are the other important factors in demand, although pupil-teacher ratios are probably as much dependent on enrollment change as they are an independent factor. The
TABLE 2.3 Projections of the United States School-Age Population to the Year 2000 (in thousands)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Age 5-13</th>
<th>Age 14-17</th>
<th>Age 5-17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number (000)</td>
<td>Index (1985 = 1.00)</td>
<td>Number (000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>29,654</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>14,731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>29,922</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>14,588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>30,358</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>14,237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>30,954</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>13,662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>31,523</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>13,160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>32,189</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>12,050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>32,777</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>12,964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>33,400</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>13,087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>33,900</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>13,260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>34,193</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>13,714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>34,435</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>14,082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>34,598</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>14,513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>34,681</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>14,848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>34,668</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>15,027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>34,566</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>15,214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>34,382</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>15,381</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


demand for teachers of specific disciplines, of course, depends on student choice (or changing graduation requirements) as well.

The Changing Demographic Profile of the School-Age Population

Education planners and social observers have devoted considerable attention to the changing demographics of the American population and to projections of large continued changes. The demographic changes referred to are usually changes in ethnic composition and family circumstances, especially increased proportions of children in single-parent families and/or
especially increased proportions of children in single-parent families and/or with working mothers. Increased poverty levels among children are often also at issue. The conclusion, sometimes stated explicitly and sometimes left to the reader, is that these changes require urgent social and political attention.

These changes—in the relative size of elementary and secondary school-age populations, in racial/ethnic composition, in income and poverty—are interesting and relevant considerations attendant on the demand for teachers. They do not emerge from enrollment projections, but rather through population projections. We first talk about broad population factors, demographic trends that influence demand. Then we return to the use of enrollment projections in models of teacher supply and demand.

Projecting Changes in Race and Ethnicity. Expected change in the ethnic distribution of school-age children in America is of interest for our discussion only insofar as youngsters of the different categories may be expected to have differential patterns of enrollment in mathematics and science courses or require different strategies of teaching than are used currently. However, the link between ethnic and racial identity and school-related characteristics or needs is not a clear one, particularly over the long run. Unless there is reason to believe that racial and ethnic groups will retain currently observed particular needs over the long run, projecting the racial and ethnic distribution of the school-age population, or of school enrollment, is of little utility for planning curricular or other change for science and mathematics.

Very often, the effect of racial and ethnic change, especially the effect of the projected increases in the proportion of the population of Hispanic and Asian origin, is confounded with the effects of migration—for example, an increase in the number of students with limited ability to speak English or from families with the low educational levels characteristic of Latin America and much of Southeast Asia. This confusion is bemusing in a country that has seen the children and grandchildren of poor, illiterate immigrants from Southern and Eastern Europe—people viewed as forever unassimilable 75 years ago—become thoroughly assimilated Americans.

Changes in racial and ethnic distribution per se may be the least reason for expectations of changed enrollment patterns in science and mathematics or for planning changes in curricular and teaching strategies. However, because of the great public interest in ethnic change, we explore the feasibility of racial and ethnic projections and consider the results of recent projections.

As noted earlier, standard population projections require a base population and assumed rates of fertility, mortality, and migration for each age. The decennial census counts the black population with reasonable accuracy,
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at least for most public policy analysis purposes. Vital statistics are virtually universally collected by race, including birth and death records. Estimating migration by race is more troublesome, but sufficient data exist to develop estimates of base populations by race between censuses and to develop assumptions for projections. It is feasible to project the black population and the white population, although, as with all subcategory projections, such projections will tend to be somewhat less reliable than projections of the total population. Other racial groups are more difficult to estimate because of small numbers and, in the case of Asians, very high rates of foreign migration.

Projections of nonracial ethnic populations are more difficult. On the whole, ethnic identity has been gathered only sporadically in either the census or in vital statistics. Even were a group to arrive all at once, thereby providing a clear base population, and subsequently maintain accurate birth and death records, the accuracy of any long-range projection would be in doubt because of the likelihood of intermarriage and the lack of an agreed-on definition of ethnic identity for the children. The reasons underlying the questionable feasibility of ethnic projections also raise the question of their meaningfulness for social or educational policy planning.

Because of the interest in the rapid increase in population from Mexico and Central and South America, numerous projections of the Hispanic population have been produced. The Census Bureau first asked respondents to identify themselves as Hispanic or non-Hispanic in the 1980 census. The states with the bulk of the U.S. Hispanic population began to ask Hispanic identity for birth and death certificates around 1980 as well. The data collection efforts since 1980 provide a base population for projecting Hispanics, as well as fertility and mortality rates. Migration estimates can also be made, although with only very modest reliability. Given the importance of migration for determining the size of the Hispanic population, this is a decided disadvantage. More problematic for long-range projection purposes is the lack of a socially agreed-on ethnic identity for the children of marriages in which only one partner is identified as Hispanic.

Results of Racial and Ethnic Projections. The following discussion examines the results of ethnic and racial estimates and projections for the national population by age. In the last two decades, the proportion of American youngsters from non-Hispanic white backgrounds has decreased nationwide and the proportion from Hispanic and from nonwhite backgrounds has risen. This shift is projected to continue, although, as shown in Table 2.4 and described below, the change will be relatively modest at the national level.

In 1970 the census recorded that 13.5 percent of the population age 5 to 17 was black. The proportion rose to 14.8 percent in 1980 and by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White (including Hispanic)</td>
<td>44,752</td>
<td>39,184</td>
<td>36,533</td>
<td>38,569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per-cent-</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td>82.6</td>
<td>80.9</td>
<td>79.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>7,082</td>
<td>6,009</td>
<td>8,958</td>
<td>7,895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per-cent-</td>
<td>695</td>
<td>1,215</td>
<td>1,653</td>
<td>2,351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OtherA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per-cent-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>52,529</td>
<td>47,408</td>
<td>45,144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48,815</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Largely Asian, Pacific Islander, and Native American.


1986 it was estimated, on the basis of vital records, to be 15.4 percent. The most recent projection is that the population age 5 to 17 will be 16.2 percent black in 2000. The proportion of the 5- to 17-year-old age group reported to be of “other” races, largely Asian, rose from 1.3 percent in 1970 to 2.6 percent in 1980. In 1986 it was estimated to be 3.7 percent and in 2000 it is projected to be 4.8 percent. The proportion white fell from 85.2 percent in 1970 to 82.6 percent in 1980; it was estimated to be 80.9 percent in 1986 and is projected to be 79 percent in 2000. If these projections are correct, the proportion of school-age children who are white would drop by 6 percentage points in the 30-year period from 1970 to 2000. However, data for the white population includes a growing proportion of Hispanic ethnic groups. The shifts in ethnic distribution are not evenly distributed across the country, but are concentrated in certain areas of the country. The proportion Hispanic has increased rapidly in California and other parts of the Southwest, mostly due to immigration, although the Hispanic population also has higher fertility. Asian migration has also been concentrated in a few locations. California and New York City have been the destinations of choice for the majority of Asian immigrants.

The increase in the numbers of immigrants from these two groups is part of an increase in migration to levels not seen in many decades. This increase and the concentration of immigrants in certain areas have heightened the general awareness of shifts in racial and ethnic composition,
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which are real but less dramatic nationally than might be supposed from the level of popular interest. Providing an adequate education for immigrants and their children is a crucial concern for the schools, especially in areas of heavy influx. It is less clear how important the ethnic shifts, in and of themselves, will be to the schools in the future.

Family Structure and Changes in Poverty Rate for Children. Other shifts in the characteristics of school-age children may be of far more importance to science and mathematics enrollment, as well as to the curriculum that teachers should be prepared to teach, than changes in racial and ethnic distribution. These include changes in family structure, specifically the increase in the proportion of children in single-parent families, and the increase in the proportion of children living in poor families.

Data as of 1985 showed that 16 percent of all white children, 43 percent of all black children, and 40 percent of children of Spanish origin were reported to be living in poor families (Bureau of the Census, 1986:22). The rate of family poverty among all children rose during the 1970s and early 1980s, wiping out gains made in the 1960s. The poverty rate for children was 20.1 percent in 1985, compared with a low of 13.8 percent in 1969 (Bureau of the Census, 1986:22).

During roughly the same period—1970 to 1984—Current Population Reports revealed that the percentage of children living in single-parent families doubled (Bureau of the Census, 1984b:4). In 1984, 22.6 percent of children under 18 were living with one parent, compared with 11.9 percent in 1970 (Bureau of the Census, 1984b:4). In 1984, over half of all black children lived with only one parent, compared with one-sixth of all white children. Among children of Spanish origin, one of every four lived with one parent.

As has been relentlessly demonstrated in innumerable studies, poor children, so many of whom live in one-parent families, are at risk of school failure because of multiple disadvantages, which may include the lack of adequate housing, or any housing at all; frequent moves from school to school; less than sufficient food; inferior medical care; a total lack of dental care; exposure to criminal behavior in deteriorating neighborhoods; and the stress that accompanies the struggle of the adults in the family to survive.

Projections of the proportion of children living with one parent can be made with moderate reliability using current data; the proportion living in poverty requires assumptions about the economy as well and are therefore less easy to construct, or at least less easy to construct with any reliability. The nature of the effect of family poverty and family structure on academic achievement and, more specifically, on the demand for science and mathematics instruction is less well understood. The subject is of great social importance, given the large numbers of children involved, and we
hope that the links will be better understood in the future. However, at present, not enough is known to be useful in constructing projections of demand for science and mathematics teachers.

To summarize, there are interesting and relevant trends that emerge from population projections, which should be included in any statistical description of the changing demand for teachers. However, for purposes of projecting demand for precollege science and mathematics teachers, the education community generally finds enrollment-based projections more useful.

Research Areas Related to Student Enrollment

Methods employed in current teacher demand models, specifically the cohort survival methodology used to project enrollments, are relatively reliable. However, for longer-term projections, particularly at the high school level, and for specific subjects within science and mathematics fields, enrollment projections are less reliable due to the impact of changes in the behavior of students, parents, and school systems. The utility of demand models for addressing policy issues concerning science and mathematics education over the long term would be greatly enhanced by the development of more dynamic, behaviorally responsive models. We discuss three types of behavioral responses that need to be understood to develop more useful models of teacher demand. They are determinants of course selection by students, determinants of parental and student preferences for public and private schooling, and changes in dropout rates that can be expected in response to social, economic, and educational changes. We discuss them in the order of their priority as we assess the relative importance of each topic to teacher demand projections and the relative gains that could be expected from research.

As the panel's interim reported stated (National Research Council, 1987c:49), research on the determinants of course selection by students is critical to the development of useful projections for broad subject categories, including science and mathematics, at the high school (and possibly middle school) level. This is an area about which we know very little. Many factors can influence students' choice of courses, including high school graduation requirements, college entrance requirements, government (including federal and state) support for science and mathematics education that motivates schools to encourage enrollment in these subjects, and fashions or tastes on the part of students and their parents and peers for certain subjects.

Given that most current models focus on public school demand (although the National Center for Education Statistics model develops separate public and private school projections), another important area for
research concerns the determinants of parental and student preferences for private and public schooling (National Research Council, 1987c:49). Nationwide, private elementary and secondary school enrollment was 11.5 percent of the total in 1980, but had grown to 12.5 percent by fall 1987 (NCES, 1988b:9). Changing preferences for private school enrollment, a topic about which almost nothing is known, can importantly affect public school demand. Particularly in today's educational climate, when private schools are perceived by some parents to offer a more attractive educational environment than public schools, research into the factors that influence the choice of type of school is needed.

One type of response that affects demand projections at the high school level is the dropout rate (National Research Council, 1987c:50). We know a good deal from previous research about why students drop out of school. Work is needed, however, on changes in dropout rates that can be expected in response to a variety of social, economic, and educational changes. For example, the changing ethnic composition of the school-age population in many areas of the country may dramatically affect dropout rates in those areas. Increased high school graduation requirements may increase dropout rates as a side effect of raising educational levels for those who stay in school.

PUPIL-TEACHER RATIOS

Enrollment change does not translate immediately into a corresponding proportional change in the demand for teachers. As a recent RAND report assessing teacher supply and demand explained, "adjustments are made to pupil-teacher ratios to smooth the effects of rapid enrollment changes, to accommodate established school staffing patterns and budgets, and to take into account existing contractual agreements with teachers, in the case of enrollment declines" (Haggstrom et al., 1988:37).

A small change in pupil-teacher ratio can cause a significant change in the projected demand for teachers. Changes in pupil-teacher ratios can be caused by a number of factors at the school, district, or state level: changes in school budgets; staffing patterns, class sizes, or teaching loads; graduation or program requirements; and course offerings. A layering of school, district, and state policies may add to the complexity of factors that change the ratio and the demand for teachers. Even though these factors are complex, they should be identified and discussed briefly as components of teacher demand (Haggstrom et al, 1988:37-38).
Components of Teacher Demand and Related Data

Changes in school budgets can cause changes in staffing practices, class sizes, and teaching loads. The district’s allocation of its budget among its many needs for staff, materials, and services affects the pupil-teacher ratio generally as well as specific programs or subjects. In one of the panel’s case studies of a school system in a western state, the district filed for bankruptcy following a teachers’ strike. This led district officials to make conservative estimates of the number of students expected to be enrolled and hence the number of teachers needed. An overestimated enrollment could cost the district roughly $1,000 per student, it was thought. The tendency to underestimate enrollment and therefore the number of teaching positions has had various effects: raising pupil-teacher ratios, straining teaching loads, or eliminating such support as department chairmanships or resource teachers in disciplines such as mathematics.

Implementation of a school finance formula that changes a district’s proportion of local discretionary resources can also affect pupil-teacher ratios. The panel’s case studies found that, although some school districts in a southeastern state had enough local discretionary funds to hire additional teachers (part time or full time) in computer science or other subjects, other districts in the state had very little. Local discretionary money—if the district knew the amount far enough in advance—could be used to sign an early contract with a talented candidate for a mathematics resource teacher or an elementary science teacher, for example. Loss of that opportunity could mean leaving the position unfilled. These examples suggest how the budget can directly affect the ability to hire and can substantially affect the pupil-teacher ratio for certain subjects, and ultimately general pupil-teacher ratios.

Changes in staffing patterns, class sizes, or teaching loads may be promulgated by a district rule or policy change, by state policy—or by both, as when a district rule extends beyond a state requirement. These can cause an immediate change in pupil-teacher ratios and in the demand for teachers. A district requirement to employ a full-time guidance counselor in every elementary school, without full additional funding to do so, could strain staffing patterns elsewhere in the school and indirectly push up the pupil-teacher ratio. The Schools and Staffing Survey (SASS), recently initiated by NCES and first fielded in 1988, collects information on staffing patterns, class sizes, and teaching loads. The second SASS survey will be conducted in 1991 and at regular intervals thereafter. As a time series of data becomes available, it will be possible to monitor changes in these variables over time. SASS includes a teacher demand and shortage questionnaire for public school districts and private schools, as well as a school administrator questionnaire for public school principals and private school
heads. It also includes a teacher questionnaire and a teacher follow-up survey: a one-year follow-up survey of the sample teachers who have left teaching and some who have remained. This ongoing, integrated survey effort has been designed to provide the most comprehensive data on teacher demand and supply available to date. Although we mention the survey frequently as a potential data source, as with all new surveys, the extent to which it will live up to its expectation cannot be known until policy makers and the research community have used the data in a variety of analyses.

Course requirements in science and mathematics for graduation (usually established by the state) clearly affect pupil-teacher ratios. As an example of such policies and responses that can cause changes in pupil-teacher ratios, most states and school districts have increased their graduation requirements since 1980 (NCES, 1988c), often adding additional science and mathematics course requirements. The Center for Policy Research in Education (CPRE) reports that since 1983, 42 states have added course credit requirements in science, mathematics, or both (CPRE, 1989). NCES has found, through its Fast Response Survey System, that the state requirements are often exceeded by the requirements of individual districts (personal communication, M. Papageorgiou, NCES, June 7, 1989). Unless more teachers are assigned or hired to teach science and mathematics, the pupil-teacher ratio for these subject areas clearly increases.

Some nationally collected data on high school graduation requirements are available on a regular basis. The Education Commission of the States (ECS) and the Council of Chief State School Officers publish information periodically on state-mandated high school graduation requirements. They track mathematics and science as general categories, however, listing only the number of courses or years of science and mathematics that are required for graduation.

SASS includes an item in the teacher demand and shortage questionnaire for public school districts on high school graduation requirements, by subject (physical and biological sciences, mathematics/computer science). It asks for changes in these requirements between 1987 and 1988. Future SASS results will reveal changes in requirements over longer time spans.

Course offerings and enrollments also influence pupil-teacher ratios. Whereas requirements clearly help determine what courses high school students take—and the demand for teachers of those subjects—an important constraint is whether the required courses are actually offered. For example, only a few schools offer a complete range of college-preparatory mathematics and science courses; a physics course might be offered only every other year. And very few students are enrolled in the most advanced courses.

Course offerings and enrollments by school, school system, and state emerge as an important variable. Course offering data could serve as an
excellent indicator of science and mathematics demand by either students or state requirement. Course offerings and enrollments would contribute toward indicating change in demand over time, by size of school and school system, by other relevant school district characteristics, and by state, especially when state graduation requirements for science and mathematics courses have changed. Course offerings and enrollment would also permit analysis of the degree of school response in terms of teacher assignment. The extent to which teachers need to teach more than a single subject could be noted. Some data related to course offerings and enrollments by school system and school are being gathered nationally.

The 1985-86 National Survey of Science and Mathematics Education (Weiss, 1987) provides the most recent comprehensive data on course offerings. Data on course offerings are also included in (1) the longitudinal study High School and Beyond, (2) in the National Educational Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88) (for middle schools and junior high schools), and (3) for students age 9, 13, and 17 in the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) in those years when science or mathematics achievement are assessed. While data from these surveys are disaggregated by specific subject areas, they are conducted infrequently.

The data on course offerings and course enrollments are “plagued with inconsistencies,” according to a recent report on elementary and secondary science education (Office of Technology Assessment, 1988:42). Course titles often are not a reliable basis for comparisons among schools, states, or years. Moreover, some advanced courses are offered not by the high school but by the community college, and there are no national data available on this practice. National data do not show how often a physics course is given. Nor do we know how many sections of a given course are taught. These data may change, as well, from year to year in a single school.

NELS:88 asks middle schools and junior high schools for data on numerous courses and whether they are offered. In a more detailed format, questions on course offerings are included in the SASS teacher questionnaire. Given a probability sample of teachers by fields (as is the case for the teacher sample), it should be possible to estimate the prevalence of course offerings and trends in course offerings (including science and mathematics offerings) at national and regional levels.

Finally, course offerings could serve as a basis for drawing samples to test for varied working conditions, recruitment patterns, and range of initial assignments possible among school systems. Vacancies matched to schools classified by offerings might indicate conditions of low retention. The SASS questionnaire of local education agencies (LEAs) asks district administrators for the total number of positions that are either vacant, filled...
by a substitute, or withdrawn for lack of a suitable candidate; this total is disaggregated by subject.

Research on Determinants of Pupil-Teacher Ratios

A closer analysis of often interrelated factors that influence pupil-teacher ratios is a rich area for further research. As noted earlier, in most models pupil-teacher ratios are estimated in a relatively arbitrary way. But numerous factors operate and interact to cause changes in pupil-teacher ratios for science and mathematics subjects and in general. And we suspect that certain types of dynamics in teacher markets (e.g., declining enrollments or increased school budget) may be associated with declining pupil-teacher ratios. Other conditions (e.g., surging enrollments, budget cutbacks) are associated with rising pupil-teacher ratios. Since that ratio is so critical to an assessment of the demand for teachers, research on its determinants is needed.

The factors that can change pupil-teacher ratios affect adjustments over both short-term and long-term periods, although short-term adjustments differ from longer-term ones (National Research Council, 1987c:90). For example, a shortage situation may result in a marked increase in pupil-teacher ratios until the school system has had time to implement responses, such as extended recruitment or hiring teacher aides.

A common practice in projecting the demand for teachers is to project the increase in enrollment and to divide it by the current pupil-teacher ratio to calculate the number of additional teachers needed to provide for the enrollment increase (National Education Association, 1987f:14). But an assumption that using the current, general pupil-teacher ratio reflects accurately the number of teachers is too simplistic; enrollment changes affect pupil-teacher ratios in more indirect ways. For example, research suggests that, when enrollments decline, teacher unions may be willing to forgo salary increases to keep current teachers employed (Cavin et al., 1985; noted in Haggstrom et al., 1988:42). Despite enrollment declines, school boards may decide not to lay off staff in science and mathematics if they have had difficulty hiring them in the past, or if they feel it will be hard to find qualified teachers of certain subjects in the future (Prowda and Grissmer, 1986:12).

Moreover, supply-demand projections for precollege science and mathematics teachers will be far more meaningful if both enrollments and pupil-teacher ratios are disaggregated by subject area. In Connecticut, for example, secondary enrollments have been declining, but the demand for secondary science and mathematics teachers is steady or may increase because of increased graduation requirements in these subjects, coupled with
decisions made (influenced by budgetary considerations) to decrease class sizes (Prowda and Grissmer, 1986:12).

There is reason to believe that pupil-teacher ratio is a dependent as well as an independent factor in the creation of demand. In periods of enrollment growth and teacher or financial shortages, the ratio (or class size) can be increased. When demand slackens, if all "surplus" teachers are not let go, then the ratio drops. A history of these coping responses would be extremely useful in developing better assumptions about pupil-teacher ratios for demand models than the assumption that the current, general pupil-teacher ratio is adequate. The development of demand models for science and mathematics teachers would require similar information on the history of class size responses to teacher shortages or surpluses within these disciplines, a formidable undertaking but necessary for really well-defined models.

In sum, we continue to recommend, as we did in our interim report, that research be conducted on the determinants of pupil-teacher ratios, including research on adjustment lags as enrollments change and on how changes in demand for courses contribute to changes in these ratios and in the demand for teachers of science and mathematics.

**TEACHER ATTRITION RATES**

The third major element in the construction of teacher demand models is the rate at which teachers leave their jobs. It should be noted that teacher attrition is largely a supply phenomenon, reflecting the decisions of individual teachers. In Chapters 3 and 4 we treat attrition as a supply variable, but here it is natural to think of it as resulting in a demand for new teachers.

One part of the leaving rate—retirement—is fairly easy to model, if data on the teaching force by age are available and if something is known about the typical ages at which teachers retire. Rates of attrition for other reasons are much less easy to determine. Some of this information exists in school records, but it must be gathered and put into forms usable by those developing models. In aggregating attrition data gathered from school districts it is important to avoid double counting, since what is attrition to one district might be a new hire to another.

The Connecticut model of teacher supply and demand revealed how important age is in estimating attrition rates (Prowda and Grissmer, 1986): "We have noted high early career attrition rates, low mid-career attrition, and high attrition around 60 and 65 years old" (p.1). It is likely that attrition rates change over time, reflecting the numbers of teachers hired in a given year or period (high attrition rates may be observed soon after). A RAND study of teacher attrition found a similar U-shaped pattern of
attrition in Illinois, Michigan, New York, and Utah (Grissmer and Kirby, 1987:36-38). Higher attrition rates were found among newly hired teachers than among other groups, including those eligible to retire.

In addition to reflecting age or years of experience, calculating attrition for mathematics and science teachers requires gathering the necessary data by specific field, a considerably more demanding task than obtaining the data for the entire teaching force. There are studies that have gathered discipline-specific data (Murnane and Olsen, 1989a, 1990b; Grissmer and Kirby, 1987), but these data have not often, if at all, been used in the development of teacher demand models (or supply models in which they would also be of use). As part of the fifth follow-up of participants in the National Longitudinal Study of 1972, completed in 1986, a Teaching Supplement Questionnaire was sent to sample members who were teachers, former teachers, and those who had been trained to teach but had not taught. Information from the survey included detailed professional and personal histories that could be used for analyses of attrition patterns during the early part of their careers, from 1977 to 1986. Heyns (1988) analyzed the data, but results were not reported by field of discipline. The SASS questionnaires were designed to provide national data on teacher attrition by field. The SASS public school questionnaire asks for the number of teachers, by field, who left in the previous year and their destinations. However, due to low response rates for these items, researchers have to depend on the SASS teacher follow-up survey of former teachers (conducted in 1988-89) for estimates of attrition by field. NCES staff is exploring alternative ways of obtaining better attrition data. The follow-up survey, which also asks for the destinations of leavers, is expected to provide national attrition rates by field.

Attrition has important demographic elements, in part because so much of it is caused by retirement. Since something is known of the demographic profile of the teaching force, it is possible to estimate the likely general trend of attrition in the future, which is almost certain to be on the rise. In much of the country, low rates of new hires over the past 10 years and reductions in force, with the newest teachers being the ones let go, have left a relatively senior task force. Table 2.5 shows an upward trend from 1976 to 1986 in the proportion of current teachers who are age 40 and over (from 34.6 to 51.3 percent) and who are age 50 and over (from 15.5 to 21.2 percent). A rise in the rate of retirements will, of course, increase attrition. In addition, evidence noted earlier points to particularly high levels of attrition in the early years of teachers' careers.

In order to forecast attrition adequately, more information is needed not only on the distribution of teachers by age, but also by disciplinary area and level of preparation, and on the current attrition levels within those categories. It would also be useful to have a better understanding
TABLE 2.5 Age Distribution of U.S. Public School Teachers, 1961-1986

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Under age 30: 33.9% 37.1% 37.1% 18.7% 11.0%
- Age 30-39: 22.8 22.8 28.3 38.8 37.7
- Age 40-49: 17.5 17.8 19.1 23.1 30.1
- Age 50 and over: 25.8 22.3 15.5 19.4 21.2

Subgroup data not available.


of why attrition differs for the different categories, if it does, so that more reliable assumptions can be developed for projection models. These issues are discussed in more detail in Chapters 3 and 4, which focus on supply.

SUMMARY

The demand for teachers, as we have indicated, depends on enrollment changes, both generally and in mathematics and science courses. The demand for teachers also depends on changes in pupil-teacher ratios, caused by changes in staffing patterns, class size, teaching loads, course requirements, and course offerings in mathematics and science. In addition, a school district's demand for new science and mathematics teachers in a given hiring season also depends on the number of vacancies in those subjects. The number of vacancies results not only from the creation of new positions, but also from teacher attrition, a component of supply.

In general, the panel considers the data available for projecting demand to be more adequate than data for projecting supply. The task of projecting enrollment-driven demand for science and mathematics teachers is relatively straightforward.
There is a small number of significant gaps, however, in data related
to demand, and the panel recommends collecting data to fill these gaps.
Forecasting the demand for science and mathematics teachers particularly
could be improved by better data on the following variables:

Course-taking behavior in high school. Data on state-mandated high
school course requirements, collected regularly over time and by science
or mathematics subject, could suggest changes in demand for teachers of
various types or levels of courses. School district requirements often exceed
state requirements, but with both state and district data we could begin to
trace how changes in course requirements stimulate changes in demand for
secondary science and mathematics teachers.

Changes in course offerings in science and mathematics. Changes in
course offerings can change the demand for science and mathematics
teachers and can identify the need for teachers with special skills, for
example, ability to teach advanced placement physics.

Enrollment changes disaggregated into science and mathematics
course enrollments. Better data on this aspect of course-taking behavior, in conjunc-
tion with changes in course requirements, would strengthen the demand
component of projection models.

Data on attrition for reasons other than retirement by field. Attrition by
retirement is relatively well known. For other types of attrition, further
analysis of the NLS-72 follow-up of teachers and former teachers should
provide more insight into patterns of attrition during the early years of a

teaching career (Heyns, 1988). The best source for obtaining new nonre-
tirement attrition data will be SASS, which has recently experimented with
questions on attrition by field, although the item response rate was low.
High priority should be given to collecting attrition data because they are
essential to both demand and supply models. The panel urges that NCES
redesign the SASS questions on attrition and subject them to a thorough
pilot test before using them. When combined with other SASS data on
teachers, the attrition data could help answer questions such as: Among
mathematics teachers and science teachers who leave earlier in their ca-
reers, how many had taught advanced courses? Introductory-level courses?
In high school or middle school? The demand created by such patterns
will thus be better known, and a closer fit may be possible in filling the
demand.

In addition, research is suggested on the behavioral factors that influ-
ence the demand for teachers, particularly teachers of science and mathe-
matics in the higher grades, use in development of improved models for
longer-term projections. Among the research areas noted are the behav-
ioral determinants behind course selection, factors that influence dropout
rates, influences on parents' choice of public versus private schools, and the
relationship between demand for certain courses and pupil-teacher ratios.
Determining Supply: Individual and District Activities

Each year between 5 and 10 percent of the nation's public school teachers leave the profession. Some leave permanently; some leave temporarily; and they leave for a variety of reasons—to take a different job, to pursue further education, to start a family, etc. What this means, however, is that every year between 100,000 and 200,000 replacements are needed to fill those vacancies, although the actual number is not known. From where do these teachers come?

The panel attempted to answer that question, particularly for secondary school science and mathematics teachers, by looking at three sources of evidence: (1) state and national models of teacher supply and demand; (2) in-depth case studies of classroom teacher recruitment in a number of school districts; and (3) insights obtained through a conference on professional personnel systems in large school districts.

In this chapter we first discuss what constitutes supply—continuing and new science and mathematics teachers—and their incentives and decisions about teaching along stages in their career paths. We then look at supply from the district viewpoint, from which widely varied policies for recruiting, screening, and selecting teachers cause variations in the adequacy and the quality of the supply of teachers available to different districts.

THE COMPONENTS OF SUPPLY

The supply of teachers for the coming school year is a relationship between the number of qualified individuals who would be willing to teach and such incentives as the salaries, benefits, retirement programs, working conditions offered by school districts, and other alternative career opportunities. Ideally, it would be desirable to have a behavioral model of supply
that would take into account the interaction and interdependence of a wide range of variables and could help answer such questions as how many teachers can be expected to quit in response to a change in retirement policy, or how many former teachers can be expected to reenter if salaries are raised by a certain amount.

Policy makers frequently ask questions about the likely impacts of various education policy actions and socioeconomic forces on prospective teacher supply and demand. To address such questions requires a capacity to project supply and demand under varying assumptions about future circumstances. In turn, this capability requires the development of models that are both behavioral and dynamic. By this we mean models that capture relationships between variables in the environment and the behavior of actors in the educational system, and in particular capture relationships between changes in circumstances and subsequent changes in the numbers and kinds of people interested in obtaining teaching positions or in the numbers and kinds of teachers demanded by school systems.

Before such models can be developed, additional research on the relation between incentives and supply and between variables in the environment and supply, as well as additional data to support the models, will be needed. The national and state models examined by the panel are projection models based on extrapolations of current conditions or historical trends, although some use refinements such as age and field-specific attrition rates in projections of continuing teachers and consideration of a broader range of new supply sources. In practice, these models try to estimate the number who will be available from each of the two major components of supply: continuing teachers—teachers who are teaching this year and will continue to teach next year in the same location—and new entrants. There is a continuous flow of teachers into and out of the teaching force, as shown in Figure 3.1. This diagram can apply to the nation, a state, a school district, or to special groups of schools such as rural or inner city schools, or to special types of teachers such as science teachers, mathematics teachers, or minority teachers.

Continuing Teachers

The most important element of teacher supply during a given year is the retention of people returning from the prior year. To obtain that component of teacher supply, we need to know the attrition between the two years. However, the attrition rate is a complex function depending on the various incentives that cause teachers to retire, to move to another school, or to leave teaching for other careers including homemaking. In practice, the method typically used in current models involves making an assumption about attrition rates, sometimes adjusted for trend and sometimes not. For
FIGURE 3.1 Supply: Components of the teacher force.
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many years the model used by the National Center for Education Statistics for the intermediate set of projections used an attrition rate of 6 percent based on survey data that were collected by NCES in 1968 (Metz and Fleischman, 1974). In 1987 NCES used an estimated turnover rate of 7.5 percent for elementary teachers and 6.5 percent for secondary teachers (CES, 1987a:46). The results of the Schools and Staffing Survey (SASS) should provide a basis for more accurate attrition rates.

In state models, the supply due to retention can be estimated in a more satisfactory way, since states generally have information on the attrition rate for teachers in the state for the prior year and assume that the rate will be the same in the current year. However, attrition levels vary from state to state and over time. Attrition for states is different from national attrition, since the former includes teachers who move to other states and continue in teaching. Some states also have the information to compute more refined attrition rates, such as for different age groups of teachers and for different subject fields. (Evidence from these states shows that as the teaching stock ages, the average attrition rate will change.) Interestingly, attrition rates in these states for teachers of science and mathematics are not noticeably different from rates of teacher attrition in other fields. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show retention rates for public school teachers in the states of Illinois and New York for mathematics, science, and the total for all subjects. (As we point out later, the lack of difference in rates by subject may be due to the influences of general enrollment declines during the early 1980s.)

TABLE 3.1 Retention Rates for Illinois Public School Teachers 1977-1984 (Percentage Retained in Consecutive Years)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Primary Grades (PreK-8)</th>
<th>Secondary Grades (9-12)</th>
<th>Mathematics</th>
<th>Science</th>
<th>All Subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1977-1978</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>90.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978-1979</td>
<td>90.4</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>90.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979-1980</td>
<td>91.6</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>91.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980-1981</td>
<td>91.8</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981-1982</td>
<td>92.6</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>93.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982-1983</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985-1984</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data are for downstate schools only (i.e., all school districts except the Chicago Public Schools). This table shows retention rates of teachers, however, the source publication shows attrition rates, i.e., 100 = the retention rate.

TABLE 3.2 Age-Specific Retention Rates of New York Public Secondary School Teachers (grades 7-12) in 1984 (Percentage Retained from 1983)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Mathematics</th>
<th>Science</th>
<th>All Secondary Subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Under 35</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>89.9</td>
<td>89.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-39</td>
<td>94.1</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>94.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-44</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>94.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-49</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>95.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-54</td>
<td>91.9</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>92.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-59</td>
<td>84.2</td>
<td>84.0</td>
<td>83.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 and over</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>70.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total all ages</td>
<td>92.4</td>
<td>92.7</td>
<td>91.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: New York State Education Department (1985a).

New Entrants

The more difficult part of modeling teacher supply consists of predicting the potential willingness of people who were not teaching last year to enter the teaching force. In Figure 3.1 we have labeled all sources of teacher supply other than continuing teachers as “new entrants” or “reentrants.” Major categories under the heading of new entrants include newly certified persons, persons with previous teaching experience and certification (i.e., reentrants—people who come from the so-called reserve pool of teachers), persons hired through some alternative or emergency certification procedure, and in-migrants.

The major categories can be broken down into yet finer components. Newly certified persons may be either newly certified graduates of teacher training programs or newly certified graduates with other majors. Experienced teachers may have been on leave or layoff, they may have entered other careers (including homemaking); they may have been teaching as substitutes; they may have resigned for long-term health reasons; or they may be in-migrants. In-migrants are teachers who were teaching last year, but not in the particular jurisdiction or subject field for which the supply is being estimated. In some states virtually any college graduate, with or without teaching certification or experience, can be counted in the supply
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of new entrants; these states permit certification on the basis of testing, permit hiring on an emergency certification basis, or use an apprentice teaching program.

In the first phases of our deliberations, we discovered that the major proportion of new hires each year did not come from new college graduates, but rather from the corps of experienced returning teachers. Although the percentages varied across subject areas, level, and location, in general it was found that less than half of new hires were new college graduates (National Research Council, 1987c:27). For example, Table 3.3 shows that the proportion of new hires who were new college graduates was less than 30 percent in each of six types of urban-suburban-rural districts. The National Education Association's (NEA) surveys of American public school teachers found a decline over the years in the proportion of new entrants who came directly from college (NEA, 1987e:24). From the data provided, the percentage of new hires who had been in college the previous year can be computed to be 67 percent in 1966, decreasing to 17 percent in 1986. These findings are important in light of the fact that the supply-demand model used by the National Center for Education Statistics until 1987 based its estimates of teacher shortage on the assumption that all new hires would be new college graduates. Following the publication of the panel's interim report, NCES discontinued this practice.

WHAT INFLUENCES AN INDIVIDUAL TO TEACH?

From an examination of teacher supply, the panel has concluded that the answer to the question "Who will teach science and mathematics in the nation's schools?" is heavily influenced by the incentives offered to teachers, former teachers, and potential teachers. This conclusion follows from the results of a long history of studies showing that the supply of skilled labor for particular occupations is sensitive to financial incentives (see, for example, Harris, 1949; Arrow and Capron, 1959; Freeman, 1971). This section summarizes what is known about the role that particular incentives play in the career decisions of teachers, former teachers, and potential teachers. We discuss in subsequent sections the extent to which the important incentives play a role in teacher supply and demand models, or could play a role in improved models.

Although this report is concerned with science and mathematics teachers, most of the literature on teacher supply does not distinguish between these teachers and other elementary and secondary school teachers. Consequently, we must look to the broader literature for evidence on incentives and teachers' responses to them.
TABLE 3.3 First-Year Teachers as a Percentage of New Teacher Hires by Type of District and Subject Area, for New York State Public Schools, 1985-86

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Area</th>
<th>New York City</th>
<th>Other Large Cities</th>
<th>Other City Districts</th>
<th>New York City Suburban Districts</th>
<th>Other Suburban Districts</th>
<th>Non-Suburban Districts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Common branch (grades 1-6)</td>
<td>23.7%</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
<td>19.9%</td>
<td>16.4%</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
<td>25.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total elementary</td>
<td>23.6%</td>
<td>20.7%</td>
<td>22.1%</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
<td>19.0%</td>
<td>27.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>22.9%</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
<td>14.6%</td>
<td>11.3%</td>
<td>22.9%</td>
<td>24.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign language</td>
<td>24.0%</td>
<td>26.7%</td>
<td>26.3%</td>
<td>16.9%</td>
<td>25.4%</td>
<td>31.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>25.5%</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
<td>19.7%</td>
<td>19.0%</td>
<td>23.4%</td>
<td>34.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth science</td>
<td>25.8%</td>
<td>15.4%</td>
<td>46.2%</td>
<td>36.4%</td>
<td>37.3%</td>
<td>45.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General science</td>
<td>26.1%</td>
<td>23.1%</td>
<td>23.5%</td>
<td>34.5%</td>
<td>45.0%</td>
<td>30.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>29.3%</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>36.7%</td>
<td>21.6%</td>
<td>26.4%</td>
<td>42.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>35.0%</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
<td>40.0%</td>
<td>27.9%</td>
<td>19.4%</td>
<td>55.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>21.7%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>22.7%</td>
<td>26.9%</td>
<td>55.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social studies</td>
<td>28.2%</td>
<td>24.1%</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>31.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occ. ed.</td>
<td>21.3%</td>
<td>29.8%</td>
<td>25.7%</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
<td>35.0%</td>
<td>36.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total secondary</td>
<td>24.6%</td>
<td>20.5%</td>
<td>24.9%</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
<td>26.1%</td>
<td>34.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total teachers</td>
<td>22.7%</td>
<td>20.5%</td>
<td>22.4%</td>
<td>16.5%</td>
<td>21.7%</td>
<td>29.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ^{2} \) Cities over 125,000 population

Before turning to this evidence, we want to make clear that this discussion should not be interpreted as implying that financial incentives are the only factors that influence teachers' and potential teachers' career decisions, or even that they are the most important influences. Teachers enter teaching for a variety of reasons—to work with children, to experience the satisfaction of helping others, to have a schedule similar to their own children's schedule. Other reasons for entering teaching were given by some of the newly hired teachers interviewed in the panel's case studies. They entered teaching because of particular experiences they had in the past—teaching opportunities during college that were rewarding or an outstanding individual high school teacher who served as a role model, for example. Teachers also leave teaching for a variety of reasons—to pursue another occupation, to follow a spouse whose job has been relocated, to engage in full time childrearing. For most teachers and potential teachers, a moderate change in salary, say $2,000 to $4,000, probably does not influence the decision about whether to enter teaching or how long to stay in teaching. However, a critical question is whether such a moderate-sized salary change would influence the career decisions of enough college graduates to have a marked influence on supply. That question is addressed here.

It is also important to keep in mind the unit of analysis that provides the focus for particular studies of the determinants of teacher supply. For example, a number of studies report that recruitment efforts by individual school districts have been successful in expanding the quantity and quality of applicants for teaching positions. Presumably the reason is that these efforts have made particular school districts seem especially attractive to a significant portion of the pool of potential teachers. It does not follow, however, that active recruitment policies by all school districts would improve the quantity or quality of science and mathematics teachers in our schools. Instead, these policies are likely to influence only the distribution of the available supply of teachers among different districts. The implication of this example is that, when evaluating the evidence on responses to incentives, it is important to consider the extent to which the incentives alter the quantity and quality of the pool of science and mathematics teachers available to the nation's schools, or whether they influence only the distribution of the available supply among districts.

This section focusing on individuals is organized according to what might be called the steps in the pipeline that place teachers in schools:

1. College students' decisions about occupational preparation;
2. The decision about whether to enter teaching;
3. Teachers' decisions about how long to stay in teaching;
4. Former teachers' decisions about whether to return to teaching;
5. Teachers' decisions about moving from one state to another; and
6. Teachers' decisions about when to retire.

College Students' Occupational Preparation Decisions

Over the last 15 years, the percentage of American college students training to become teachers has declined precipitously. One indicator of this is the proportion of graduating seniors majoring in education. This proportion has fallen from 22 percent in 1971-72 to 9 percent in 1985-86 (National Center for Education Statistics, 1988b:210). This indicator is suspect, however, because an increasing proportion of college students training to teach also major in a particular discipline, for example, mathematics or biology. As a result, the trend in the number of education majors may provide misleading information about the trend in the number of college students preparing to teach. Unfortunately, no reliable national data exist on the number of individuals obtaining teacher certification each year. This makes it necessary to turn to individual states for information on the number of new certificants. Table 3.4, which provides information on the number of individuals obtaining certification in New York and North Carolina in selected years between 1974 and 1985, illustrates the dramatic decline in the number of individuals obtaining teacher certification in these states. In each state the number of new certificants in 1985 was less than half of the number of new certificants in the mid-1970s.

There are two related reasons why the number of college students training to teach declined dramatically over the last 15 years. The first is the decline in the number of teaching positions available for newly certified teachers—a response to enrollment declines. For example, the number of new teachers (that is, teachers without previous teaching experience) hired by public school districts in Michigan declined from more than 6,000 in 1973 to fewer than 700 in 1984. In addition, many beginning teachers lost their jobs as fiscally strapped school districts reduced staff in response to enrollment declines. Since the probability of obtaining a teaching position is a critical factor influencing college students' decisions about whether to train to teach, the decline in this probability was an important factor contributing to the decline in the proportion of college students preparing to teach.

A second factor was the decline in teaching salaries relative to salaries offered by business and industry. As depicted in Figure 3.2, teaching salaries fell relative to salaries in business and industry during the late 1970s. Thus, as papers by Manski (1987) and Zarkin (1985) have shown, the combination of the decline in the probability of obtaining a teaching position and the decline in the competitiveness of teaching salaries were strong signals to college students to pursue occupations other than teaching.
TABLE 3.4 Number of People Obtaining Teacher Certification in New York and North Carolina, 1974-1985

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>New York</th>
<th>North Carolina</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>34,770</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td></td>
<td>6,538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>24,039</td>
<td>6,413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td></td>
<td>4,684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>16,348</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>17,275</td>
<td>3,071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>16,002</td>
<td>2,997</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: New York State Education Department (1988); Murnane and Schwinden (1989:9, Figure 1).

The Decision to Enter Teaching

One of the surprising facts about the operation of the teacher labor market is that one-third to one-half of college graduates who obtain teacher certification never teach—or at least do not teach in the state where they obtain certification. One explanation is that teacher certification has traditionally been relatively easy to obtain in most states and, as a result, many college students obtain certification even though they have little interest in teaching. A second explanation is that the decline in the number of teaching vacancies during the 1970s left many newly certified graduates without job offers in teaching.

The fact that a large proportion of graduates certified to teach do not teach raises the interesting question of who enters teaching and who does not. Recent work by Murnane and Schwinden (1989) indicates that the answer varies across subject specialties and race. They found that the National Teachers Examination (NTE) scores of white certificants trained

---

1 National data on who is certified to teach are not available, and state-level data provide no information on certificants who leave the state.
in chemistry, mathematics, and English were important predictors of the probability of entry into teaching. The entry probabilities for white certificants in these areas with scores at the 90th percentile were 10-17 percentage points higher than the entry probabilities for white certificants in these areas with scores at the 10th percentile. (NTE scores made the most difference in the probability of entry for certificants specializing in mathematics.) For white certificants with other subject specialties, the NTE score was not an important predictor of the probability of entry.

The likely explanation for this pattern concerns the opportunity cost of becoming a teacher—that is, what one gives up if one decides to teach. As presented in Figure 3.2, between 1968 and 1987 starting salaries
in business and industry for college graduates trained in chemistry or mathematics were considerably higher on average than starting salaries for graduates trained in biology or the humanities. If graduates in chemistry and mathematics with high scores on the NTE (a standardized test whose scores are positively correlated with scores on other standardized tests, such as the Scholastic Aptitude Test and the Graduate Record Exam) are more likely to receive offers of high-paying jobs in business and industry than are graduates with low scores, this would explain the negative relationship between NTE scores and probability of entry into teaching for certificated in these fields. (This explanation also implies that job offers in business and industry for graduates majoring in English are more attractive than job offers for graduates majoring in history—an assumption that we cannot test.) Although we have not demonstrated that salary differences by field affect career choice, the key point here is that the evidence supports the proposition that a college graduate's choice of occupation depends on relative salaries. Murnane and Schwinden's study found that there was no negative relationship between NTE score and probability of entry into teaching for black college graduates certified to teach. The reason may be that black graduates faced less attractive job opportunities in business and industry than did white graduates, or that they were more place-bound than were white graduates.

The implications that one draws from the negative relationship between NTE score and the probability of entry into teaching for white college graduates trained in chemistry and mathematics depend on one's assessment of the relationship between NTE score and teaching effectiveness. If NTE score were a strong predictor of teaching effectiveness, the results would imply that the profession of teaching is losing a high proportion of the most promising potential teachers. However, in a review of the history of NTE scores, Haney, Madaus, and Kreitzer (1987) find little if any correlation between teachers' NTE scores and other measures of teacher effectiveness, such as supervisor's ratings. What does follow from this evidence is that higher teaching salaries may be a necessary condition for recruiting teachers who have the skills to do well on standardized tests (e.g., to score above the 10th percentile) and who have subject specialties such as science and mathematics that are highly rewarded in business and industry.

Where to Teach

One of the unique characteristics of public education in the United States is that hiring is done quite independently by 15,000 school districts that establish their own salary schedules (usually through bargaining with local teachers' unions) and design their own recruitment and screening procedures. As a result of differences in salaries, working conditions, and
recruiting practices, there is significant variation in the ability of local school districts to attract and retain skilled science and mathematics teachers. As a result, one must be careful when using the term teacher supply. It is quite possible that districts that pay high salaries, have good working conditions, and have aggressive recruitment practices may be successful in attracting skilled teachers at the same time that districts without high salaries, and districts in which working conditions are difficult, cannot attract skilled teachers at all. Indeed, this is the inference that the panel has drawn from the case studies on district hiring practices and from the conference with personnel directors of large, urban school districts.

Unfortunately, relatively little is known about the incentives that are important determinants of school districts' ability to recruit skilled teachers. There is little documentation about the extent to which school districts' recruiting and screening strategies influence their ability to hire skilled teachers, as opposed to less skilled teachers. Typically, even with low salaries, difficult working conditions, and poor recruitment practices, a district can find adults to stand in front of classrooms; however, they are unlikely to be skilled teachers. In other words, the adjustment mechanism concerns quality, not quantity. Consequently, studies that examine only whether districts have applicants for teaching positions, without paying close attention to the skills of the applicants, do not provide reliable information about the influences of school district salaries, working conditions, and recruiting practices on the ability to staff the schools with skilled teachers.

How Long to Stay in Teaching

One element of teacher supply that has an important influence on the demand for new teachers is the length of time that teachers already in the schools stay in teaching. As Grissmer and Kirby (1987) have pointed out, even a small change in the percentage of teachers who leave teaching from one year to the next (the attrition rate) has a dramatic change on the demand for new teachers. As explained in the panel's interim report, the national teacher demand model used by the National Center for Education Statistics assumes implicitly that the attrition rate is constant over time; the attrition rate is not influenced by changes in teacher salaries; and the attrition rate does not vary among subject specialties. Recent research examining the factors that influence the length of time that individual teachers stay in teaching call all of these assumptions into question.

There is a long history of studies showing that attrition rates follow a U-shaped distribution (see Grissmer and Kirby, 1987, for a list of references). Young, inexperienced teachers tend to have very high attrition rates—often as high as 20 percent in the first year. The probability that a teacher leaves teaching declines with experience. Attrition rates are very low for teachers
with more than five years of experience. Finally, attrition rates begin to climb again as teachers near retirement age.

A series of studies employing data from Michigan, North Carolina, and Colorado (Murnane and Olsen, 1989a, 1989b, 1993; Murnane et al., 1988, 1989) have demonstrated that teaching salaries are an important determinant of the length of time that teachers stay in teaching. The evidence implies that a $1,600 annual increase in salary (in 1987 dollars) is associated with an increase of one to two years in the median length of time that teachers stay in teaching.2

These studies also show that high school teachers tend to stay in teaching for shorter durations than elementary school teachers do—a pattern present in all three states. The studies also find some differences in the career paths of secondary school teachers with different subject specialties. For example, Figure 3.3, which is based on a sample of North Carolina teachers who began their careers in the late 1970s, shows that chemistry and physics teachers tended to leave teaching sooner than did secondary school teachers with other subject specialties. It is important to point out, however, that the sizes of the differences in career paths by subject specialty vary across sample and time period. This is illustrated in Table 3.5, which displays predicted median first spell lengths in teaching for teachers with different subject specialties. As explained in Murnane and Olsen (1990), the predicted survival functions for teachers with different subject specialties are based on a model in which length of first spell was modeled to be a function of age at entry, gender, subject specialty, NTE score, annual salary expressed in 1987 dollars, and a dummy variable for the district in which the teacher started his or her career. Notice that in the two states in which it is possible to differentiate chemistry- physics teachers from biology teachers, the latter group has a higher median first spell length. This suggests that, in discussing teacher supply, it is important not to treat science teachers as a homogeneous group. This quantitative evidence is also supported by the comments of several personnel directors who were interviewed as part of the panel's mini case studies. The frequent comment was that there were plenty of strong candidates for biology positions, in some districts, a shortage of strong applicants for teaching somer sciences, especially physics.

A number of recent studies have examined attrition rates by subject specialty using an approach different from the research described above, which is based on the analysis of longitudinal data on teachers' careers. These other studies develop estimates of age-specific or experience-specific
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2 The methodology Murnane and Olsen use controls for time-invariant district-specific characteristics, even unmeasured ones. In effect, their model includes a dummy variable for every district.
attrition by comparing the rosters of teachers employed in a state or in a school district in two consecutive years (Grissmer and Kirby, 1987). The analytic strategy is to calculate the proportion of teachers with particular characteristics (for example, mathematics teachers between the ages of 30 and 34) who were teaching in the first year, but not in the second. An advantage of this approach is that it is possible to calculate attrition rates using very recent data.

One significant research puzzle is that the studies using longitudinal data tend to find greater differences in attrition rates by subject area than do the studies comparing cross-sections of teachers for two consecutive years. The likely explanation concerns the timing of the data. The research comparing cross-sections tends to be based on data from the mid-1980s, when declining school enrollments led to involuntary attrition in many school districts. These involuntary quits, which tend to be based on seniority, may mask differences in voluntary quits that are sensitive to opportunity cost. The studies using longitudinal data tend to be based on the careers of teachers who started to teach in the 1970s. These teachers may have acquired enough seniority by the time enrollment declines set in to be relatively free from involuntary layoffs. Thus, the attrition patterns observed in the studies based on longitudinal data may be less influenced by the consequences of enrollment declines. If this explanation is correct, then the studies based on longitudinal data—studies that show significant differences in first spell lengths by subject specialty—may predict attrition patterns in the 1990s better than the studies based on more recent data.
TABLE 3.5 Predicted Median First Spell Length (in Years) of Teaching: Samples of Teachers from Three States

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>North Carolina</th>
<th>Michigan</th>
<th>Colorado</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Period Sample</td>
<td>Began Teaching</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975-79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1979, 1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample Size</td>
<td>(8,462)</td>
<td>(7,785)</td>
<td>(1,377)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teaching specialty</th>
<th>North Carolina</th>
<th>Michigan</th>
<th>Colorado</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elementary school</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social studies</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry-physics</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B Chemistry-physics teachers cannot be distinguished from biology teachers in the Colorado data.


The reason is that secondary school student enrollments (age 14-17) will increase in most parts of the country in the 1990s; as a result, involuntary layoffs will be rare, and in some regions there may be a teacher shortage.

Whether to Return to Teaching

Until recently, the national teacher supply and demand model used by NCES assumed that newly minted college graduates provide the only source of teacher supply available to fill new vacancies. Recent data from several states suggests that this assumption may be seriously out of line with the current situation. For example, 75 percent of the individuals newly hired by Connecticut school districts for the 1986-87 school year had prior teaching experience and were returning to teaching after a career interruption (Connecticut State Department of Education, 1987). The
analogous number for New York State for the 1984-85 school year is 70 percent (New York State Education Department, 1987). These data raise the question of whether the "reserve pool," consisting of individuals fully certified to teach but not currently teaching, will be an important source of supply in the years ahead. The question is difficult to answer since there is little systematic knowledge about the size of the reserve pool, its composition, and the factors that influence members of the reserve pool to return to teaching.

Studies based on data from North Carolina, Michigan, and Colorado throw some light on this question by examining whether teachers who left teaching within the first five years after entry\(^3\) returned to the classroom after a career interruption (Murnane and Olsen, 1989b; Murnane et al., 1988, 1989). The evidence indicates that approximately one-third of elementary school teachers return to the classroom after a career interruption. The return rate for secondary school teachers varied by field from 10 to 30 percent, with teachers of mathematics, chemistry, and physics having the lowest return rates. Among high school teachers in Michigan, teachers of chemistry and physics were the least likely to return to the classroom. In North Carolina, secondary mathematics teachers were the least likely to return. This evidence is quite consistent with the notion that former teachers' career decisions are sensitive to relative salaries. Those former teachers with subject specialties that paid relatively high salaries in business and industry (shown in Figure 3.4) were much less likely to return to teaching than teachers with subject specialties that paid lower salaries in business and industry. Thus, the limited evidence currently available suggests that the reserve pool is less likely to be a significant source of supply of chemistry, physics, and mathematics teachers in the future than it will be a source of teachers in other fields, especially elementary education. But to the panel's knowledge, the size of the reserve pool is unknown.

Whether to Move to a Different State

As a result of demographic trends that include migration and differential fertility rates, some parts of the country experience shortages of teachers while other parts of the country do not. One logical solution to this problem is migration of teachers from areas of oversupply to areas of excess demand. Clearly some mobility exists, but the design of state pension systems for teachers is a significant deterrent to relocation. As Bernard

\(^3\)The data bases Murnane and his colleagues examined include 12 years of longitudinal information on teachers' careers. In examining the return rate of teachers, they focused on teachers who ended a first spell of teaching within five years, in order to provide a significant period of time for teachers to return after a career interruption.
Jump (1986) has explained, the design of most state pension systems is such that a teacher who moves from one state to another ends up with a significantly smaller pension than do teachers who continue to teach in the same state.

A second deterrent is the character of state certification systems. While a significant amount of reciprocity among states exists, it is not always possible for a teacher certified in one state to obtain certification automatically in another state. In fact, recent efforts to stiffen certification requirements in individual states may reduce the amount of reciprocity.

The designs of pension systems and certification systems influence the balance between teacher demand and supply because they influence the extent to which a critical balancing mechanism, movement of teachers from areas of teacher surplus to areas of teacher shortage, operates. Changes in pension portability rules, a policy recently discussed by the National Governors' Association (1988), may have a significant influence on the rate of interstate mobility of teachers, and consequently, may influence the balance of teacher supply and demand.

**When to Retire**

The conditions that influence the timing of retirement for teachers are similar to those for individuals in other occupations. Teachers tend to retire when they feel financially able to do so; when incentives for early retirement are considered worthwhile; and when increases in benefits for continuing another year or two are minimal (Taylor, 1986).

The most common provision for maximum retirement benefits occurs at 60 years of age and 30 years of service. States provide for early retirement below $7.00 maximum levels with penalties for either years of service, age,
or a combination of both (Ginsberg et al., 1989). States vary from these provisions, with some having easier and some stricter provisions. Five states require only 25 years of service for maximum benefit; 10 states require that teachers be employed 30 years and be 65 years of age to obtain maximum retirement payment; 7 states provide maximum payment for teachers 55 years of age with 25 years of service. Between 1979 and 1982, special early retirement incentives were offered by some school systems and states (Wood, 1982).

Until recently, studies seemed to indicate that teachers tend to retire at the earliest age allowed; this would mean approximately age 60 (Taylor, 1986). In South Carolina, a study asked teachers if they would retire if there were a hypothetical change in the provisions of the retirement law. The current provisions permit retirement after 30 years of service, or at age 65, or at age 60 with a penalty. The change would permit retirement after 25 years of service or at age 55. The responses showed this change would increase separations by 5.5 percent above those under the current law, and a change to retire at any age after 25 years of service would increase separations by 16.6 percent above those under the current law, or 10.5 percent above the level with age 55 (Ginsberg et al., 1989).

However, teachers in some states deviate from this pattern. For example, in 1983, approximately 20 percent of the teachers employed in Maryland were eligible to retire. Only about half of these teachers had retired by 1988. Their decisions were undoubtedly heavily influenced by the state's policy with respect to provision of the employee's share of health benefits and cost-of-living salary adjustments—a policy that did not have an age cap. This combination of incentives to stay beyond retirement age is unusual—41 states have an age cap on provision of health benefits and 20 place an age cap on cost-of-living benefits. Policies about provision of health and cost-of-living benefits obviously influence decisions to retire or delay retirement.

Many factors other than age can affect the decision to retire. When a large wage increase is expected, some teachers will delay retirement to obtain a higher average salary. A change in options for health plans can hasten or impede retirement, especially when retirees can not change plans after separation. When a large cost-of-living adjustment in retirement benefits is expected, retirements can increase. During a period of large cost-of-living increases, such as in the late 1970s, retirements can decrease because of worry about having sufficient retirement funds. Since these factors affect all teachers, the combined influence may lead to a bunching of retirements.

Although separation rates for retirement are known by the state retirement systems (Kotlikoff and Smith, 1983), this information has not been used either for strengthening supply-demand statistics related to science and
mathematics teachers or for research. To obtain a better understanding of the retirement decision, research is needed on the relationships among separation rates, individual reasons for early or late retirement, external variables, and incentives and disincentives for remaining in the teaching force or retiring.

In short, although we know the effect of separation rates on states, we also need information about their effect on individual school districts and on the teaching force by level and by discipline or subject taught.

Conclusions

The basic theme of this section is that the number of teachers in a given field willing to work in a given location depends on a number of incentives, including the availability of teaching positions, salaries, opportunity cost salaries, working conditions, certification rules, and pension rules. Changes in any of these incentives will influence supply.

For two reasons, however, the panel is skeptical about the feasibility of improving projection models by incorporating the influences of these incentives. First, there is a great deal of variation across school districts and across states in salaries and working conditions, and it is difficult to incorporate this variation in an aggregate model. Second, while a number of studies show that teachers' career decisions depend on salaries, the coefficients indicating the sizes of the impacts are quite sensitive to sample definitions and estimation techniques. In other words, research is not sufficiently developed to provide reliable estimates of the response coefficients that could be included in projection models. For these reasons, the panel does not recommend at this time the development of projection models of teacher supply and demand that include responses of teachers and potential teachers to changes in incentives; however, the panel does urge support for the development of better behavioral models to measure the sensitivity of teacher supply to incentives (see Chapter 6).

The panel also recommends that resources be devoted to monitoring trends in the levels of key incentives that influence teacher supply. Timely information about changes in the proportion of newly certified teachers who obtain teaching positions, the competitiveness of teacher salaries relative to opportunity cost salaries, the amount of reciprocity in certification across states, and the portability of teacher pensions may provide policy makers with early warnings about likely changes in the supply of teachers.

A number of research issues related to the decision about when to retire and its effect on teacher supply need investigation. Separation rates for retirement are known by state retirement systems and could be used in research relating these rates to individual reasons for separations, to external shock variables, and to incentives and disincentives for retention
and retirement. Related research issues include the effect of separation rates on individual school districts and on the teaching force for different fields of study.

HOW DOES A DISTRICT MESH SUPPLY WITH DEMAND?

School district policies, practices, and constraints exert considerable influence on an individual’s decision to apply for a position, take a position, remain in a position, or leave. In teacher supply and demand models, school districts are treated as black boxes. No models incorporate information on school districts’ recruitment, screening, and hiring processes in the structure used to generate predictions of teacher supply and demand. As a result, the design of the models implicitly assumes that variation in these practices do not have a marked impact on the ability of individual school districts to attract skilled math and science teachers. While the variation in practices does not matter in using models to project the supply of teachers in a state or in the country, it does suggest that the models do not provide reliable information about the supply of skilled teachers available to individual school districts. Recent case study evidence (Berry, 1984; Wise et al., 1987) has called this assumption into question by pointing out that there is considerable variation among school districts in recruiting, screening, and hiring practices and that these practices may have a marked influence on the ability of school districts to hire skilled teachers.

For this reason, the panel wanted to learn more about the school district practices that affect the supply and demand of science and mathematics teachers. We were concerned with the flow of teachers through and within the school districts. We also hoped to obtain insights concerning variables at the school or district level that affect demand and supply. To pursue this goal, the panel first commissioned the development of detailed case studies of the recruitment, selection, and retention of science and mathematics teachers in six districts, which varied in size, student clientele, enrollment trend, wealth, and location. Second, the staff, in supporting the panel’s activities, conducted supplementary case studies focusing on supply and demand issues affecting science and mathematics teachers in 24 districts. These supplementary studies used telephone conversations with personnel directors and a follow-up mail survey to collect more detailed information about the hiring of science and mathematics teachers in each district. Third, the panel convened a conference of the personnel directors of seven of the nation’s largest public school districts, which represent over 5 percent of the public school enrollment in the United States. Topics for discussion in the day-and-a-half-long meeting included: effective recruiting strategies, experiences with the reserve pool, recruitment during the school
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year, supply-demand models, and information system design and use. (See Appendix A for more detail.)

In both the case studies and the conference of personnel directors, differences among the districts were as apparent as the commonalities. Observations made by the school district officials during the course of these three activities are noted throughout the report.

This section summarizes the lessons the panel has learned from these activities concerning the variation in school district practices and the perceptions of how practices influence school districts' success in recruiting skilled math and science teachers. The section is organized by topics corresponding to the following elements of the hiring process: determining needs, soliciting applicants, screening applicants, and making offers. The section emphasizes school district practices because they provided the focus for the case studies and the conference with the personnel directors. However, it is critical to keep in mind that determination of who teaches in the schools depends not only on these practices, but also on applicants' responses to these practices.

Determining Needs

Knowing how many new teachers of each subject at each grade level will be needed in the coming year is a critical first step in planning a hiring strategy. Yet, for many districts, it is extremely difficult to collect this information in a timely fashion. Some reasons are detailed below.

Uncertainty About Student Enrollments

Student enrollments are the primary determinant of the demand for teachers. Based on comments from the personnel directors of seven large school districts, it appears that projecting future enrollments accurately is difficult to do, especially in districts experiencing significant in-migration or out-migration. Since there are many such school districts, the panel infers that many districts do not have reasonably accurate projections of enrollments for a given year until the students actually appear in September. When finances preclude flexibility in the ratio of the number of students to teachers—a situation present in most of the districts included in the case studies—teachers cannot be hired in anticipation of enrollment increases. This inability to offer firm contracts to strong applicants in late spring, when many applicants desire commitments of employment, hinders many districts' efforts to hire qualified teachers.
Uncertainty About Budget for the Next School Year

Another related problem is that in the spring when hiring takes place, districts may not know the budget for the next school year. According to union contracts, this forces the district to inform large numbers of teachers in March that they will not be employed the following year. Then when the budget is assured, they find that some of the people who receive notices have found other work. Thus, the district must look for new people.

Internal Transfer Queues

In many districts, contracts with teachers specify a formal procedure under which teaching vacancies are made available to teachers already employed by the district, before they can be filled by a newly hired applicant. Completing the steps of the internal transfer process often takes several months. Until the process is completed, the personnel office cannot be sure of the identity of the school in which a vacancy will ultimately be present, or even of the teaching specialties that will be needed.

Delays in Reporting Resignations

For a number of reasons, teachers may delay reporting their plan to resign their positions. One reason is that some contracts specify that teachers employed by the district on the date on which a new contract is signed are eligible for certain fringe benefits included in the new contract, such as improvement in health benefits. As a result, teachers wait until a new contract is signed, which often runs into the summer months, before resigning. Another reason for late resignations is that some school principals will ask teachers who intend to resign to withhold formal notification so as to subvert the internal transfer process. Principals do this to gain control over who fills the vacancy. One consequence of this practice, however, is a wave of resignations in late summer, when it is difficult to find qualified applicants.

Attrition During the School Year

While most suburban districts and smaller-sized districts tend to concentrate their recruiting on finding strong applicants in late spring to fill vacancies expected for the following September, many urban districts hire teachers throughout the year to fill unanticipated vacancies resulting from teacher resignations and unexpected enrollment growth. In fact, the personnel directors from several urban districts reported that as many as half of the teachers they hire are asked to start teaching during the school year, rather than in September.
Soliciting Applicants

School district personnel directors use a variety of strategies to recruit applicants for teaching positions. These include recruiting at nearby colleges and universities, relying on informal networks of information about individuals not currently teaching who are interested in returning to the classroom, and, in one urban district, recruiting graduate students to teach part time. These are a few examples of the many strategies that personnel directors described as effective for finding applicants.

The need to recruit varies greatly among school districts, and large differences are observed in ratios of applicants to vacancies reported by districts in the same labor market area. For example, in the Washington, D.C., metropolitan area, the District of Columbia has great difficulty attracting applicants; it reports about three applicants for each teaching job. By contrast, suburban Montgomery County reports a 13 to 1 ratio; and Prince George's County 8 to 1 (Sanchez, 1989). The wide array of recruiting strategies employed reflects such differences in the ability to attract applicants.

School systems may advertise and make trips to job fairs or colleges where they have successfully recruited in the past. If personnel officials feel there is a particular shortage, special early offers may be made. At times, to eliminate a particular shortage, special incentives, such as a bonus, may be offered. What seems clear from personnel administrators is that many school systems are searching nationally, or at least beyond their local or state borders, for persons in similar fields. One year the quest may be for science and mathematics teachers; another year it will be for reading teachers; still another year, it may be for early childhood teachers. Lately a widespread need has been for special education teachers and for teachers of the same ethnic backgrounds as those of the students in the district. According to the personnel directors of large school districts who shared their experiences with the panel, recruiting generally was restricted to known sources, because experience had taught recruiters that persons unfamiliar with the climate, housing costs, student populations, or culture were unlikely to remain in their systems.

While there was enormous variation in the way personnel directors found applicants, some patterns emerged. First, almost all personnel directors indicated there was no shortage of qualified applicants for teaching positions in science or mathematics at this time. (Most districts did report shortages of minority applicants and applicants for special education positions.) Exceptions were a few cases of an inadequate supply of applicants to teach physics. Several respondents commented that the supply of qualified applicants for each vacancy in biology was considerably greater than the ratio of qualified applicants to number of vacancies in chemistry.
or physics. Second, most respondents indicated that a large percentage of their applicants were individuals with previous teaching experience.

While it is hazardous to make inferences about patterns in recruiting strategies from an unrepresentative sample, the following patterns seemed to be present in the survey information. School districts that paid relatively low salaries, particularly districts in rural areas, relied especially heavily on attracting applicants who had grown up in the area and were eager to return home. Districts that paid high salaries and offered attractive working conditions found that many of their applicants were teachers currently employed in nearby districts. Urban districts that needed large numbers of new teachers each year were more likely than other districts to engage in national recruiting strategies. While some personnel directors of large districts indicated that they did find national recruiting worthwhile, they were quick to point out that hiring applicants from regions of the country with very different climates often led to very high turnover rates. As a result, they had learned to concentrate their recruiting efforts on geographical areas that had supplied a relatively large number of applicants in the past, and had found it particularly fruitful to recruit in areas in which teachers were being laid off as a result of declining enrollments and budget cutbacks.

Screening Applicants

The strategies used to screen applicants for teaching positions, including who does the screening and how it is done, varied considerably from district to district. Our discussions with school districts indicated that recruitment of new teachers by large school systems with diverse student populations was often hindered by the fact that recruiters could not specify the school to which the applicant would be assigned. Many persons would find such a school system desirable if they could teach in a given section of the school system or in a specified school. Since recruiters could not make those promises or could not make those promises soon enough in the recruitment period, candidates were lost to the school system. In other school systems of various sizes, however, the school and the position was able to be specified early in the screening process.

To provide a sense of the variation in screening applicants, we describe the screening practices in two school districts in the Northeast—the subject of a recent Harvard University doctoral dissertation (Shivers, 1989). (The districts are not identified because a commitment of confidentiality was made to the study districts.) The first district is an ethnically and socioeconomically diverse community adjacent to a central city, and has a long-standing reputation of providing excellent education. The second is an urban district with a history of budget problems and difficulties in raising
the achievement of a clientele containing a large proportion of low-income and minority children.

In the first district, the screening process is extremely decentralized. The central personnel office weeds out unpromising applicants and passes on to school principals a list of promising candidates. In the words of the acting superintendent, who had been personnel director for a great many years (as quoted in Shivers, 1989):

In a nutshell, our aim here is to use the central staff to do a paper screening of the candidates, to do some initial interviewing, and then to forward as quickly as possible as many reasonable candidates as possible to the building principal or the curriculum coordinator [department chair] at the secondary level . . . and then to let them do the selection. That is to say that we sort of send out a group of people with the Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval that are a general batch. And from that general batch the principal should choose.

At the high school level, the school principal delegates to the department chair authority to choose among applicants. The logic underlying this practice is that chairs are responsible for the quality of instruction offered in their departments and for evaluating teachers. Consequently, they should be responsible for hiring the teachers who will provide the instruction to students. Using open-ended questions, chairs interview each candidate sent from the central personnel office. They also call references. They are not obliged to choose among the candidates sent to them. If none seems satisfactory, they can ask the personnel director to find other candidates. They can also use their own informal networks, such as professional associations and experiences with substitute teachers, to find candidates.

Chairs indicated that they do not attempt to hire teachers fitting one mold. Rather they look for candidates who know their subjects, demonstrate evidence of teaching skills, and also do something special, so as to maximize the probability that they will appeal to a subset of the school's diverse student population. One indication of the diversity that is sought is that in one year during the early 1970s, when 115 teachers were newly hired, there were 87 different graduate backgrounds, 25 states, and 7 countries represented (Shivers, 1989).

One attribute that chairs do seek in applicants is some (but not too much) teaching experience. One chair summarized this priority by stating that she did not want a “person with a B.A. degree and no experience . . . . This is too complicated a school to take children to teach children. If I had my druthers they [great candidates] would have had two years experience somewhere else so they would have made their really bad [teaching] mistakes somewhere else” (Shivers, 1989). Although the superintendent is formally responsible for hiring teachers, in practice the authority is delegated to principals, who in turn delegate it to chairs. In
fact, after the chairs complete their interviewing and choose the candidates they want to hire, they convey their choice to the winning candidate and also call the candidates who are not chosen. Thus, the decentralization goes beyond advice-giving. In practice, the department chairs choose the teachers.

In the second district studied in this doctoral dissertation, the screening process is markedly different. Principals and building-level department chairs have only a minor role. The superintendent and central office assistants play the major role in determining who will be hired. As in the first district, the process begins with a central office screening of the credentials of applicants. Potentially acceptable candidates are asked to come for interviews. It is at the interview stage at which the process in this district is so different from the one-on-one interviews between candidates and building-level department chairs that were used in the first district. Shivers (1989) describes the interview process used in the second district as follows:

All new teacher candidates are asked to gather at the same time at the ... high school gymnasium to be interviewed. Interview panels, which are put together by the personnel director and by department heads, include three to six interviewers [typically including] the appropriate district-level department chair, a secondary school principal, a building-level department chair and another teacher from the department, and one or two central office administrators ....

Teachers are called one by one to face a panel of interviewers who are seated at a table on the gymnasium floor, out of earshot of the candidates waiting in the stands ....

Lists of questions are prepared beforehand by the respective district-level department chairs. Before the interviews, panel members choose from the list the five or six questions that their panel will ask. The same questions in the same order must be asked of each candidate .... During the interview, the panel members rate each answer as positive, negative or neutral ....

Panel members are not permitted to respond to the candidate's answers, and no follow-up questions are permitted .... The strict procedure for interviewing was developed in response to concerns voiced by the affirmative action office ... that there be no preferential treatment of candidates for teaching jobs.

After all candidates have been interviewed, the respective teams rate their candidates as highly recommended, recommended, or not recommended. Generally, they do so by consensus. The ratings are sent to the assistant superintendent for personnel who then checks references of recommended candidates .... The superintendent or assistant superintendent may interview top candidates after they have been recommended by the panels. At this stage the superintendent will make the final selection.
Clearly, the screening processes in the two districts studied by Shivers (1989) are extremely different. The experience of applying for a teaching position differs greatly in the two districts. What cannot be known from Shivers' work is whether the screening practices influence who ultimately is hired. This could occur because the department chairs in the first district look for skills that are different from those sought by the superintendent in the second district. It could also occur because the screening processes influence the size and quality of the applicant pool or the rate at which potentially effective teachers accept job offers. Informal networks of college placement officers, college faculties, or students may have a great deal of information about how districts screen applicants and the effects on applicants. Unfortunately, there has been virtually no systematic research about potential applicants' responses to differences in recruiting and screening practices.

The case studies commissioned by the panel revealed considerable variation in screening practices among districts—both in the degree of centralization and in the relative roles played by paper credentials, test scores on standardized written tests (which some districts administer as part of the screening process), and interviews. While the case studies do not provide a basis for describing the distribution of screening practices among the nation's 15,000 school districts, they do verify that practices vary enormously. They also raise the question of the extent to which variation in these practices influences the ability of school districts to hire teachers who are effective in teaching math and science to students.

Making Offers

The case studies revealed enormous variation in the types of offers made to candidates whom school districts would like to employ. Dimensions of the variation include timing, specificity concerning the nature of the position, and salary.

Timing

Personnel officers in some school districts, especially well-financed, growing districts, are authorized to offer binding contracts to strong candidates before the exact number and composition of vacancies are known. Several personnel directors suggested that this practice facilitates their recruitment efforts by allowing them to recruit aggressively in colleges and universities during the spring months and to sign up promising candidates before other districts had ascertained the number and nature of their vacancies. Other personnel directors told about the other side of the coin, losing promising candidates because their districts prohibited offering contracts
until firm information on vacancies was available, which often took until late summer.

Specificity

In the first of the two districts that were studied by Shivers (1989), being offered a contract meant that the candidate knew a great deal about the position: the school building, the subjects to be taught, the grade levels, and the name of the department chair. In the second district, a teaching contract meant only a commitment to salary. Not only did the newly hired teacher not know the building or the classes to be taught, but also the new teacher did not know the date on which this information would be available.

The case studies commissioned by the panel indicated that the examples described by Shivers are not particularly unusual. Typically, in smaller districts, candidates are told more about the details of their teaching position than in larger districts. However, in some large districts staff at the school site play a significant role in the screening process and, in these districts, candidates are often hired to teach in a particular school.

Salary

In the 24 districts included in the panel's supplementary case studies, the starting salary for a candidate with a B.A. and no teaching experience ranged from $14,420 to $26,061. The starting salary for a teacher with an M.A. and the maximum amount of experience that the district rewarded ranged from $25,956 to $47,941. Some of the differences in salary scales were responses to differences across communities in the cost of living. However, the comments of the large district personnel officers indicated that the salaries they could offer played a significant role in the ability of school districts to attract a strong applicant pool and to capture the most capable candidates from the pool.

Another important aspect of hiring practices revealed by the case studies is that the formal salary schedule in many districts does not totally determine the salary offered to a newly hired teacher. For example, Dade County offers a $1,000 signing bonus (paid in the first check of the second contract year) to new hires in shortage areas. The first of the two districts Shivers studied sometimes convinces especially strong candidates in shortage fields to sign contracts by giving credit in terms of steps on the salary schedule for practice teaching and for experience outside teaching. Current contracts in Boston and Rochester include specific language allowing the district to do the same thing.
Not all variation from the salary schedule involves pay increases. The second of the two districts Shivers studied frequently hires teachers as permanent substitutes instead of as regular contract teachers. This provides an annual savings of $9,000 to the fiscally troubled district. In this district, attempts are made to attract strong candidates in science and mathematics by offering them regular teaching contracts instead of positions as full-time substitutes. Unfortunately, no information is available on the impact of this practice on the district’s ability to attract strong candidates.

Who is Hired

The case studies revealed enormous variation in the practices school districts use to recruit, screen, and hire teachers. It is not possible from these studies to determine the extent to which the variation in practices influences the ability of districts to attract strong candidates. In fact, the case studies revealed that there is not even a common definition of a strong candidate. The remarks of personnel directors suggest that districts’ constraints and practices do matter. For example, the notes contain many comments about losing candidates either because salaries were not competitive or because the district could not make a firm contractual offer, while another district could. Some districts can hire early, and those that can have a better choice of candidates. Maintaining close ties with a local teaching credential program also helps bring strong candidates.

Moreover, there is the distinct possibility that school district practices matter less in the late 1980s than they will in the 1990s. The reason concerns the potential change in the overall balance between teacher supply and demand. With the exception of a few fiscally constrained urban districts, most districts included in the case studies reported an adequate number of qualified candidates for each vacancy in mathematics and science. Most districts also reported that many applicants were experienced teachers, and that they filled a large proportion of vacancies with experienced teachers.

This reliance on older or experienced applicants raises the question of whether the responses of personnel directors in 1987 and 1988 provide reliable predictions of the adequacy of the supply of qualified math and science teachers in the years ahead. In the late 1980s, the demand for new secondary school teachers is relatively low because high school enrollments are not growing. At the same time, the reserve pool of individuals certified to teach but not currently teaching appears to be quite large, in part because it contains many individuals from the large cohorts born at the tail end of the post-World-War-II baby boom. The 1990s will be characterized by growing demand for science and mathematics teachers, both because of modestly growing secondary school enrollments and of increasing numbers of resignations from an aging teaching force. At the same time, the size
of the reserve pool may decline, both because the number of individuals in the 30-40 age group will be smaller and because the anticipated general labor shortage will bring about more competition for all skilled workers. In an environment characterized by a shortage of qualified applicants for teaching positions, school district practices in recruiting, screening, and hiring teachers may have a considerable impact on the distribution of qualified teachers across school districts.

Conclusions

The evidence on school district hiring practices has two implications for understanding teacher supply and demand. First, as the demand for new hires increases in the 1990s due to increases in both student enrollment and teacher recruitment rates, recruiting, screening, and hiring practices are likely to have a much greater impact on a school district's ability to attract skilled science and mathematics teachers than is the case in the late 1980s. Districts that are able to offer attractive salaries and working conditions, to recruit aggressively, and to make offers in a timely fashion will be much more successful in attracting skilled teachers than districts that cannot. As a result, the variation in practices that currently exists may result in significant disparity in the quality of new hires attracted to different school districts. A particularly disturbing aspect of this prediction is that districts serving large numbers of disadvantaged children tend to have hiring practices that do not contribute to attracting skilled teachers. District practices through which seniority rules may restrict new hires to the least desirable school in the district or which introduce a long waiting period before vacancies can be opened to outside applicants are disincentives, as is uncertainty of initial school assignment. Consequently, increased competition for skilled teachers is likely to result in an additional factor contributing to the set of reasons that such children tend not to receive high-quality education.

A second implication of the qualitative evidence described in this section is that increasing teachers' salaries, although perhaps a necessary condition for attracting more skilled teachers to individual school districts, is not a sufficient condition. For example, it is unlikely that significant salary increases in the second district Shivers studied would lead to improved school faculties unless screening practices are reformed.

A particular aspect of the evidence described in this section is that increasing teachers' salaries, although perhaps a necessary condition for attracting more skilled teachers to individual school districts, is not a sufficient condition. For example, it is unlikely that significant salary increases in the second district Shivers studied would lead to improved school faculties unless screening practices are reformed.

One might argue that these two implications drawn from the case studies are not particularly relevant to assessments of the adequacy of teacher supply and demand models. This would be correct if the goal of the models is seen in terms of assessing the overall balance between the demand for teachers and the supply of teachers. However, to the extent that the models are used to measure how well all school districts are able to provide qualified mathematics and science teachers to all children, then
differences in the practices school districts use to recruit, screen, and hire teachers are extremely important.

SUMMARY

We have taken a close look at the effects of incentives to pursue a teaching career in science or mathematics on the supply of teachers. The factors influencing the individual's choices are beyond what the normal projection model can capture. Although better behavioral models are needed to measure the sensitivity of teacher supply to incentives, a number of research issues will have to be investigated before the models can be developed.

In addition, although the teacher supply and demand models considered in the panel's interim report do not use school districts as units of analysis, many decisions are made at the district level that affect supply and demand. As our case studies and interviews with school district personnel directors have shown, school districts vary greatly in the initiative they exert to fill their demand for teachers of subjects experiencing shortages. Individual maneuverability in recruiting and special or external circumstances affecting a district are key factors that influence a district's science and mathematics supply and demand situation—and these factors may outweigh those factors that can be quantified for modeling. These realities are central to the workings of supply and demand for science and mathematics teachers and should be monitored to the extent possible, as described in the following chapter and in Chapter 6. Chapter 6 concludes by recommending a series of conferences with a sample of school districts held on a regular basis, to discuss these factors and explore ways of recognizing them in statistical and descriptive reports on teacher supply and demand.
In this chapter we look at the models used at the national and state levels for projecting the supply of teachers for the next year, the components of these models, and what we would like to know to monitor more effectively the supply pool and its components.

The models examined in the panel's interim report (National Research Council, 1987c) were the projection model used by NCES and the teacher supply and demand models and projections developed in six states: California, Colorado, Illinois, New York, Florida, and South Carolina. They are most commonly projection models, which attempt to project teacher supply and demand and reach conclusions about surpluses or shortfalls of teachers at a point in the future.

Useful models should incorporate four major characteristics. The first is behavioral content, by which we mean models of relationships between variables in the environment and the behavior of actors in the education system. An example of a behavioral component in a model of teacher supply would be the estimated impact of salaries and working conditions on the decision of teachers to continue or to leave teaching. The models examined are limited by the lack of behavioral content. The second major characteristic of useful models is disaggregation by geographic area and subject field, and the third is quality measurement. Some of the models examined in our interim report incorporate useful refinements, such as the use of age-specific and field-specific attrition rates in projections of continuing teachers. But one key problem is a lack of useful geographic disaggregation. Moreover, only about half the state models examined disaggregated data by subject field. Nor do models deal in a satisfactory manner with the issue of quality. When models consider this dimension at all, the definition of a qualified teacher is equated with certification.
Finally, useful supply models should include all the sources of supply. Among the state models and the National Center for Education Statistics model that were the central focus of the panel's interim report, none provides what we regard as a detailed analysis of the contribution of the various components of potential teacher supply. Most of the models ignore supply sources other than newly certified teachers or some equivalent. The NCES model until recently limited projections of new entrants to new graduates of teacher training programs. Other definitions that are used in state models include students enrolled in the state's education programs and the number of newly certified persons. NCES and some state models have more recently broadened the components of the teacher supply pool.

Among these state models, the California PACE model (Cagampang et al., 1986) represents the most fully developed analysis on the supply side, with projections of the supply of new entrants from four sources: (1) new or recent graduates of California credentialing programs, (2) new credential holders from out of state, (3) teachers entering from the reserve pool of nonteaching credential holders, and (4) college graduates who pass the California Basic Educational Skills Test and obtain emergency credentials. Because of inadequate data sources and the lack of knowledge of the supply behavior of the various new entrant components, however, the PACE model relies largely on extrapolations of historical hiring patterns in the state which are not the same as projections based on behavioral supply relationships.

Overall, it is the panel's view that current models of teacher supply and demand have very limited usefulness for defining education policy and consist of little more than plausible extrapolations of relationships that are largely based on cohort survival techniques on both the demand and the supply sides. None of the models has any serious behavioral content—i.e., on the relationship between changes in circumstances (e.g. salary, working conditions, pension benefits, economic recession) and changes in the numbers and kinds of people interested in obtaining teaching positions or in the numbers and kinds of teachers demanded by school systems. Since much of the research needed to incorporate behavioral content in supply models has not been done, the panel considers monitoring supply to be the best course of action. By monitoring supply we mean gathering data relevant to teacher supply periodically and monitoring trends in the data. In the short run, efforts are needed to improve the consistency, scope, and quantity of data available for monitoring teacher supply. Concurrent with monitoring, research should be conducted to support behavioral models. As research findings on the relation between the incentives discussed in the preceding chapter and supply become available and the relevant data bases are developed, resources can be devoted to behavioral modeling. This
chapter assesses the data that are now or could be collected to monitor the supply situation of science and mathematics teachers in this country.

MONITORING POINTS ALONG THE SUPPLY PIPELINE

The number of teachers employed in schools nationwide is augmented each year by new graduates from teacher training programs, newly certified teachers who enter teaching from other pathways (such as collaborative arrangements with industry), and previously certified teachers who are not teaching but have chosen to reenter the profession. The number of teachers employed is diminished by attrition due to retirement and other causes. Thus, monitoring supply requires keeping track of changes in the supply pool over its various stages. It requires data on certification, on incentives that motivate people to apply for or accept teaching positions, on new hires, and on attrition and retention rates.

NCES recognized the importance of statistics to monitor teacher supply and demand in the United States and initiated the Schools and Staffing Survey (SASS), an integrated set of questionnaires that are designed to provide several of the types of information sought. SASS is described in greater detail in Appendix B, along with descriptions of other national data sets. The first SASS questionnaires (for school districts, schools, school administrations, and teachers) were fielded in school year 1987-88. A follow-up survey, of all teachers in the base year who left teaching and a subsample of teachers who remained in teaching (both those who remained in the same school and those who moved to another school), was conducted in the 1988-89 school year. Thus, not only are current teachers included in SASS; there is follow-up information from subsets of teachers who left and teachers who remained. If SASS produces the data sought, the survey will provide the most valuable data related to teacher supply and demand the nation has had. As with all new surveys, some skepticism is in order about the ability of SASS to meet all its goals.

A useful way to envision components of supply that should be monitored is to identify stages along a pipeline, as outlined in Chapter 3. At the beginning stage are college students planning to teach. The pipeline progresses through degrees earned and certification, the decision to enter teaching, through retention and attrition rates.

One could add high school students' aspirations to become teachers at the very beginning of such a pipeline. However, although a high school student's expression of interest in a future career generally indicates the degree of regard for that kind of career or calling, it is probably not a reliable indicator of actual career choice. The Office of Technology Assessment's 1988 report, Elementary and Secondary Education for Science and Engineering, usefully describes a pipeline model that includes precollege students'
views of and preparations for science and engineering careers (Office of Technology Assessment, 1988:6-20). It is used descriptively, however, and not for statistical modeling purposes. It states (p.6) that "students' intentions remain volatile until well past high school, with substantial numbers entering the pipeline (by choosing science and engineering majors) by their sophomore year of college." For purposes of monitoring data and generating information on the supply of science and mathematics teachers that could possibly be used in models, we begin the pipeline at the college level.

College Students Planning to Teach

The proportions of students enrolled in postsecondary education who are majoring in education; in mathematics; in computer science; in physical, biological, and earth sciences; and in engineering are key components of the supply of science and mathematics teachers at this early stage of the pipeline. The number of education majors is in decline, and many who may wish to teach now pursue a subject major. Therefore, monitoring the number of education majors provides only a partial count of this component of supply.

To gain a better understanding of the input to the pipeline, it would be desirable to make fuller use of the data that exist on freshman aspirations. Data from The American Freshman survey of the population of freshmen in higher education (described in Appendix B) include intended major and career aspirations and can be analyzed by sex and ethnicity as well. Data from the occasional follow-ups of those who have remained in college after two years and four years could be used to assess the value of freshman aspirations in judging changes in input to the pipeline. It would also be useful to have trend data on how many students who majored in the subjects noted above (subjects that are the most likely source of science and mathematics teachers) and who planned or did not plan to teach actually did or did not obtain certificates. The High School and Beyond longitudinal survey, which began in 1980, and the surveys of Recent College Graduates (both conducted by NCES and described in Appendix B) can provide these data for the science and mathematics majors in the samples of students who were surveyed.

Research conducted by individuals using these data sets can address issues in focused and informative ways. For example, Maxwell (1986) used data from The American Freshman and followed a sample of 2,000 freshmen to their junior year, relating their intended majors (education, not education), intended careers (teaching, not teaching), and declared major as juniors to their high school grade point average and rank and college grade point average. His findings (that the group who had not intended to major in education but planned on a career in education and
later declared an education major had higher college grades than did other
groups), although more related to quality, illustrate a wealth of information
that could be used for research into supply questions, by subject major,
at the postsecondary stages of a supply pipeline. In Chapter 6 the panel
recommends measures to make these and other data more accessible to
researchers.

Certification

Certification requirements vary from state to state, and the certification
requirements in one state might not meet the requirements of another state.
In some states a bachelor's degree that includes certain courses carries with
it a teaching certificate. In other states, a year of teacher training beyond
the bachelor's degree is required. In some states, as much as a master's
degree (in teaching or in a subject discipline) is required for certification.
In addition, 21 states now allow alternative certification routes (such as
through a cooperative program with the military), and usually to staff
particular subject areas with shortages (McKibbin, 1988). The meaning of
national data on the number of certified teachers is somewhat ambiguous
because of the diversity of states' certification requirements.

To quantify the pipeline leading to certification it is useful to look
at the number of students enrolled in education programs. At present,
the major source of such data is the American Association of Colleges
for Teacher Education (AACTE), an association of approximately 1,200
member colleges and universities that have teacher education programs.
Periodically the AACTE conducts surveys of small samples of member
institutions to obtain data on the numbers of students enrolled in these
programs.

During the panel's May 1988 meeting with personnel officers of seven
large school systems, they suggested that it would be useful to school
districts planning recruitment of teachers to know the number of people in
the pipeline by field. State education agencies should collect data on the
number of students and graduates preparing for certification to teach, by
field and by type of program (i.e., traditional or alternative) and make these
data available to districts on a timely basis. These data are indicators at
one juncture of the pipeline of potential additions to teacher supply within
the next year or two.

Changes in the actual number of graduates awarded certificates to
teach science or mathematics should also be monitored. National data
should be compiled from state certification board data on the number of
new certificants—by type (regular, alternative, emergency) and by subject
annually. As noted above, although different states have different certifi-
cation requirements and classifications, it should be possible to estimate
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comparable totals for categories such as science and mathematics (elementary and secondary) and to present disaggregated data when available.

Comparability across states would be more achievable if proposals to standardize certification nationally through board certification (described in Chapter 5) are implemented. Since teachers may be certified in more than one category, these data will tend to overestimate the increase in the supply of newly qualified teachers. In fact, these data provide an upper bound of the change in newly qualified supply.

Information is also needed on the degree of reciprocity in certification across states. This information can be used to indicate the extent to which shortages in one part of the country could be filled by additional teachers from another. The effect of reciprocity is a research issue that relates to the mobility of the reserve pool. The National Association of State Directors of Teacher Education and Certification publishes states' reciprocity provisions periodically in its manual on certification. Reciprocity, too, could cease to be a problem if current proposals for national board certification of teachers come to pass.

Large proportions of new graduates of teacher certification programs do not go on to teach in the state in which they obtained certification. Why? Follow-up data on new certificants are desirable to ascertain the numbers and proportions of certificants who did not seek, were not offered, or did not accept teaching positions offered in their states. The follow-up questionnaire would probe for reasons why certificants did not teach, alternatives they pursued, and salaries. The survey of Recent College Graduates (RCG) is one possible source. It provides national data on graduates one year after receiving an education degree. The final survey in this series is scheduled for 1991, but it will be replaced during the next two years by a national longitudinal survey of college graduates. States may also find it valuable to follow their new certificants to understand loss to the pipeline of teachers at this juncture.

Data on the above aspects of certification would help to answer such questions as: How have increased state requirements for teacher certification affected enrollments in these programs or reentry after a gap in teaching? To what extent do states' restrictions and requirements placed on teachers moving from another state discourage them from reentering teaching in the new state?

Another occurrence that should be monitored as a possible indicator of shortage is the states' use of emergency or provisional teaching certificates, in science and mathematics in particular. According to the NEA survey Status of the American Public School Teacher 1985-86 (1987:20), only 8.4 percent of 1,291 respondents in all fields said they did hold such a certificate. (The data were not presented by subject area.)
Though the incidence seems minor, it would be desirable to have data from the states or local school districts, over time, on the number of teachers who hold temporary, provisional, or emergency certificates. SASS collects data from a sample of teachers on these types of certification in the teachers' primary, secondary, and best-qualified teaching fields. The design of the teacher sample will permit estimation of these rates of certification by type nationally and regionally and by type of district and school. Analyzed by subject, by region, or by type of district and school (e.g., rural, suburban, urban), these data may indicate exhaustion of the reserve pool or a shortage in a particular subject or in a particular geographic area. It would also be important to know how easy it is to convert a temporary certificate into a permanent one. Finally, it would be desirable to monitor the incidence of obtaining certification through various types of alternative certification programs. This could be done by adding a question on use of alternative certification routes to the questionnaire.

New Hires

Newly hired teachers come from many different sources, including new college graduates, former teachers, individuals who were certified but never taught, and teachers who change residence. School district personnel administrators indicated to the panel that typically a large percentage of their new hires were experienced teachers, not new certificants. Some administrators expressed a preference for experienced teachers. Descriptive statistics in many states indicate that a substantial fraction of new hires consists of teachers that fit into some category other than newly certified teachers. For example, less than 20 percent of new hires of mathematics and science teachers in New York State were new certificate holders; the corresponding figure in Illinois is 40 percent (National Research Council, 1987c:113,103).

An urban school district in a western state that took part in the panel's case study provides a more specific illustration of this phenomenon. There, only 4 of the 16 science and mathematics teachers hired in the past 5 years were new to teaching. And of those 4, only 1 came directly from college followed by a teacher training program; the other 3 had graduated between 3 and 10 years earlier and had recently gone back to school for their teaching certificate. Interviews with the teachers produced thumbnail sketches of previously experienced new hires:

- A newly hired mathematics teacher had taught science for 12 years in a junior high school in a neighboring suburban district and grew to dislike it. After other jobs for four years, he chose to return to teaching but preferred mathematics to science to avoid the responsibility and liability of labs.
A newly hired chemistry teacher had taught for six years in a local parochial high school, following a career in the Navy where he did teaching and training full time. Without his retirement salary from the Navy, he would not be able to support his family on a teacher's salary. He was actively recruited by the district.

A science teacher, hired five years ago, had been laid off three times, twice in this district and once in another district, all due to seniority. With six years' teaching experience, he was offered a position in five schools in this district five years ago.

A mathematics teacher was hired on a part-time basis at her request. She had taught many years in another state, taught as a long-term substitute in this district, then as a regular teacher, and plans to return to full-time teaching next year after her children have adjusted to school.

A teacher was newly hired in mathematics but in fact had taught chemistry at the same school for seven years. She began as a mathematics teacher, which was her major, but after teaching 12 years in this district was slated to be laid off. So she switched to chemistry (her minor) and waited for a math position to open.

A mathematics teacher hired five years ago had taught at the junior high level in this district for eight years before moving to the high school level.

These examples and information from other states underscore the need to obtain data on all of the components that make up the new teacher supply. Even new certificate holders may not be from the traditional new college graduate channel: they may be older people who left their occupations to earn alternative certification. A total of 21 states offers such a channel, mainly to meet the needs of particular shortage areas. In most of these states, alternative certificants constitute a small percentage of total new hires (McKibbin, 1988). But some states are notable exceptions (Carey et al., 1988:27-28): The New Jersey Provisional Teacher Program trained 240 mathematics and science teachers between 1985 and 1988. Among the districts that participated in the California Teacher Trainee Program in 1984-85 and 1985-86, the program accounted for 61 (15 percent) of new mathematics teachers, 101 (31 percent) of new biological science teachers, and 24 (24 percent) of all new physical science teachers.

To monitor the supply of science and mathematics teachers, it is necessary to be able to distinguish among the components of the corps of new hires. Ideally, to monitor supply at the district level, data are needed for the following categories by subject (chemistry, physics, biology, other sciences, calculus, other math, other subjects):
Certified teachers with no prior teaching experience:

Certified before the last school year*
  Out-of-state certificate
  In-state certificate

Certified during last school year
  Out-of-state certificate
  In-state certificate—whether through a regular or an alternative program

Certified experienced teachers:

Teachers returning from temporary leave*
  Taught prior year
    Out-of-state
    In-state but out-of-district

Did not teach prior year*
  Last taught out-of-state
  Last taught in-state but out-of-district
  Last taught in-district

Noncertified college graduates with emergency credentials:

Taught last year
  In-district
  Not in-district

Did not teach last year*

*These categories came from the reserve pool.

Many of the districts in our case studies do not currently collect such data, and only a few (generally the larger districts) disaggregate the data by subject, as would be desired. SASS has been designed to collect such data.

Several other types of data could shed light on the supply of new hires. These include information on incentives to teach, reasons for selecting one's current school or district, the number of applicants per opening, the number of job offers per hire*, and the extent of district recruiting. SASS presently asks school administrators how difficult it was in general (not for specific fields) to find qualified applicants to fill teaching vacancies last year. If the respondent notes it was difficult in some fields, space is given to write in those particular subjects.

Desired information regarding new hires includes the ability to monitor their incentives to teach. Comparative salary data are needed to indicate the competitiveness of beginning teachers' salaries relative to the starting salaries of alternative nonteaching positions. There is a question of just how this comparison should be made, but one simple measure would be starting salaries in industry for people with equivalent education, such as a bachelor of science degree in mathematics. The College Placement Council publishes these data annually (College Placement Council, 1988).
It would also be useful to know the reasons why science and mathematics teachers selected their current school or their current district and alternative offers they had. Such data are not currently collected by the SASS teacher questionnaire and were not part of the National Longitudinal Survey (NLS) teaching supplement. The data would help identify actions that schools or districts might take to attract well-qualified science and mathematics teachers. However, if there is a national shortage, such actions may only alter the geographic distribution of existing new teachers.

Trend data on the ratio of applicants to vacancies by field could be useful, even though it is recognized that the number of applicants for a position is a function not only of supply but also of aggressive recruiting and of the characteristics of the district and its schools. Although an applicant may apply for more than one vacancy, a decline in this indicator over time would point to increasing shortages of applicants in a particular field. Questions on the number of applicants could be added to SASS. Trend data on the ratio of job offers per hire could alert a district to changes in the attractiveness of its positions, but small (large) ratios could also reflect a surplus (shortage) of teachers.

Interviews with school district administrators revealed how shortages and surpluses in particular subjects were reflected in adjustments made in recruiting practices. A shortage in an area of need—frequently for minority teachers at all levels—often would trigger an aggressive recruiting effort, including trips to other states. It was often mentioned that a few years ago officials traveled to cities experiencing teacher layoffs to recruit science and mathematics teachers; today, however, the officials may have few or no vacancies in these subjects, and no recruiting is needed. It would be helpful to have data from school districts, perhaps building on SASS, on the extent to which districts are shifting from screening applicants to recruiting actively—by subject and by racial/ethnic group. When teachers are in surplus, districts recruit near home (if at all) and usually need only to screen and accept applicants. Thus, a count of the number of districts engaging in active recruiting is an indicator of shortage, and growth in these numbers over time suggests an increasing shortage.

The Reserve Pool

The reserve pool consists of people with teaching experience who did not teach last year, or individuals who were certified to teach at least a year ago but who have never taught. This reserve pool is a major source of new hires. The National Education Association estimates that more than half the new hires in the nation come from it (NEA, 1987f). In Connecticut, more than two-thirds of the new hires in 1984 came from the reserve pool. Returning experienced teachers constituted 55.5 percent of the new hires,
and 12.0 percent were reserve pool members with no prior Connecticut public school teaching experience (Prowda and Grissmer, 1986:18). Since the reserve pool plays such a major role as a source of new hires, it is important to know how large it is and where it is found, or at least to know whether it is nearly exhausted. Concern about depletion of the reserve pool is not a state issue, but can be a special urban, rural, or regional issue related to the region's particular labor market situation. In major parts of the state of Louisiana, for example, it is impossible to find certified teachers to fill vacancies. Consequently, the schools are forced to hire on a temporary certificate or to drop courses from the curriculum. In these areas, not only is the reserve pool exhausted, but there are also insufficient newly certified teachers who are willing to teach under the conditions offered.

Little is known about who, among the various categories of people in the reserve pool, desires to enter or reenter the teaching profession. Thus, more important than estimating the size of the reserve pool is estimating the supply potential of the reserve pool, because some of the individuals in the reserve pool would not reenter teaching under any conditions. Different components of the pool can be expected to behave in very different ways. For example, teachers on maternity or health leave during a given year, or laid off and expecting to be called back, can plausibly be expected to return to the teaching pool in the next year at relatively high rates; newly certified teachers who did not obtain teaching jobs even though they have been in the market during the last few years, can be expected to remain in the teacher supply pool with relatively high probability; teachers whose credentials are older and who have been out of the teaching market for several years have a lower probability of being attracted back to teaching; while people with teaching certificates who have followed a completely different career path for many years have a much lower probability of being attracted to teaching. In some states, as we noted above, everyone with a bachelor's degree is potentially in the supply pool with some (arguably low) probability.

Several approaches could be followed to estimate the supply potential of the reserve pool: new college graduates could be followed over time, new hires from the reserve pool could be tracked backward, data could be collected and accumulated on the number of last year's certificants who did/did not get teaching jobs, and state agencies could use state certification files to study the reserve pool in the state.

Looking at these approaches in more detail, first consider what could be learned by following new graduates over time. The best source for this is data on the cohort of education majors in the Longitudinal Study of the High School Class of 1972. Heyns (1988) has used this data base to study entry and attrition of this cohort and to collect information on who left teaching and who wants to return (potential supply in the reserve pool). She
found that, by 1986, one-quarter of the education majors who completed teacher training programs had never taught. Two other longitudinal studies, High School and Beyond and NELS:88, will provide similar opportunities for studying the reserve pool in the future. Another source of one-year longitudinal data is the Recent College Graduate (RCG) Surveys carried out by NCES periodically from 1976 through 1984. Using combined data from these surveys, the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) analyzed the career paths of newly qualified teachers (1988:55). It found that at about one year after graduation 20 percent of newly qualified teachers had not applied for a teaching position, and that the remaining 80 percent who had applied for teaching jobs could be separated into 51 percent teaching full time, 11 percent teaching part time, and 18 percent not teaching at all. In fact, one year after certification, 49 percent of the certificants were in the reserve pool.

It is also possible to study new hires who come from the reserve pool, including both reentrants to teaching and individuals who have not taught but who were certified over a year ago. The SASS questionnaires for schools and teachers collect career information on both new entrants to teaching and experienced teachers regarding their recent career paths; these data will provide a rich resource for research on the reserve pool. It will be possible to study age of reentry, occupation just prior to reentry, the number of breaks in service, different patterns across different fields, and differences among different categories of members of the reserve pool. If the proportion of new entrants coming from different categories of the reserve pool (e.g., individuals certified in the past five years who are first-time teachers, returning teachers from the same district, returning teachers from the same state, returning teachers from out of state, etc.) are monitored over time, the trends will begin to shed light on the adequacy of the reserve pool to meet the demand. The SASS data are expected to provide an exciting opportunity for study of the reserve pool.

At the state level, an important segment of the reserve pool consists of individuals certified by that state who are not currently teaching. By the use of data from the retirement files and the certification files, it is possible for some states to track certificants who still reside in the state and to characterize that segment of the reserve pool by age, certification field, and years of teaching experience. A survey of these individuals can determine interest in teaching or incentives that would make teaching interesting to them. This would give some measure of the potential supply in this segment of the reserve pool.

A study of this type was carried out in 1987 for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts by the Massachusetts Institute for Social and Economic Research (MISER). MISER's Report on the Status of Teacher Supply and Demand in Massachusetts (1987) used certification files to determine the
percent of those certified in Massachusetts in a given year who were not
teaching the following year(s). Certificants were tracked for several years
forward. It found that certificate holders were hired as long as 12 or 13
years after certification.

Connecticut maintains an ongoing activity to monitor its reserve pool of
teachers. Part of that effort focuses on the nearly 3,000 new certificants who
did not take teaching positions within a year following certification. (Nearly
4,000 had received certificates; it was found that only 992 of them were
employed in public schools.) A random sample of 36.4 percent of these
individuals was surveyed in 1987 (Prowda and Beaudin, 1988). Addresses
were available for only 2,727 individuals certified in the state in 1985-86 but
not teaching in 1986-87. Questions included current employment and salary,
any prior teaching experience, undergraduate subject major and grade
point average, teaching application experiences, and future employment
plans. Certification files provided further information on subject specialties.
Among the results: the median age of the nonteaching new certificants was
33; on average, they obtained their certificates five years after college
graduation; slightly more than half had never taught full-time; the majority
were employed, usually in education-related work (substitute teaching,
enrolled as graduate students, tutoring, etc.); 52 percent had applied for
public school teaching positions for 1986-87; only about 30 percent of
respondents intended to apply for the 1987-88 year; and proportionately
fewer science and mathematics majors would apply than education, social
studies, and humanities majors. Salary sensitivity was analyzed using the
questionnaire data: "The probability that a non-teaching new certificant
holding a job outside of education applied for a public school teaching
position declined by 6.6 percent for each $10,000 he/she earned in salary"
(p.9).

The results of the Massachusetts and Connecticut studies are offered
as examples of what can be learned about certificants who have never
taught—an important segment of the reserve pool. While national data
are not available on certificants who have never taught, states can be
encouraged to gather such data, and NCES can compile and disseminate
states' information accordingly.

Two research areas concerning the reserve pool warrant study. One is
to study how much change in incentives would be needed to attract reserve
pool members to teaching. The Connecticut study on salary incentives
could be repeated in other states. In addition, studying the number of
returnees to school districts in which there have been large salary increases
(e.g., Rochester, New York) could reveal some information on the size of
the potential supply in the reserve pool. Another topic would be the effect
of limited mobility on entry to teaching. It appears that people will move
a short distance but not a long distance to accept a teaching position. A
study of the recruitment areas for urban, suburban, small town, and rural districts would help define the geographic areas in which members of the reserve pool represent potential supply.

In view of the major importance of the reserve pool to teacher supply and the concern that the other constituent of supply, newly certified teachers, is decreasing, the panel urges that all of these types of data collection and research activities be carried out.

Retention and Attrition Rates

New entrants to teaching are one major component of teacher supply. The other major component—and the largest—is the corps of continuing teachers. Continuing teachers represent typically 90 percent of teacher supply in any year. Models tend to use single retention rates or attrition rates for projection purposes. More successful state models use attrition rates that are differentiated by age or years of experience and by subject field. We reaffirm our support, as stated in the panel's interim report, for the use of timely, disaggregated data to determine the proportions of teachers who can be expected to stay or leave. Improvements can be built into SASS to ensure useful data on teacher retention and attrition by subject. We again acknowledge that there are tricky problems in using information on retention to project continuing teachers. For example, teachers who leave one school may simply transfer to another, and for a national portrayal of supply this kind of mobility needs to be subtracted out. Models for a subject such as biology need to be sure not to count as continuing biology teachers those who were teaching another subject last year.

In this vein, additional data are called for to monitor, over time, the important phases of the supply pipeline encompassing retention and attrition. To what extent do science and mathematics teachers leave teaching early in their careers? Do statistics indicate a large wave of retirements in the next five years? 15 years? It appears from an analysis by RAND of the teaching force in 1976-77, 1980-81, and 1983-84 that the proportion of teachers age 55 and over (9.5-10 percent) was quite stable. There was a clustering of secondary school teachers in mid-career, (age 35-44); 36.2 percent of secondary school teachers in 1983-87 were in this age group, an increase from 22.6 percent in 1976-77. The older members of this group are expected to become eligible for retirement in about 15 years (i.e., 1998-99). At that time the beginning of a wave of retirements may be anticipated (Haggstrom et al., 1988:8-9). For science and mathematics teachers, patterns of age, years of experience, and expected retirements seem to be similar. The 1985-86 survey of science and mathematics education by Weiss (1987) found that the typical high school science or mathematics teacher
in 1985-1986 had 14 years of prior teaching experience, compared with 11 years for a typical teacher in 1977—some evidence of aging. The data do not support the prediction of an unusually large wave of retirees in the next decade. The class intervals in the Weiss study differ from those in the RAND study, although she found that only 14 percent of secondary school mathematics teachers and 16 percent of secondary school science teachers were over 50 years old (Weiss, 1987:64).

Data are thus needed from districts on the distribution of teachers by level, age, race/ethnicity, sex, and discipline. Attrition should be classified by retirement or other cause. Comparative salaries should be included to glean more about the competitiveness of teacher salaries relative to opportunity cost salaries. More specifically, information on the salary scale is needed, unless both average salary and years of experience are available. These data would enable the separation of attrition due to retirement from attrition due to incentives to leave teaching in favor of something else. The best prospect for obtaining these data is probably SASS, which included questions on attrition, by field, in the base year survey, but response to those questions was unacceptably small. The panel encourages efforts by NCES to modify the SASS matrix questions on attrition to simplify and improve response and to collect these data on a continuing basis. The school questionnaire should be able to separate attrition due to moving to another district from attrition due to leaving the teaching profession completely, which reduces the national supply of teachers.

Overall changes in supply are affected by factors that make teaching more or less attractive compared with other occupations. The SASS follow-up survey of former teachers, conducted in spring 1989 and to be surveyed again in 1991 and 1993, should provide data on this aspect on a national scale. Another rich source of data that are available for analysis is the supplemental questionnaire sent to over 1,000 past and present teachers and those trained for teaching in 1986 as part of the fifth follow-up of the National Longitudinal Study of 1972 (NLS-72) (see Appendix B for a description of this subsample). In a preliminary analysis of the detailed career histories of these current and former teachers, Heyns (1988) found that nearly half (44.7 percent) of those who had taught for at least a year were no longer teaching by 1986. She found attrition rates to be particularly high in the first three or four years of teaching, and often it was male high school teachers who left. Most of those who left were single and took another job directly after leaving teaching; that is, the primary pattern of nonretirement attrition was not women leaving for homemaking.

Another factor that can influence the retention rate for a school district or state is the portability of teachers' pensions. It would be useful to have comparative information from states on teacher retirement policies. Such information would be helpful for research relating retention rates,
portability of teacher pensions and retirement policies, and particularly the sensitivity of attrition rates to the generosity of retirement provision.

The effects and the relative strengths of incentives such as retirement systems and those such as salary and professional development opportunities on attrition or retention are worth pursuing through better data gathering. SASS does ask school districts about the minimum age, years of service, and penalty associated with their retirement plans. Nonetheless, additional information is needed to improve the analysis of behavioral components at the retirement end of the supply pipeline.

Teacher Mobility and Interstate Migration

Little information is available on teacher mobility. Although teacher mobility in or out of a district affects supply at the district level, it affects supply at the state level only if the migration is interstate and affects national supply only if the teachers immigrate or emigrate. Effective monitoring of teacher mobility should start with separation data from the states, in the interest of avoiding double-counting. To be checked is whether the state can subtract "movers" from "leavers."

Little is known of the effects of interstate migration on the supply of teachers for a given state, but large systems the panel interviewed in Texas, Nevada, and Washington are noteworthy for major recruiting efforts out of state, as are two of the large-city districts represented at the panel's May 1988 conference, the Los Angeles Unified School District and the school district of Dade County, Florida. While some states may have information on the in-migration of teachers (see Table 4.1 for New York State), most states do not maintain such data; for those that do, the data may not be comparable with other states. The National Governors' Association (NGA) surveyed 15 states in 1987 for information on teacher mobility and teacher retirement system characteristics (NGA, 1988:9-10). Six states were able to provide information on the number of new hires who had taught in another state. The NGA concluded: "Clearly, this is another example of the need for better educational statistics. Nonetheless, ... the number of experienced teachers moving into a state is large enough to be of concern but manageable enough for a retirement system to attempt to accommodate mobile teachers."

None of the states has data for out-migration to other states. One effort to overcome that deficiency is a project funded by the National Science Foundation through the Council of Chief State School Officers and the Regional Laboratory for Educational Improvement in the Northeast and Islands. Known as the Northeast Teacher Supply and Demand (NETSAD) study, it is a seven-state cooperative endeavor being undertaken by the Massachusetts Institute for Social and Economic Research. A primary
TABLE 4.1 New York State Public School Classroom Teachers: New Hires by Type and Location of Occupation in Prior Year, 1975, 1980, and 1985

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location/Occupation</th>
<th>1985</th>
<th>1980</th>
<th>1975</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In New York State</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>13,282</td>
<td>73.3</td>
<td>9,149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>1,749</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homemaker</td>
<td>1,267</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>1,246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1,377</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>18,133</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>12,223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homemaker</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>1,240</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>71.9</th>
<th>9,508</th>
<th>73.3</th>
<th>7,902</th>
<th>63.3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>2,010</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>1,172</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>3,327</td>
<td>18.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homemaker</td>
<td>1,353</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>1,312</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>1,286</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1,552</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>787</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>19,373</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>12,973</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>12,491</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: New York State Education Department (n.d.b).
concern of the project is to track the historical interstate migration of teachers within the region. It was borne of the interest of the Chief State School Officers in the seven states to establish a regional teaching certificate.

The SASS teacher questionnaire includes information regarding the occupation of teachers just prior to their current positions, which should be a resource for studying mobility at both the state and district levels. In addition, the SASS follow-up survey of teachers who leave the districts in the SASS sample, and further analysis of the NLS subsample of teachers and former teachers, should provide some useful data on the behavioral components of teacher mobility. Do they move for salary increases, for better working conditions, or because their family moves? A different perspective on the behavioral components of teacher mobility could be obtained from in-depth discussions with a group of district personnel officers. A series of in-depth conferences with school system officials is recommended in Chapter 6.

To summarize the discussion of this section, the supply of precollege science and mathematics teachers can be envisioned as a pipeline marked by a number of stages or decision points. These decision points should be monitored for a clearer understanding of the incentives underlying the decisions made by individuals as they move through college and the world of work. Key decision points that call for further information are college students' selection of majors and career goals; earning certification to teach and to become certified in certain subject areas; the decision either to apply immediately to teach or to pursue a nonteaching activity; knowing about the composition of the group of new hires; understanding the supply potential of teachers in the reserve pool; and knowing more about the decision to remain in teaching or to leave. At each stage we have noted data that are needed to provide a clearer picture of the supply of science and mathematics teachers.

A SPECIAL CASE: THE SUPPLY OF MINORITY TEACHERS

In the interviews conducted with school district personnel administrators across the country, they frequently mentioned a shortage of minority teachers. If concentrated efforts were made to increase the number of minority science and mathematics teachers in particular, an indirect result certainly would be an increase in the overall supply pool of teachers. In this vein, then, we summarize the available data on the particular problem of the supply of minority science and mathematics teachers.

Statistics collected by the National Education Association (NEA) indicate that the proportion of minority teachers fell significantly between 1971 and 1986. In 1971, 8.1 percent of the teaching force were black and 3.6
percent were of other minority groups. By 1986, however, black representation had dropped to 6.9 percent, and other minorities had declined to 3.4 percent (NEA, 1987e:14). Comparisons with minority school enrollment proportions show how seriously under-represented minority teachers are. A policy statement issued in September 1987 by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE) summarized data from the NCES on student enrollments (CES, 1987b) and from the NEA on teachers (NEA, 1987e) in a clear illustration of the problem (AACTE, 1987a:3):

- Blacks represent 16.2 percent of the children in public schools, but only 6.9 percent of the teachers.
- Hispanics represent 9.1 percent of the children in public schools, but only 1.9 percent of the teachers.
- Whites represent 71.2 percent of the children in public schools, but 89.6 percent of the teachers.

To trace the special problem of minority underrepresentation in pre-college teaching—and, when data are available, science and mathematics teaching in particular—selected statistics are shown below to illustrate the monitoring of minority-teacher supply at eight stages of a supply pipeline.

1. Minority enrollment in higher education. The data on minority enrollments that follow were compiled by NCES and reported in its 1988 report Trends in Minority Enrollment in Higher Education, Fall 1976-Fall 1986 (CES, 1988d). Black enrollments in higher education went from 1.03 million in 1976 to a high point of 1.11 million in 1980 and declined somewhat to 1.08 million as of 1986. Enrollment for other minority groups has increased steadily since 1976: Hispanics (from 400,000 to 625,000 in 1986) and Asians/Pacific Islanders (more than doubling from 200,000 in 1976 to 448,000 in 1986). Black male enrollment has undergone the most significant rate of decline among minorities, having fallen about 7 percent between 1976 and 1986. In terms of proportions, minorities generally constituted approximately 17.9 percent of total enrollment in institutions of higher education as of 1986—an increase from 15.4 percent of total enrollments in 1976. For blacks, however, the proportion had fallen from 9.4 percent in 1976 to 8.6 percent in 1986.

2. Interest in majoring in education. For college-bound black high school seniors who noted their intended college major on their SAT background information forms, interest in majoring in education decreased between 1981 and 1984. Baratz (15-5), citing the yearly profiles of college-bound seniors published by the College Board, reported that in 1981, 5 percent of black student respondents intended to major in education. But by 1984 only 3.4 percent of black students intended to do so (pp. 9-10). And when the mean SAT scores of black high school seniors by intended major are compared, the highest mean SAT scores are found among students...
headed for the fields of engineering, physical science or mathematics, and biological sciences. The mean SAT score for students who were planning to major in education was the lowest among the eight fields of study (Baratz, 1986:8).

3. Bachelor's degrees earned. It appears that the minority teacher supply pool continues to decline with each stage along the pipeline. Most of the declines occur among blacks; other minority groups seem to continue in the supply pipeline at greater rates than blacks, and at greater rates than a decade ago. As reported by NCES in Education Indicators—1988 (NCES, 1988f:104):

Blacks earned fewer degrees in 1985 than in 1977 at all degree levels except the first-professional (e.g., M.D., J.D.). The declines are particularly significant when compared with increases in the young adult black population during the same period: it rose 7 percent among 18- to 24-year-olds and 40 percent among 25- to 34-year-olds. Men accounted for nearly two-thirds of the drop in degrees [among blacks]. . . . Hispanics, Asians and American Indians/Alaskan Natives earned more degrees in 1985 than in 1977 at all levels. The increase among Hispanics was in line with their population growth.

The number of bachelor's degrees in education (though this statistic has limited meaning given the movement toward requiring subject majors) fell significantly overall, from 143,462 in 1976-77 to 87,788 in 1984-85—a 39 percent decline. But for blacks it declined particularly steeply. In 1976-77, 12,922 blacks earned bachelor's degrees in education; in 1985, only 5,456 did—a 58 percent decline (NCES, 1988f:290,292).

4. Pursuing a master's degree in education. In an NCES special report, Hill (1983:18) reported a large decrease between 1976 and 1981 in the number of education degrees earned at the master's and doctor's degree level as well as the bachelor's degree level. Fewer students as a whole obtained an advanced degree in education, but for blacks the number declined more than for graduates in general. Overall, 128,417 graduate students received master's degrees in education in 1976 (NCES, 1986:130), by far the most popular advanced degree pursued (next was the master's in business, with 42,512 recipients). By 1985, only 76,137 master's degrees in education were earned—a dramatic 41 percent decline (NCES, 1988b:211). For blacks, however, there was a 53 percent drop in the number receiving master's degrees in education: from 12,434 in 1975-76 (Hill, 1983:27) to 5,812 in 1984-85 (NCES, 1988b:223).

5. Pursuing teaching versus other endeavors. While the number of blacks earning bachelor's and master's degrees in education fell substantially between the mid-1970s and the mid-1980s, the total number of
first-professional degrees and M.B.A.s awarded to blacks rose during this period (Hill, 1983:27,29; NCES, 1988b:223,228). In a Phi Delta Kappan article documenting the shortage of black teachers, Patricia A. Graham cited a variety of data sources indicating decline in the supply of minority teachers. Graham speculated about the alternative routes black students in higher education could be taking (Graham, 1987:603):

Experts differ about the causes for the decline in the number of black teachers and for the decline in the number of black students seeking to major in education. The first explanation, favored by those who believe that America is slowly but inevitably progressing toward racial justice, stresses the broader range of career choices available to educated blacks today. Previously, teaching was one of the few jobs available to college-educated black men and women. Because we now see blacks in other professions, we conclude that these successful middle-class blacks would have been teachers in previous generations. To some extent, this conclusion is probably correct, but not enough blacks have moved into other professions as yet for us to be certain that they represent displaced teachers. Young blacks who are choosing alternatives to careers in education are not shifting in significant numbers to other professional fields.

The data we have available do not probe the alternative careers that minorities are pursuing, and we believe this will be an important research topic to study. The Survey of Recent College Graduates asks for the respondent's race. This survey may hint at decisions made immediately after college graduation, but it does not probe as deeply into alternative career or schooling decisions as would be required to analyze fully this special case of minority science and mathematics teacher supply. Data from the follow-up surveys of the NLS-72 sample could be analyzed by race/ethnicity to identify the career patterns minority students are selecting and the career patterns they pursue.

6. **New hires.** The number of new hires into the nation's public school systems is not known nationally by racial/ethnic group, but it should be available from SASS since the teacher questionnaire asks for the respondent's race and subject taught. SASS is expected to provide data on what the person had done before entering teaching (though it does not ask for the salary of the job held prior to entering teaching).

7. **The current teaching force.** Among the general public-school teaching force, the percentage of teachers who are black decreased from 8.1 percent in 1971 to 6.9 percent in 1986 (NCES, 1988b:70). The proportions of secondary science and mathematics teachers in 1985-86 who are black are lower still. Among grade 10-12 mathematics teachers, only 3 percent are black; among grade 10-12 science teachers, 5 percent are black (Weiss,
Most of the black and Hispanic teachers of science and mathematics are in the elementary grades. The Office of Technology Assessment (1988:58) posits: "For now, the proportion of minorities in the teaching force is increasing slightly, but several commentators warn of future shortages of minority teachers, particularly in mathematics and science."

8. Retention and attrition. Of 308 minority teachers surveyed as part of Metropolitan Life's 1988 Survey of the American Teacher, 40 percent said they were likely to leave teaching within five years, as opposed to 25 percent of the 891 nonminority respondents (Metropolitan Life, 1988:22). This may reflect the fact that 29 percent of the minority teachers surveyed for the Metropolitan Life project worked in inner-city schools, as opposed to only 9 percent of the nonminority teachers. The Metropolitan Life report summarized its findings on this aspect of teaching as follows (p. 5):

- Almost three out of four of the dissatisfied minority teachers say they are likely to leave, compared to about half of the dissatisfied non-minority teachers.
- Even among minorities who are very satisfied with their careers as teachers, more than one out of five say that they are likely to leave.
- Less experienced minority teachers are the most likely to say that they will leave. Fully 55 percent of minority teachers with less than five years of teaching experience say that they are likely to leave the profession.

Little information is currently available on retention and attrition rates of minority teachers. A study by Kemple (1989) of the career paths of 2,535 black teachers in North Carolina finds that, on one hand, over two-thirds of these teachers, who began their teaching careers between 1974 and 1982, stayed in teaching through 1985-86, and over one-third who had quit returned. On the other hand, the likelihood of teachers in this group leaving has been increasing since the mid-1970s, suggesting that as blacks gain access to other professions they may shorten their teaching careers. Kemple stressed that "even minor increases in attrition will have large influences on the overall representation of Black men and women in the teaching force" (p. 2).

Data from the 1989 SASS follow-up questionnaires of teachers who left and teachers who remain, which are expected to be available in 1990, and analysis of the 1986 survey of teachers and former teachers who took part in NLS-72, offer the best possibilities at this time of national data capturing much-needed information on alternative jobs taken and opportunity costs associated with teaching science and mathematics. These questionnaires ask for the respondent's race, subjects taught, length of experience, comparative salaries, and decisions made regarding continuing or leaving teaching, the pursuit of more schooling, or taking other positions.
MONITORING THE SUPPLY POOL

Research is needed on the employment patterns of minorities and especially the difference in response to opportunity by minority women. Would increasing salaries attract them to teaching? Or is the cost of teacher training the problem? From 1958 to 1965 state teacher colleges provided blacks with easy access to education. They could live at home while going to college and could get a degree with the opportunity for income. A researchable question is whether the cost of teacher training relative to other occupational training has increased.

In conducting such research, analysis of existing data by racial/ethnic characteristics would be a productive first step. As a companion to the description in Appendix B of national data sets relevant to teacher supply and demand, NCES has published a useful compilation identifying six minority student issues and relating them to 32 NCES surveys containing racial/ethnic data (NCES, 1989b).

In conclusion, the troubling evidence thus far on minority science and mathematics teachers suggests a disproportionately acute shortage of blacks. The most valuable activity we can suggest—from analysis of data from SASS and other data sets and through the conduct of further research—would be to probe into alternative decisions black college students and graduates make, alternative positions they pursue, and the opportunity costs they perceive that draw them away from teaching science or mathematics.

SUMMARY

We have called attention to important gaps in the content of current state and national models. To understand fully the forces, influences, and incentives that affect the supply of science and mathematics teachers requires data and behavioral content that the current models do not capture. A sequential approach toward the goal of improved national models is thus recommended. For the short term, efforts can be made to monitor the state of supply—by further analyzing existing data such as those from the NLS-72, by building on the promising work of SASS, and by compiling and disseminating states' data, for a clearer portrayal of the supply situation in this country. This chapter described existing and proposed data that can serve as components of an effective monitoring system.
As noted in previous chapters, the supply and demand for teachers of mathematics is brought into equilibrium in the short term by adaptations in the selection criteria for teacher or teaching quality. Thus a school system unable to hire science and mathematics teachers at a preferred quality level will have to lower its minimum quality requirements. Conversely, school systems facing a supply of teachers of acceptable quality in excess of the number they need will be able to choose those at the top of their quality scale, thus ending up hiring teachers of higher quality than suggested by their minimum criteria. While this comprises a generally accurate description of school system hiring practices, it does not tell us anything at all about what factors go into quality teachers or quality teaching. It is to that topic that we now turn.

It should be recognized from the beginning that we do not have very precise notions about what constitutes teacher or teaching quality, and thus we cannot provide definitive prescriptions as to types of data that need to be obtained in order to monitor either the level of teacher quality that exists or changes over time in quality. The problem is that assessment of quality is an extraordinarily difficult enterprise, and existing research does not go very far in identifying the factors that determine quality. It is the panel's view that the right dimensions of teacher or teaching quality are factors that produce a positive influence on student outcomes—that is, higher quality in our view should be defined to mean better student outcomes, given the influence of other forces besides teachers or school system factors that influence student outcomes.

Perhaps the best way to summarize the current state of knowledge on this topic is to note two sets of facts that come from existing studies of teacher quality.
1. Teacher quality matters a good deal to student outcomes, in the sense that it is possible to identify teachers who have produced well below average outcomes. In this context, identify simply means that specific teachers can be shown to produce relatively good outcomes, and other specific teachers can be shown to produce relatively poor outcomes (Contra and Potter, 1980).

2. If one tries to describe what factors are associated with teachers who produce good outcomes or bad outcomes, one finds very little association between particular characteristics of teachers and the resulting student outcomes. That is, better formal credentials, better preparation in terms of course work, more years of teaching experience, better scores on standard tests of teacher qualifications, etc., do not generally show up as teacher characteristics that are strongly related to better or worse outcomes (Druva and Anderson, 1983; Hanushek, 1986, 1989). It has often been found that teacher verbal ability is positively related to better student outcomes, but the relationship is not exceptionally strong; most other factors do not show up at all (Darling-Hammond and Hudson, 1986).

In sum, we know that there must be characteristics of teachers or of classroom situations that produce better student outcomes, and qualities or characteristics that produce worse student outcomes, but we do not know what these characteristics or qualities are with any degree of assurance.

Although it may be surprising to some readers that so little is known about what factors are related to teacher or teaching quality, a little reflection suggests that it is not so unusual that the state of knowledge is so limited. If one were to ask whether some people are more effective social workers and others less effective, whether some people turn out to be very successful business executives and others less so, or whether some people are very successful at doing survey research interviews and others are less successful, the answer in all these cases will surely be that there are very large differences in the degree to which people are successful or unsuccessful in particular kinds of professional activities. If one goes further to ask what factors are associated with success in being a social worker, a business executive, or a survey research interviewer, the answer will commonly be that very little is known about why some people succeed and others fail. The probable reasons are that the factors making for success are complicated, that personal characteristics and characteristics of the particular environment interact and may be idiosyncratic to particular situations or types of work environments, and that success has a lot to do with motivation, energy, striving for success, interpersonal skill, and
myriad other factors that come together in subtle ways to produce better or worse outcomes.¹

Given this state of knowledge, what should be done about the collection of data that relate to teacher or teaching quality? It is the panel's view that, although little is known about what factors are importantly related to quality, something is known about the kinds of factors that probably play some role in determining quality. We should try to collect the best such set of factors, recognizing that the data collected will not be sufficient to do a satisfactory job of explaining student outcomes. Thus in this section we discuss a number of types of data that are probably related to quality, although they have not been convincingly shown to be either strongly or systematically reliable indicators of quality. These results may be caused by systematic errors: for example, the better teachers teach higher-order skills, but tests measure primarily lower-order skills, so the quality difference in teaching is not measured.

The reader will note that we have talked about quality both in terms of teacher quality and teaching quality. The two are not synonymous. By teacher quality we mean those personal characteristics of individuals that enable them to be more effective in classroom settings: education level, subject matter knowledge, interpersonal skills in working with students, degree of inservice training, formal credentials, etc. By teaching quality we have in mind a somewhat broader notion that encompasses not only teacher characteristics but also the school setting in which classroom teaching takes place. Thus teaching quality includes factors that are beyond the control of the individual teacher: disciplinary norms of the school system or of the building principal, support given by principals to teachers, the presence or absence of inservice training opportunities or opportunities for interaction among teachers, types of textbooks that are selected for use in the school systems, amount of time allocated to each subject, number of classroom hours taught, and so on. Thus, teaching quality encompasses factors that

¹The nature of the problem is illustrated by the example of survey research interviewing. This subject has been studied for many decades, and what we know with certainty are only a few relevant facts, none of which is sufficient to design a test to predict success at survey research interviewing. There are enormous differences in degree of success. Some interviewers achieve close to a 100 percent cooperation rate and have virtually no refusals, collect consistently high-quality data, and do so with relatively few hours expended in the interviewing task and thus have lower costs. Other interviewers have extremely high refusal rates, do not collect consistently high-quality data, and take a great many hours to produce relatively mediocre results. Although we know that these differences exist, it has not been possible to identify personal characteristics that would enable survey research organizations to predict who will be a good interviewer and who will not. Conventional demographic characteristics (educational level, experience, age, etc.) are of virtually no use in explaining success. Although a few personality characteristics seem to have some association with success, the state of knowledge is still relatively crude, despite a great deal of methodological work.
are not within the control of individual teachers, while teacher quality includes only those factors that relate to the personal characteristics of individual teachers.

In examining the quality of mathematics and science teachers, we have in mind a broader notion than assessing the quality of teachers who specialize in mathematics or science. Although some districts employ teachers who specialize in science or mathematics as early as the fourth grade, most teaching in mathematics in grades K-8 is done by teachers in either elementary or middle school who may not be classified as science or mathematics teachers, but rather as teachers who teach science and mathematics. The distinction is important: we are interested in assessing the quality of mathematics and science teaching on the part of teachers who teach those subjects, and many of them—probably most—are not specialized in the teaching of either science or mathematics.

Moreover, we are also interested in those dimensions of quality that relate to preferences of the school systems for the types of teachers they wish to hire. It is clear enough from our case studies, as well as from extensive discussions with the personnel directors of large city school systems, that mathematics or science teachers are not hired solely for the perceived quality of their mathematics or science teaching. Many school systems have other dimensions of teacher performance in mind when they hire teachers. In some school systems, the ability to fit in with the community is important; in some, the ability to teach other subjects or to direct extracurricular activities is important; in some, the ability to work with the types of students in the school system is perceived to be extremely important. The basic point is simple enough: school systems do not hire teachers to teach science and mathematics solely because of their perceived ability to be effective in classroom settings. Rather, hiring decisions are influenced by a great many other factors, some of which will necessarily result in hiring people who are likely to be less effective in teaching science and mathematics than teachers who were not hired because they lacked other skills or characteristics.

In the remainder of this chapter, we attempt to sort out the major ingredients of teaching and teacher quality that call for further data. We look first at school system policies and practices and the school-level conditions that can affect teaching quality. Next we look at the qualifications of incoming teachers—their college and professional preparation, their level of achievement in science and mathematics, their cognitive abilities, and so on. Finally, we examine other factors that also influence student outcomes but do not fall neatly under either school system policies and practices or teacher qualifications and characteristics: curriculum and textbook selection issues, time-on-task issues, and issues relating to the home environments of students. All of these do or may influence student outcomes to a substantial
degree, and none is likely to be under the control of either the teacher or
the school principal.

SCHOOL SYSTEM POLICIES AND PRACTICES

The assignment of a teacher to courses and pupils appropriate to the
individual's educational background, certification status, and experience is
crucial to quality instruction in precollege mathematics and science. But
district personnel policies, budget constraints, and other external factors
can impede the ability to achieve the most effective match.

A policy maker with the specific goal of higher-quality instruction
often finds that it is difficult to change many of the policy variables that
affect the quality of instruction. District policies exist in a complex web
of competing goals and pressures. Even if the central goal is quality
teaching, the policy maker must also consider school system policies and
union contract provisions regarding recruitment, initial assignment, and
transfer and retention of teachers. A given set of policy guidelines can
have quite different effects depending on whether enrollment is stable,
growing, or declining. For example, seniority rules for assignment or
transfer have different effects in environments in which enrollments are
rising or declining. Personnel policies are also affected by the enrollment
size of a particular school system, the enrollment size of a high school, the
extent to which the curriculum is taught by specialists, and the match among
educational background, teaching assignment, and teacher and student
cultures.

Recruitment and Hiring Practices

Certain policies set by the school district, teacher organization, or state
school finance plan can have deleterious effects on the ability to hire the
most talented teachers. The examples given here apply not only to science
and mathematics teachers but probably also to teachers in general.

Discussions with personnel offices of large school systems suggested
that recruitment of new teachers by large districts with diverse student pop-
ulations was often hindered by the fact that recruiters could not specify the
school to which the applicant would be assigned. Many persons would find
such a school system desirable only if they could teach in a given section of
the school system or in a specified school. Since recruiters could not make
such commitments, or could not make those commitments early enough
in the recruitment period, candidates were lost to the school system. This
problem stemmed from district policies related to the timing of hiring, in-
terviewing, and specific placement. District policy in some systems requires
the applicant to be interviewed only by the district administrator; subsequent assignment is a central office decision. Other district administrators screen applications and refer promising candidates directly to principals, who conduct the interviews.

The uncertainty of initial assignment also seemed to be exacerbated by seniority rules of internal transfer. In one medium-sized school district in a western state that participated in our case study analysis, internal transfer rules took months to implement. With a tendency for junior high science and mathematics teachers to request high school positions, and for elementary teachers to request junior high positions, the process of considering all transfer applications and then determining which positions were actually vacant continued well into the summer. Job offers could not be made until August. Since other districts could make job offers in March and April, this district was left with candidates who had not obtained positions elsewhere.

In some circumstances, the problems stemming from seniority rules become especially severe when combined with rehiring rights after teachers have been laid off due to enrollment decline or financial constraints. In such circumstances, district rules, regulations, and practices rather than professional judgment often seemed to determine the match between teacher and classroom assignment. For example, seniority rules may restrict new hires to the least desirable schools in the district. These rules may drive teachers not only from the school system but also from the profession. Seniority rights may also prevail when teachers are transferred among schools. When vacancies occur, the teacher with the greatest longevity in the school system may have first choice. When enrollment declines, teachers with higher longevity in the school system, the school, or a teaching field may have rights to bump less senior teachers. The length of the waiting period before opening vacancies to outside applicants greatly affects the district's ability to sign on talented applicants. Many officials said they lose good applicants to other districts whose rules or budgets allowed them to hire sooner.

Enrollment size and composition also influence district policies. The hiring restrictions of one large urban school system in the West contrasted starkly with the innovative practices for meeting future needs employed by a small suburban school system in the same region. The suburban superintendent, in conjunction with a nearby college, recruited well-trained graduates to fill projected vacancies. The smaller enrollment size and relative wealth of the suburban school system, as well as the homogeneity of the student population, accounted for the differences in practices between the suburban and the urban systems. In another suburban school system in the East, a teacher who attracted high school students to advanced science classes had been allowed to develop his own teaching assignment. Such
flexibility is less likely in a larger school system concerned with uniform course offerings among schools. One of the reasons for more rules, and sometimes less flexible ones, in larger school systems is the need to adhere to goals of equity among staff members in conditions of employment.

Factors external to the school district can also affect local hiring practices. Increases in state-mandated graduation requirements for mathematics or science can cause the district to fill vacancies in those fields with teachers not yet certified in the particular subjects, in order to meet the state requirement.

As noted in Chapter 2, 42 states have added requirements in science or mathematics since 1983. The Center for Policy Research in Education (CPRE), which has surveyed the states' graduation requirements, has found that in schools affected, about 27 percent of students are taking an extra mathematics course and 34 percent an extra science course (CPRE 1989:33). Many of these students are middle- to low-achieving, the CPRE study relates (p. 35). CPRE inquired as to the nature or level of the additional courses. In many instances the added courses were remedial or lower-level science and mathematics courses (p. 35-36). The increased requirements undoubtedly have changed schools' staffing patterns and course assignments and have probably affected hiring practices for science and mathematics teachers.

State-mandated minimum competency test scores and state school-finance formula constraints on local funds for laboratory equipment and supplies, computers, teacher aides, or teacher salaries are other external factors that local personnel officials must take into consideration in hiring teachers. An unintended consequence of decisions made under these conditions may be a loss in teacher or teaching quality.

Of course, not all rules act to restrict supply or make the task of matching persons and assignments more difficult; certain rules may benefit some school systems. When there is a potential for future growth in high school enrollments, teachers in a school system may pursue advanced study so that they can move from elementary school or junior high to high school. Other teachers may be attracted to begin their career in the district with a thought toward future advancement. Without seniority rules, there would be no such encouragement, as new hires might occupy newly created positions in high schools.

Data are needed to better describe the incidence of these and other policies and practices that affect the ability to hire and place the most promising candidates to assure instruction of high quality. The Schools and Staffing Survey (SASS) does not yet provide data related to most of these areas. In-depth conferences with a sample of SASS districts on a regular basis are recommended (see Chapter 6) to gain more accurate insights into the use of such policies and practices.
Misassignment of Teachers

Teacher assignment is critical to quality instruction in all subjects, especially so for science and mathematics. Misassignment of science teachers can occur when a vacancy in a science specialty is filled with a certified science teacher who is unfamiliar with that particular field. High schools may be too small to have a full-time chemistry or physics teacher or even a full-time biology teacher. In 1986-87, only 13 percent of teachers who taught physics in secondary schools had teaching assignments in physics alone. Almost two-thirds of the teachers who taught physics had their primary concentration of classes in chemistry, mathematics, or general and physical science (American Institute of Physics, 1988:17). There may be a need for one but not two science teachers. The same type of misassignment can occur in mathematics, when a teacher is trained to teach areas of mathematics other than that assigned or some other subject altogether. In many states, it is legal to assign a teacher to teach part time in an area in which the teacher is not certified, under a practice called out-of-field teaching as opposed to "misassignment" (Robinson, 1985).

Estimates of the prevalence of misassignment based on data from the early 1980s collected by the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) and the National Education Association (NEA) vary considerably. In a preliminary report on indicators of precollege education in science and mathematics, the National Research Council (NRC) notes the erosion of the quality of the existing teaching pool by misassignment of newly certified teachers. This report cites NCES findings that, among bachelor's degree recipients in 1979-80 who were teaching elementary or secondary

---

2 In one of the case studies, the employment of a full-time chemistry teacher by a school system was mentioned. This condition was treated as rare for the school systems studied. Such employment can be seen as unusual for the United States by examining some necessary conditions. If one assumes that a teacher teaches 5 classes and that a class has between 25 and 30 students, then to teach a single subject at the same grade level requires 125 to 150 students per grade level. For a 4-year high school this means a school enrollment size of 500 to 600. For a 3 year high school, it means an enrollment size of 375 to 400. In 1982-83 2.5 percent of secondary students attended schools below the latter size criterion. An additional 10.5 percent of secondary students met the former criterion. If only half of the students take a chemistry course, then slightly more than half of the students, 53.3 percent, attend such secondary schools. If only a third of the students take a chemistry course, then only slightly more than 10 percent of secondary students (13.4 percent) attend schools of that enrollment size (NCES, 1986:68). That only a third of secondary students are likely to take a chemistry course can be garnered from the fact that 65.4 percent of public secondary school students take natural science (p. 41), and the average number of Carnegie units (a standard of measurement that represents one credit for the completion of a one-year course) in natural science is 1.9 (p. 44). Expanding the ranges of possible courses in natural science to include two courses in chemistry or chemistry and physics would indicate that only 3.9 percent of schools, that is, the schools with larger enrollments that enroll 13.4 percent of the students, would be able to hire a full-time chemistry or physics teacher.
school full time in May 1981, only 45 percent of science teachers and 42 percent of mathematics teachers were certified or eligible to be certified in the field in which they were teaching (NRC, 1985:52). More recently, Darling-Hammond and Hudson (1987a:21) reported “estimates that vary depending on who is asked to estimate the degree of misassignment (school administrators versus teachers) and on how misassignment is defined.” They reported (1987a:21):

- Not certified in area of primary assignment: 9-11 percent by teacher report, 3.4 percent from central office administrators’ estimates (NEA, 1982; NCES, 1985a).
- Not certified for some classes taught: 16 percent by teacher report (NEA, 1982).
- Less than a college minor in area of primary assignment: 17 percent by secondary school teacher report (Carroll, 1985).

The 1985 National Survey of Science and Mathematics Education found higher proportions for science and mathematics—18 percent of grade 7-9 mathematics teachers and 14 percent of grade 10-12 mathematics teachers teach courses for which they are uncertified. For science teachers, the percentages are 25 for grades 7-9 and 20 for grades 10-12 (Weiss, 1987:77-88).

Transfer policies can sometimes lead to a misassignment and thwart a teacher's potential for advancement. In our contacts with school district administrators, a tendency was reported for principals to transfer teachers from subject fields of surplus to subject fields of need. Often, these transfers moved the teachers from their primary subject fields to different areas. Transfers of this nature took place due to changes in student demand for subjects under stable enrollments as well as in times of changing enrollments. Such transfers also occurred because principals sought teachers able or willing to handle extracurricular tasks such as athletics, the school paper, the yearbook, or student clubs.

The extent to which misassignment occurs today in science and mathematics may be greater than for other subjects. Data on the extent of misassignment for all fields at the school district level will be obtainable from the SASS Teacher Demand and Shortage questionnaire. It will also be possible to estimate misassignment by field by using the SASS teacher questionnaire. This questionnaire obtains courses currently taught by each departmental teacher, the teacher’s area(s) of certification, and college major and minor. Estimates of misassignment by field as defined by certification status can be made using these data.

Since certification standards vary so much across states, the fact that one was not certified in the field in which one is teaching does not necessarily mean misassignment. To obtain a more complete picture of
misassignment. Information on inservice training and actual course-taking preparation should also be analyzed, as Darling-Hammond and Hudson suggest (1987a: 21-22). The SASS teacher questionnaire represents a promising step forward. It requests data not only on certification status (as above), but also on degrees earned and major and minor fields of study, amount of course work in primary and secondary teaching assignment fields, and, for teachers who teach any science or mathematics courses, the number of graduate and undergraduate courses taken in various categories. These are rich data to examine misassignment and out-of-field teaching.

Information from SASS should be analyzed together with state certification data on the number of emergency certificates issued in science and mathematics; 46 states allow emergency certification. Of these, 30 require university course work in order to renew and work toward full certification (Kibbin, 1988:32). Supplementary data would include state rules on the extent to which out-of-field assignment is legal. Such information from various sources, when analyzed jointly, will help monitor the extent and trends of misassignment in science and mathematics teaching.

Providing for Inservice and Continuing Education

Some of the most important district and school practices that affect the quality of instruction are those directed to teachers already in place. To maintain quality instruction throughout their careers, teachers require professional support from their schools and districts. This support includes working conditions, facilities such as laboratories, materials and supplies, collegial and administrative support, resources for continuing education, and opportunities to influence decision making (Darling-Hammond and Hudson, 1987a:27-37).

District practices regarding inservice and continuing higher education for teachers in place affect teacher quality directly and can make it more or less attractive for a teacher to continue in a district. School districts have been the primary sponsors of inservice programs, but such programs are highly vulnerable to district budget cuts.

Decisions as to what kinds of inservice education to fund with a limited budget affect teaching quality in ways that data alone may be unable to illustrate. In one large, suburban, low-wealth district we studied, much of the staff development budget was geared to weaker teachers. Teachers had little release time during the school year—17 days allotted for each high school. Only about 20 percent of staff development was used for college-level course work.

A national commitment to teachers' continuing education appears to be missing. The federal government does support inservice education through the Title II program of the Education for Economic Security
Act of the Department of Education and through the National Science Foundation (NSF) Teacher Enhancement Program (Office of Technology Assessment, 1988:69), but funding for both activities is severely limited. Appropriations for Title II program have been uneven, dropping from $100 million in fiscal 1985 to $42 million in 1986, then $80 million, $120 million, and $147 million in 1987, 1988, and 1989, respectively (OTA, 1988:123; U.S. Department of Education, 1989). These are small amounts when viewed on a per-pupil or per-teacher basis. The Office of Technology Assessment notes by comparison that a $40 million education program equates to a spending of $1 per pupil or $20 per teacher (1988:123). NSF’s Teacher Enhancement Program funds a small program of teacher institutes emphasizing teaching techniques in science and mathematics. The institute program is much smaller than it was in the past. Between 1954 and 1974 NSF spent over $500 million on teacher training institutes that at their peak involved 40,000 teachers (OTA, 1988:119-120). The Teacher Enhancement Program has been revived somewhat since 1982, when it was virtually nonexistent. According to Charles Hudnall of the NSF staff, from 1983, when $11 million were appropriated, it has grown steadily to $43 million in 1989.

There is little national information available on the extent to which inservice programs—or other important professional resources—are used. Most of the existing data on this topic were collected from teachers, through self-reporting, in 1985-86 and reported in Weiss (1987). The SASS local education agency questionnaire asks whether the district reimburses teachers’ tuition and course fees. It also asks whether free retraining is available for teachers for shortage areas, and what those shortage areas are. The school questionnaire for the 1990 follow-up of NELS:88 asks principals (primarily of middle or junior-high schools) whether teachers are rewarded with time off for professional workshops, extra materials, choice of classes, etc. Teachers in NELS:88 are asked about the number of hours spent on noncollege inservice education. The NEA Survey of the American Public School Teacher (described in Appendix B) includes three fairly detailed items concerning inservice of various types over the past three years, including how much of the teacher’s own money was spent on college credit programs.

More data on policies related to inservice and other professional programs are needed from school districts. Among useful measures to obtain on inservice program use would be the number of hours of inservice training in mathematics, science, and related pedagogy accumulated in the last 12 months. Graduate courses should be distinguished from refresher workshops. Substantial inservice work in the form of graduate courses in one’s primary field may indicate a high level of quality and professionalism or the intent to move from middle school to high school. The SASS teacher
questionnaire asks whether in the past two years the teacher took any inservice or college courses requiring 30 or more hours of classroom study, the subject field, and a choice among several purposes for this continuing education. NEA's Survey of the American Public School Teacher, conducted every five years, also asks in considerable detail about kinds of inservice and college courses taken in various subjects.

Beyond survey data, in-depth interviews with personnel officers from a sample of SASS school districts, held on a regular basis in a conference format, are recommended. These conferences could yield information and context on inservice programs and the incentives behind them that no formal data collection can achieve. In this vein, improvements in inservice data are called for, perhaps using the NEA Survey of the American Public School Teacher as a starting point.

Other Practices That Affect Teaching Quality

This section discusses information on other practices affecting teaching quality that is relatively easy to obtain (and in some cases available in a national data set, as Appendix B shows).

Time allotted during the day for actual science and mathematics instruction. Darling-Hammond and Hudson (1987a:30) note some possible indicators of time use: (1) amount of time within the school day allocated to classroom instruction, preparation, nonteaching duties (bus duty, hall duty, etc.), meetings with colleagues, conferences with parents and students and (2) amount of time outside the school day teachers spend on planning and preparation, grading classroom assignments, contacting parents, working with students, completing administrative paperwork, reading professional journals, and participating in other professional development activities. With regard to the former category—time use during the school day—the National Research Council's Committee on Indicators of Precollege Science and Mathematics Education found that "the amount of time given to the study of a subject is consistently correlated with student performance as measured by achievement tests..." (National Research Council, 1985:106). Although it is possible to estimate instructional time through course enrollment at the secondary level, teachers at the elementary level have considerable latitude in the amount of time allocated to science and mathematics. Because of concern about the small amount of time spent in science instruction (Weiss, 1978), the committee recommended that time spent on science and mathematics instruction in elementary school be tracked on a sample basis at the national, state, and local levels (National Research Council, 1985:106-7).
Among current national data sets, the SASS and NELS:88 teacher questionnaires and the NSF survey of science and mathematics education appear to provide the most detailed data on time use.

*Class size and teaching load* bear on the teacher's ability to be effective. Darling-Hammond and Hudson (1987a:30-31) note some evidence that smaller class sizes are related to higher achievement, and they believe that "the relation between class size and teacher satisfaction and commitment has been, apparently, too obvious to warrant much study" (p.30). Such indicators should be monitored regularly, with particular attention to changes over time. The SASS, NELS:88, the NEA teacher questionnaires, and the NSF survey of science and mathematics education collect such data.

*Opportunities for collaboration and decision making,* when encouraged, lead to more discussion of teaching, more use of new ideas, more involvement in solving teaching problems, and stronger commitment to teaching (Darling-Hammond and Hudson, 1987a:32). Collaboration and participation in decision making also seem to reduce absenteeism and turnover. Schools vary widely in opportunities for collaboration. In a medium-sized urban district studied by the panel, new teachers received little support beyond being handed the syllabus for the course. One new science teacher said that she was sure that help was available but she had no time for discussions; she spent every free minute setting up or taking down labs. One school included in another district case study pairs each new science teacher with an experienced teacher, and interaction is frequent. The SASS and NAEP teacher questionnaires and the NSF survey of science and mathematics education collect general, self-reported opinions by teachers on these aspects of quality. While it would be difficult to measure the effects of these practices with survey instruments, they are noted because researchers have found them to be related to teaching quality.

*Ssalaries* do seem to affect individuals' decisions not to enter teaching, and low salaries influence existing teachers' propensities to take second jobs (Darling-Hammond and Hudson, 1987a:33). But research has shown little about the effects of salaries on teacher performance. Among the current national data sources, the National Education Association provides data on starting salary of teachers and the SASS teacher questionnaire inquires about salary, including income from nonschool employment and total family income. This questionnaire also requests opinions of various pay incentives.

A wide variety of data collection and research concerning school system policies and practices that affect teaching quality have been proposed in this section. We set priorities on these data needs in Chapter 6. It is critical, however, to build a foundation of data about school and district practices relating to quality and to embed the data in a context obtained
by interaction with school districts (such as those recommended at the end of Chapter 6).

MEASURING TEACHER QUALIFICATIONS

A good information base on the quality of the teaching force would permit descriptive profiles of teachers and would allow for the measurement of change in teacher characteristics over time. Such information may be particularly important for understanding the quality adjustments that bring supply and demand into equilibrium. In the future, it may be possible to introduce quality information focusing on teachers, as well as on school and district practices, into models of teacher supply and demand.

Although certification is available as the baseline measure of teacher quality, it is a most imprecise indicator. More comprehensive information would be available from a teacher's transcript showing all courses taken. A higher standard of quality still would be approval by a professional board of standards in science or mathematics. Thus, one presumes a higher level of teacher knowledge as more of the standards are met and, therefore, a better quality of instruction. It is clear that the number of teachers meeting the standards declines as one moves from state certification to those of professional associations, and to the qualitative rather than the quantitative dimension of the professional standards. We discuss these standards of quality in order of difficulty of attainment.

Certification as the Basic Proxy for Teacher Quality

When measuring quality of the supply of teachers of science and mathematics, certification is the obvious first standard. Despite differences among states in certification rules and the level of preparation implied by the different standards, as shown in Appendix Table 5.1 (the tables in this chapter appear at the end of the chapter), certification is easily monitored. Certification does suggest some minimal level of knowledge and training.

Recently, alternative certification programs have been established in 21 states, in response primarily to shortages in particular subject areas, but also in response to dissatisfaction with the quality of traditional university programs (McKibbin, 1988). What do we know about the quality of teachers certificated through these programs? In a survey of these alternative programs, McKibbin concluded: “In most cases, the entry requirements were equal to or greater than the requirements for entry into university teacher education” (p. 34). But the weaknesses of the alternative programs (which supply a very small percentage of all new hires in the states that permit them) are similar to the weaknesses of traditional programs, McKibbin added: “In the larger programs the training resembles the offerings
in university certification programs" (p. 35). He concluded that, although alternative programs thus far do meet specific subject-area needs, they do not seem to be superior in quality and they are not likely to replace conventional routes to certification" (p. 35).

Certification, whether obtained through traditional or alternative certification programs, is generally a poor indicator of quality, even for teachers of science and mathematics. Requirements are often nonspecific with respect to required breadth and depth of subject knowledge. For instance, in some states only a minimal number of hours in mathematics is specified with no level indicated (e.g., no requirement that the courses must contain work in calculus or beyond). Certification is also possible in a minor area, or as an endorsement on some other area; in these cases, even fewer hours of a given subject are required. Nonetheless, certification is the obvious first cut at a quality dimension of both the teaching force and the supply pool. Hiring uncertified teachers often means a diminution of quality. Conversely, increasing standards for certification can be expected to improve quality. Monitoring changes in the number of teachers with traditional, emergency, and alternative certificates, by subject areas, would provide useful information on quality at a baseline level.

Course Preparation and Transcript Data

What is known about the actual course preparation of teachers of mathematics and science? Two studies related to the question are (1) the analysis of mathematics and science preparation in the major teacher training institutions of the southern states reported by Galambos (1985) and (2) the study of a nationally representative sample of mathematics and science teachers, which includes their course backgrounds, reported by Weiss (1987). The research indicates that education majors tend to have less course work in mathematics and physical sciences work than do arts and science majors, although they tend to have more course work in biology and geology (Galambos, 1985). Education majors also have completed less college-level mathematics course work than have arts and science majors. The science preparation of education majors and arts and science majors is quite similar. Both groups take about the same number of science courses and accumulate about the same amount of laboratory experience. The groups differ in the relative amount of biology and geology versus chemistry and physics that they take: two-thirds of education majors take no chemistry or physics at all. Arts and science majors take almost twice as much chemistry and physics as teachers do.

Course preparation required to earn certification to teach physical sciences or life sciences can affect teacher quality in a rather unexpected
way: by classifying geology and earth sciences (which are relatively des-
scriptive courses) with physics and chemistry (which are quantitative), as
is commonly done, a teaching candidate can obtain certification to teach
physics/chemistry/geology by taking many geology/earth sciences courses
and few physics and chemistry courses. The certificant can then be as-
signed to teach physics and chemistry classes with only limited knowledge
of the subject matter. Disaggregation of geology from physics and chem-
istry in the science-teaching certification process should result in a closer
fit between teachers’ course preparation and their certification to teach
certain courses.

Courses typically taken by those preparing to be elementary teachers
and secondary teachers are described below in more detail.

Elementary Teachers

According to a recent RAND report (Darling-Hammond and Hudson,
1987b:32), the typical preparation program for elementary teachers includes
four science courses and two and a half mathematics courses. A large
proportion of elementary teacher preparation is in social science or general
areas rather than in courses specifically related to subjects taught. Weiss
indicates that elementary teachers are most likely to have taken a biological
science course, a physical science course, but not chemistry or physics.
These teachers are likely to have content-specific methods courses in both
science and mathematics.3

Mathematical content courses designed specifically for elementary
teachers help explain the increase among these teachers in their confi-
dence to teach mathematics. Either they feel that they are well qualified,
or their perception of elementary school mathematics is limited to arith-
metic computation, which they feel comfortable teaching (Weiss, 1987).
No such improvement in their confidence to teach science is noted. Ei-
ther elementary teachers take too little science course work in college, or
college-level science courses are not relevant for elementary teachers, or
both.

The importance of high-quality instruction in science and mathematics
at the critical elementary level cannot be overemphasized. Science in the
elementary grades can become language arts—that is, vocabulary and not

3 Mathematics for elementary school teachers in the Weiss data are courses developed in the
1970s and designed specifically for teachers. In many places they have solid course content that
is more appropriate for elementary teachers than precalculus or introductory calculus courses.
A consensus exists in the mathematics community on the concept of these specifically designed
courses, which are considered to be a significant gain in elementary teacher preparation. Since
these courses differ from the below-college-level courses in the Galambos’ study, the two types
of offerings should be distinguished from one another.
conceptual or experiential science, and the same can be said of mathematics. The question concerning the preparation of elementary teachers for mathematics and science gives rise to two contrasting answers. One answer calls for a better preparation of all elementary teachers in science and mathematics. The other answer calls for specialists to teach these subjects beginning at the fourth grade. One relevant issue is the youngest age at which children can comfortably tolerate varied teaching styles during the course of a day. While further research is needed toward raising the quality of elementary science and mathematics teaching, for the short run it is important to determine, perhaps through a future edition of SASS, the educational background of teachers at the elementary level. What science or mathematics courses or majors have they pursued?

Secondary Science and Mathematics Teachers

In the southern states included in the Galambos study, secondary teachers complete a major in their content areas. The Galambos study indicates, however, that they take fewer courses and fewer upper-division courses in their majors than do their counterparts in arts and sciences. Mathematics majors tend to resemble each other more closely than do science majors. Secondary teachers, like elementary teachers, tend to prepare more for biology than for chemistry or physics. As indicated above, this fact may result from widespread offerings or requirements for high school biology and more restricted offerings of chemistry and physics as electives. The cause and result are not clear. Availability of biology teachers may lead to a variety of high school course offerings. The Weiss data show that secondary science teachers do tend to concentrate in life sciences.

The Galambos and Weiss methodologies have limitations, and in some aspects their results are not comparable. The Weiss data on course background were self-reported. Galambos collected transcripts, but one does not know whether all the teachers trained in the Galambos study actually took teaching positions. However, the Galambos and Weiss studies do indicate the importance of course background data to gain a clear picture of actual preparation programs.

Data on courses taken and transcript data would seem the most concrete measure of qualifications. Differences in course titles among institutions and in course content could be assessed. Transcripts could be used to examine the teachers' majors while in college or graduate school and to examine the teacher's academic preparation in terms of specific courses taken. The transcripts could also be used to identify the teachers who failed, withdrew from, or repeated required courses in mathematics or science.
STATISTICS RELATED TO QUALITY

Working from such a disaggregated data base, one could determine, when a teacher does not meet certification requirements, whether it is a case of (1) lack of subject background, (2) lack of student teaching, (3) lack of content-specific methods courses, or (4) lack of general education courses. When a person meets certification requirements, one could also determine the degree to which the four factors considered above are satisfied. Transcripts are especially useful for assessing the backgrounds of recent graduates. They are also valuable for monitoring the changes taking place in teacher training programs. Teachers educated 10 years ago, for example, are unlikely to have had a course in computer science. Teachers trained today would be more likely to have that exposure. Transcripts would document that sort of change. Transcript data thus permit measurement of change over time in preparation programs, and they can suggest the prevalence of the four factors mentioned above among noncertified teachers.

Collecting transcript data for national purposes, however, could prove too daunting a task except for a relatively small sample. NSF has contracted for a transcript study for the science and mathematics teachers who responded to the teacher questionnaire in NELS:88. This appears to be an appropriate group of teachers to study since NELS:88 will also have student outcome data and data on teaching practices that can be analyzed in conjunction with the teacher background information.

When teachers move from elementary to secondary positions, do they take more science or mathematics courses to strengthen their content background? The SASS teacher questionnaire contains gaps in this area of information. Respondents note the number of courses they have taken in specific disciplines, but not when they were taken. One does not know whether they were taken before or after the teacher moved from elementary to secondary teaching, and therefore whether they were taken to strengthen background.

Professional Standards as a Quality Dimension

A measure of higher quality of the teacher supply would be the number of teachers meeting the professional standards of mathematics and science teacher associations for preparation programs. A slightly higher standard still would be teachers who also meet the inservice education standards of these associations. These professional association standards indicate whether teachers have a subject background in science or mathematics that includes a sense of how the discipline should be taught with regard to content and student background (Richardson-Koehler, 1987).

The recommendations of professional associations of mathematics and science teachers call for more than certification for measuring the quality
of the teaching force. The abbreviated standards issued by the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA) and the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) indicate both the quantity and the pattern of preparation (Appendix Table 5.2). The standards cover both elementary and secondary teachers. Both the Galambos and Weiss studies suggest that teachers often meet the quantitative standards but may nevertheless fail to measure up to these criteria for quality: teachers take too many low-level courses, and they devote too little time to the quantitative physical sciences in favor of biological and descriptive sciences. For science teachers, the frequent mismatch between preparation and assignment leads to instructional situations in which the published professional standards are not met.

For secondary mathematics teachers, these standards are more likely to be breached in terms of the pattern and quality of preparation, not in terms of the total number of courses taken in mathematics, or the fact that one majored in mathematics. A common yardstick of these and other standards is that a secondary mathematics teacher's preparation should encompass more than introductory calculus. More importantly, the preparation program should sample areas within mathematics and culminate in an overall sense of the discipline.

Most state certification requirements for mathematics include a content-specific methods course. Some of the more recent alternative routes to certification do not have this requirement. Professional preparation specific to the teaching of mathematics, including understanding of mathematics learning, is an important dimension of quality. Both the NCTM and the Mathematical Association of America (MAA) guidelines include specific recommendations for mathematics education courses. Data on the extent to which these and inservice standards of professional associations are followed should be collected and monitored over time, building on monitoring activities conducted by the professional associations themselves.

Testing for Subject-Matter Knowledge

Most states now require that teachers pass a competency test as a prerequisite for certification (Appendix Table 5.3). By the fall of 1987, 45 states had enacted competency testing programs as part of the certification process. And in 31 states, rules also required that students take an examination for admission into a teacher education program.

One subject of debate concerns what competency tests should cover. No nationally accepted test exists, so some states use commercially developed tests, and others design their own. They cover a combination of basic skills, subject matter knowledge, and pedagogy. Appendix Table 5.3, which shows the states mandating competency testing of teachers, indicates the
variety of tests employed. These range from low-level tests for screening entrance to teacher education programs to exit tests from these programs or for hiring, to more sophisticated measures such as the National Teachers Examinations (NTE) area tests for teachers within a field. The NTE tests for both subject matter and content-specific method. From test results, it does not appear that the ability of prospective teachers qualified in chemistry, physics, and general science has been declining from 1980 to 1984. However, as a measurement of instructional quality, the major limitation of the NTE test is the weak relationship of test performance to teacher performance (National Research Council, 1988:96). Other limitations of the NTE are the fact that not all states require the test and the fact that some test takers may not have taken teaching positions (National Science Foundation, 1985:127).

The NRC Committee on Indicators of Precollege Science and Mathematics Education recommended, as a key indicator of quality, “that samples of current teachers be selected to take tests that probe the same content and skills that their students are expected to master” (NRC, 1988:9-10). More specifically, the committee recommended that tests be given every four years to a sample of all teachers and every two years to a sample of newly hired secondary school science and mathematics teachers.

The Holmes and Carnegie Recommended Standards

Within the past three years, two groups of education experts have proposed more sophisticated measures of the quality of teachers’ professional preparation. These groups call for placing greater requirements on teachers in the preservice stages—ensuring higher quality through more rigorous preparation, certification and selection—and ultimately for more professional autonomy once in the classroom. The two groups are (1) the Carnegie Task Force on Teaching as a Profession, which has given a grant to Stanford University to develop measures of teacher quality that may be used by its proposed National Board for Professional Teaching Standards (Carnegie Task Force on Teaching as a Profession, 1986) and (2) the Holmes Group, composed of 96 deans of education from universities nationwide, which aims to develop higher standards for teacher education at their institutions (Holmes Group, 1986).

The Carnegie group has proposed a three-stage voluntary assessment process covering subject matter mastery, education courses taken, and actual teaching performance, all under the aegis of a National Board for Professional Teaching Standards. Researchers at Stanford have classroom-tested measures of teacher quality for elementary school mathematics and high school history teachers. Both of these classroom-based studies of
measures of quality seek to incorporate an evaluation of actual teaching effectiveness with regard to subject matter, content-specific teaching, and student characteristics. The development of these procedures could provide better measures of quality than those now available.

Both the Carnegie and Holmes recommendations are similar in calling for completion of a subject-matter major before initiation of training for teaching. Both permit an introduction to education, but only at the undergraduate level. Both are similar in calling for a restructuring of the teacher corps. (Appendix Table 5.4 summarizes their major recommendations.) The Holmes Group categorizes teachers as "career professionals," "professional teachers," and "instructors." The Carnegie Forum distinguishes between "licensure" and "certification." Licensure would be what is now called state certification. Beyond that, Carnegie's proposed National Board for Professional Teaching Standards would give board "certification." The assessment technique planned for board certification would go beyond knowledge and preparation of teachers to an assessment of their mastery of teaching techniques in the classroom. The ultimate measure of the quality of the teaching force would be the number of teachers that were board certified or that were categorized as "career professionals" under the Holmes definition.

The purpose of these measures is to enhance the general professionalism of the field and thereby attract and retain higher-quality personnel. As these approaches are refined and implemented more widely, more sophisticated measurements or data on aspects of teacher quality should emerge.

The changes called for by these groups, to the extent that they are adopted, will revamp many existing practices and give rise to new questions, some of which center on the supply response to changes in quality requirements. If teachers are required to study for five years, what adjustments are required in compensation to attract teachers? If teachers are required first: have a subject-matter major, will fewer or more persons continue on for a teaching degree? Will states and localities fund the change? Will the changes be willingly embraced or grudgingly made by prospective teachers, school administrators, school boards, and taxpayers?

The Presidential Awards for Science and Mathematics Teachers

The Presidential Award for Excellence program for recognition of excellence in teaching, sponsored by the National Science Foundation, was begun in 1983. Each year an award is given to one science teacher and one mathematics teacher in each state. Actually 54 jurisdictions are covered,
consisting of the 50 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the U.S. Trust Territories, and the Department of Defense dependency schools. Eligibility is restricted to teachers in junior high, middle, or high schools with a minimum of five years of experience who devote at least half-time to classroom teaching.

An examination of descriptions of winners reveals a profile of highly visible teachers. Many have published articles in professional journals, and all are involved heavily in after-school curricular activities, such as workshops and student projects. A few have higher degrees in their fields.

Each winner receives a monetary award of $5,000 given to the school. The candidate indicates how the money should be used. The range of uses includes travel expenses to attend courses, stipends for outside speakers, computer hardware and software, and science equipment. In a number of instances the money has been designated for materials that one would think the school budget should normally provide. There has been no follow-up on how the money is actually spent.

We recommend that there be a follow-up study at schools of previous winners to determine “quality” effects of the awards. In how many schools were the monies used for basic materials that would normally belong in the school or district budget? To what extent could the findings from follow-up analysis of the awards and recipients yield information about quality of instruction and the qualifications of the teachers?

The award winners constitute an interesting group for research. As an example of possible research, one study of 34 winners of the 1983 Presidential Award for Excellence in Teaching Mathematics was conducted by Yamashita (1987) to compare their level of professional development with that of a comparison group who were members of NCTM. A list of 21 professional development activities was given to all the participants to rate for importance to their own professional development. Awardees rated the most important activities as attending conferences and institutes, reading and writing for journals, developing curriculum beyond that for their immediate courses, advising student math activities, and teaching inservice courses. The comparison group rated writing for publication and consulting as of primary importance; the other activities mentioned above were rated less important to them than to the awardees. Awardees participated in more activities than did the comparison group. Yamashita concluded: “It may well be that the most distinguishing difference between the awardees and the comparison teachers in this study is the number of activities in which they engage and the higher energy level manifested therein” (p. 66).
TEACHER QUALIFICATIONS AND STUDENT OUTCOMES

Evidence

The literature to date does not indicate strong relationships of measurable teacher qualifications and such educational outcomes such as student performance on standardized tests. In a meta-analysis of 65 studies that had sought relationships between science teachers' characteristics and teaching effectiveness or student outcomes, Druva and Anderson (1983) find generally weak correlations, and many of these correlations were based on only one study. However, certain positive correlations are identified, on the basis of more than one study, that warrant statements of results: teaching effectiveness is positively correlated with the number of education courses taken, the student teaching grade, and length of teaching experience. Student outcomes are positively correlated with teachers' science training and general educational preparation. And this correlation between teachers' science training and cognitive student outcome is progressively higher in higher-level science courses.

From studies summarized in a comprehensive literature review by Darling-Hammond and Hudson (1986:24-32), it appears that certain teacher characteristics exhibit some positive relationship (often weak) to student performance: verbal ability; number of mathematics credits (for mathematics teachers); educational background in science, particularly for science teachers in higher grades; recent continuing educational experience; involvement in professional organizations; years of teaching experience; and positive attitudes toward teaching, flexibility, and enthusiasm. Other measures, such as IQ, National Teacher Examination (NTE) scores, and various measures of subject knowledge, have not shown any relationships to outcomes.

In a review of the literature, Blank and Raizen (1986) note that the failure of any research to establish a strong relation between teacher characteristics and student outcomes may be explained by a number of problems with the research to date on teacher effectiveness:

- The degree of variation in the independent variable, e.g., NTE scores, is often so small that no effect on outcomes would be measured.
- Many studies have not included teachers with emergency certificates or low levels of training in the field in which they were teaching, so that, again, one would not expect to find strong relationships of such measures as extent of subject preparation and outcomes.
- Many studies have used student achievement tests as the sole measure of outcomes. The tests themselves may not relate to the goals of the students' courses; moreover, other measures such as attitudes toward science or math might show different results.
In sum, the presumption of a relationship between higher teacher qualifications and improved instruction is in need of testing and should not be discarded.

Implications for Data and Research

The panel reaffirms its earlier recommendations that relate to measuring teacher qualifications and their relationship to student outcomes (National Research Council, 1987c:8). Both the case studies and the meeting with large district personnel officers confirmed the usefulness of these recommended data collection efforts. As stated in the interim report:

1. We recommend that the National Center for Education Statistics surveys of teachers regularly include:
   - Measures of general intellectual ability and of academic preparation to teach mathematics and science fields, particularly for new entrants, in order to provide time series for monitoring and analysis. These measures should be obtained to the extent possible from transcript records rather than through survey questions.
   - For experienced teachers, measures of recent inservice preparation and participation in professional activities in mathematics and science fields. These surveys should also obtain measures of years of teaching mathematics and science distinct from total teaching experience.
   - Measures of certification (type and subject fields). We also recommend that the NCES obtain and disseminate available information on state certification policies and practices; we note that NCES has since published such information (NCES, 1988b, p. 123).

2. We recommend that further research be conducted on the relationship of measurable characteristics of teachers of mathematics and science to educational outcomes of students in these fields. In order to permit comprehensive and methodologically appropriate research on this issue, the National Educational Longitudinal Study of 1988 should include appropriate measures of student outcomes together with a rich set of teacher characteristics and characteristics of schools and districts. (We note that NCES includes such data items in NELS-88.)

Research relating teacher qualifications and student outcomes may be pursued using student and teacher questionnaire data from the 1985-86 NAEP assessment for science and mathematics as a starting point. NELS:88 is another useful source of information, especially for longitudinal research.

Of all the national data sets highlighted in Appendix B, the Schools and Staffing Survey asks for the greatest level of detail regarding teachers' qualifications. SASS asks teachers in detail about their past teaching experience, breaks in service, and previous occupation. It asks for the teacher's
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major and minor at every postsecondary level completed, the year each
degree was completed, and the name of the undergraduate college. The
respondent further notes in what field he or she teaches the most classes
and the second-most classes. The respondent then is to provide the num-
ber of courses taken in these fields. For teachers who teach any science or
mathematics in grades 7-12, there are data on number of courses in science
and mathematics areas. SASS further asks detailed certification questions
regarding field(s) and type (full, probationary, or emergency) for each field.
The teacher then describes the amount—and purpose of—inservice or col-
lege courses taken in the last two years. Whether these courses were taken
in the teacher's primary assignment field is also discernible through the
questionnaire. Thus, with its ability to single out science and mathematics,
the SASS teacher questionnaire will advance the level of statistical infor-
mation on teacher qualifications far beyond the mere presence or absence
of certification.

From the district's perspective, SASS asks district respondents which
screening devices they use—or require—for hiring: full state certification;
emergency certification; graduation from an approved teacher education
program; college major or minor in the field to be taught; passing of a
district test; passing of a state test of basic skills; passing of a state test of
subject knowledge; passing of the NTE.

Screening devices used by districts, which constitute standards of qual-
ification, and their changes over time should be monitored through SASS
and by continued collection and dissemination of certification data from
states. However, the collection and use of more statistics related to teacher
quality must be tempered as their limitations are recognized.

There are some statistics not included in SASS, such as NTE scores,
grade point averages, and other information that transcripts would provide.
The NSF-sponsored teacher transcript study being carried out in conjunc-
tion with NELS:88 will provide the opportunity to explore the potenti,,l of
transcripts as measures of academic background. In addition to transcript
data, monitoring changes in admission standards for teacher education
programs, by publishing data collected by the American Association of
 Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE), is also recommended.

Finally, research is needed on the supply response to changes in certi-
fication requirements. By itself, more stringent qualification requirements
will tend to reduce the supply of new teachers unless it is offset by salary
prospects, greater prestige, or better working conditions. Absent any of
these offsets, tougher qualification requirements are likely to shift supply
between school districts and states, not produce a more qualified supply
pool.
OTHER SCHOOL AND HOME FACTORS THAT AFFECT OUTCOMES

Much of the impetus for concern over the quality of precollege science and mathematics teachers arises from the widespread evidence that U.S. student outcomes—test scores and general level of literacy—in science and mathematics are poor. The possibility must be raised, however, that the problem underlying these low outcomes does not lie solely with the quality of teaching or the qualifications of teachers. Educational outcomes are a complex product of student and family inputs, teaching inputs, and educational curricula. Poor outcomes can be due to factors entirely beyond the quality of the teacher corps. This section addresses some of the most important of these factors.

Curriculum Structure

The influence of curriculum structure on U.S. students' mathematics test scores is under debate. It is argued that the consequences of a layered curriculum—through which students are introduced to relatively little new material each year through grade 8, and much of the mathematics training in any given year is thus basically review—are boredom and lack of mastery of the key ideas involved in the development of mathematical skills. A related criticism is that mathematics textbook producers, in trying to market their product to as many school systems as possible, end up with a light treatment of many topics rather than intensive treatment of a few topics. Since the basic text is the primary resource used by most precollege mathematics teachers (Weiss, 1987:31, 39), and since the text usually favors breadth and memorization of facts over depth (Office of Technology Assessment, 1988:30-34), the result is that students master few if any of the key concepts.

Quality of Textbooks

Although most science and mathematics teachers surveyed by Weiss in 1985 seemed to indicate that poor quality of textbooks was not a serious problem (Weiss, 1987:40-42), many scientists and educators who have reviewed the textbooks criticize their quality and their extensive use in classrooms (Office of Technology Assessment, 1988:30-33). The Mathematical Sciences Education Board (MSEB) of the National Research Council, as part of an ongoing effort to identify the key elements needed for reform, has determined that, between the second and eighth grades, there is only one year in which more than half the material is new (National Research Council, 1987b). This suggests that the solution to improving the quality of student skills in mathematics does not rest solely with providing better trained teachers, or even with providing more time for the teaching of
science and mathematics, but rather depends on more fundamental reform of how the mathematics curriculum is organized. In a decentralized school system such as we have in the United States, fundamental reform of this nature is difficult to achieve. Moreover, there are differences of viewpoint among educators as to the validity of this line of criticism.

Classroom Time Used for Science and Mathematics

The amount of classroom time devoted to science and mathematics is another area of dispute, especially at the elementary level. Elementary school teachers are said to spend relatively little classroom time on science and mathematics topics. Recent studies have compared the amounts of classroom time spent by students on different topics; the evidence is mixed.

To begin with, there appears to be a substantial difference in the instructional time allocated to reading and mathematics in the early grades in the United States. One study indicates that about twice as much time is allocated to reading as to mathematics in the fourth grade (Cawelti and Adkisson, 1985). Weiss (1987:13) also found substantially more time devoted to reading than to mathematics, though not twice as much time. At the grade 4-6 level, teachers in this survey reported spending 63 minutes per day on reading and 52 minutes on mathematics. At the K-3 level, however, reading took up 77 minutes and mathematics 43 minutes, a wider difference in the earlier years of schooling. Forthcoming data from SASS will provide more recent information on classroom time; the SASS teacher questionnaire asks elementary school teachers in self-contained classes for hours per week spent in each of the core subjects, including science and mathematics.

Other studies based on careful observation of actual classroom time spent on mathematics in three cities (one each in the United States, Japan, and Taiwan) have found very large differences between the students in the U.S. city and those in the Taiwanese or Japanese city (Stevenson et al., 1986): U.S. fifth-grade children spent 3.4 hours per week on mathematics, Taiwanese students 11.7 hours per week, and Japanese students 7.8 hours per week. In grade 1, the differences were similar—2.7 hours for U.S. children, 4.0 hours for Taiwanese children, and 5.8 hours for Japanese students. In addition, U.S. students were less likely to be attending to the teachers than either Taiwanese or Japanese children, largely because individual work is much more common in U.S. classrooms than in Asian classrooms. However, for eighth grade, another study of classroom hours (McKnight et al., 1987) reports that U.S. students in grade 8 spend more time on mathematics instruction than students from Japan or Hong Kong.

Comparability problems limit attempts to draw conclusions from these studies. To start with, the studies are of students in different grades. In
addition, the study by Stevenson and his colleagues contains very accurate measurement of classroom hours but covers a very small and possibly unrepresentative sample of schools; the McKnight et al. study is based on a national probability sample of schools but suffered from a high nonresponse rate and used officially scheduled hours and similar data to estimate time spent. Given the known difficulties of getting accurate estimates of time spent on various activities from very generalized methods (How much time is scheduled? How much is spent on average?), the panel is inclined to believe that the data of Stevenson and his colleagues are probably closer to the truth, and that one source of the difference in mathematics achievement is the gap in time allocated within the classroom.

If students' low skills and test scores in science and mathematics were known conclusively to be due simply to the relative amounts of time spent on these subjects, the solution would be relatively simple—provided school systems can be encouraged or induced to change the structure of their curricula. But if time spent or curriculum structure are the basic problems, then the issue is not one of teacher or teaching quality, but simply one of relative emphasis within the curriculum.

It may be true, of course, that many U.S. elementary school teachers are less comfortable teaching science and mathematics than teaching language arts, and therefore spend less time on science and mathematics. This may be explained by observing that in the United States elementary teachers tend not to be subject specialists, whereas the employment of specialist teachers of mathematics is more common in Japan, China, and Taiwan in the early grades.

Other Instructional Factors

Other possibly important differences between U.S. and Asian science and mathematics instruction have been identified in the ongoing studies being conducted by Stevenson and his colleagues. There are documented differences in the nature of textbooks—American texts explicate mathematics problems much more extensively and lead the students very carefully through exercises and problems; Asian texts are much shorter (about half the length in some of the texts examined) and make much stronger demands on the students to find their own way through the problem. There are also documented differences between American and Asian teachers of mathematics in the number of actual teaching hours per day and the amount of time available for planning and preparation; American teachers have much less nonteaching time scheduled during the day than their Asian counterparts. And there are documented differences in the degree to which teachers are autonomous in their own classrooms. In American classrooms, it is not uncommon that teachers are basically on their own
after the first year, while in Asian classrooms younger teachers are typically under the tutelage of a senior teacher for a number of years (Stevenson, 1987; Lee et al., 1987; Stevenson et al., 1988; Stigler et al., 1987; Stevenson and Bartsch, in press). There also appear to be substantial differences in the training given to U.S. and Japanese mathematics teachers, with U.S. teachers spending more time learning mathematical content, and Japanese teachers spending more time learning mathematics pedagogy (teaching of mathematics) (McKnight et al., 1987:65).

Home Environment

The home environment also has a significant impact on young children's learning. The home environment of many children in the United States is not conducive to concentrated thought and learning. The proportion of single-parent households and the proportion of households in which both spouses work are much higher now than in past decades. These realities can create problems for children and can have a potentially serious influence on their skill development. To understand educational outcomes requires us to understand the contributing effects of these home environment factors.

Parental attitudes, as well as demographic differences in home environments, can also influence children's ambition to concentrate on academic learning. The best documented evidence of differences in attitudes and expectations comes from a comparison of American and Asian households. In general, Asian mothers are less satisfied with the school performance of their children than American mothers (despite the fact that their children are generally doing better); they are more likely to attribute success in school to hard work rather than to native ability; and they are less likely to be satisfied with the way the schools are performing than their American counterparts (Lee et al., 1987).

Poor student outcomes are thus not uniquely correlated with inadequate quantity or quality of teachers, but could easily be due to factors that are largely unrelated to teacher quality. One cannot conclude that poor science and mathematics outcomes on the part of students necessarily reflect inadequacies in the background or ability of their teachers and to try to remedy the problem only by enhancing the numbers or the quality of precollege science and mathematics teachers. Factors such as the structure of the curriculum, the practices of both K-12 school systems and teacher training institutions, the amount of time spent on science and mathematics topics in schools, and the influence of home environments on development outcomes all need to be understood before we can fully understand the problem or devise appropriate remedies. Thus, although the issues raised in this section are beyond the scope of this study, they serve to point up
the many other factors beyond teaching and teacher quality that bear upon student outcomes.

SUMMARY

In the near term, it is through quality adjustments that the supply and demand for precollege mathematics and science teachers reach equilibrium. The quality of instruction is therefore a central focus of our study. Statistics that can furnish indications of quality and trends or events that can be monitored to illuminate quality and changes in quality over time are called for.

Areas of data concern relating to quality not only focus on teacher characteristics but also extend to contextual arrangements that affect overall teaching quality. These contextual variables include teacher policies and practices regarding assignments and teacher background, course offerings and enrollments, recruitment practices, school and school system policies governing both initial placement and transfers, and inservice training provided by schools, school systems, states, professional associations, and the federal government. Also of concern is the distribution of qualified teachers across districts when classified by enrollment size; by racial/ethnic characteristics of its students; by geographic characteristics of urban, suburban, rural; and by socioeconomic status.

We have identified some district policies and practices that influence teaching quality, and note in particular the importance of information on recruitment practices, seniority rules, potential for teacher advancement, teacher assignment and misassignment, and continuing professional development, as well as external factors, primarily state mandates and policies, that affect the quality of the supply pool.

There are numerous ways to measure and assess teacher qualifications that influence overall teaching quality. Some are objective and can be counted; some are subjective and not easily quantified. Some are easily quantified but of little use (such as certification); some would be highly useful but would require more examination (such as transcripts). Some indicators are based on existing standards (such as those of the National Science Teachers Association), and some on proposed standards (such as those of the Holmes and Carnegie groups). While it is acknowledged that a thorough knowledge of content is only a necessary and not a sufficient set of characteristics for a successful teacher, certain qualifications are necessary. And data can be collected to indicate the presence and strength of these qualifications. We do recognize, however, the considerable amount of effort and resources that would have to be invested in collecting these data, when such factors as presence of certification, transcript data, and educational background have not yet been demonstrated to be strongly associated with
teacher quality or student outcome. Thus, it is important that the National Science Foundation fund a program of controlled experiments on factors that do measure teacher or teaching quality. Such research would include identifying the relationship between measurable teacher qualifications and student outcomes.

If the Carnegie or Holmes recommendations for higher professional standards are adopted, the consequent changes in the teaching force should be monitored, together with any changes in supply as a result of the more rigorous requirements.

Other factors beyond teacher quality—such as textbook use, time commitments, the structure of science and mathematics curricula, and home environment—were noted as influences on teaching quality and student outcomes. These factors complicate any attempt to link outcomes with particular teacher qualifications.

In conclusion, to understand the crucial role of quality in bringing supply and demand for precollege science and mathematics teachers into equilibrium in the short term, we have acknowledged some rather daunting data needs and research issues. We realize that these needs might not be able to be met completely enough to introduce teacher quality measures into teacher supply models in the near future. But successful collection of more precise data, particularly through SASS and existing state information files, can be expected to contribute to an understanding of teacher quality, and additional research may help identify the characteristics of teachers and teaching that are determinants of student outcomes.
APPENDIX TABLE 5.1 Mathematics and Science Teacher Certification Requirements for Secondary School Teachers, by State, June 1987

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Course Credits by Certification Field</th>
<th>Teaching Methods:</th>
<th>Supervise Teaching Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Science, Broad field</td>
<td>Biology, Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>39-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>60 qtr</td>
<td>45 qtr</td>
<td>40 qtr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guam</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Credits by Certification Field</th>
<th>Mathematics</th>
<th>Science, Broad field</th>
<th>Biology, Chemistry, Physics</th>
<th>Earth Science</th>
<th>General Science</th>
<th>Teaching Methods: Science/Mathematics</th>
<th>Supervise Teaching Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>9 wks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>9-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>300 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>1 qtr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes(S)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>30 qtr</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>20 qtr</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30 qtr</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20 qtr</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10 wks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>30 qtr</td>
<td>60 qtr</td>
<td>30 qtr</td>
<td>30 qtr</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>320 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Yes(M)</td>
<td>15 qtr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Yes(M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>36 qtr</td>
<td>48 qtr</td>
<td>24 qtr</td>
<td>24 qtr</td>
<td>24 qtr</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virgin Islands</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Mathematics</th>
<th>Science, Broad Field</th>
<th>Biology, Chemistry, Physics</th>
<th>Earth Science</th>
<th>General Science</th>
<th>Teaching Methods: Science/ Mathematics</th>
<th>Supervise Teaching Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>≥</td>
<td>≥</td>
<td>≥</td>
<td>≥</td>
<td>≥</td>
<td>≥</td>
<td>≥</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1 course</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: Course credits = semester credit hours, unless otherwise specified; qtr = quarter credit hours; M = mathematics only; S = science only; NA = not available; blank space = no certification offered.

a 1 semester full time or 2 semesters half time--California; supervised teaching experience and 300 hours clinical/field-based experience--Ohio.

b Certification requirements determined by degree-granting institution or approved competency-based program.

c Major or minor--North Dakota, Utah; 20 to 40 percent of program--Minnesota and North Carolina; courses matched with job requirements--West Virginia.

### Appendix Table 5.2 Guidelines for Mathematics and Science Teacher Qualifications Specified by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) and the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NCTM Guidelines</th>
<th>NSTA Standards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Early elementary school</strong></td>
<td><strong>Elementary level</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The following 3, each of which presumes a prerequisite of 2 years of high school algebra and 1 year of geometry:</td>
<td>1. Minimum 12 semester hours in laboratory- or field-oriented science including courses in biological, physical, and earth sciences. These courses should provide science content that is applicable to elementary classrooms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. number systems</td>
<td>2. Minimum of 1 course in elementary science methods (approximately 3 semester hours) to be taken after completion of content courses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. informal geometry</td>
<td>3. Field experience in teaching science to elementary students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. mathematics teaching methods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Upper elementary and middle school</strong></td>
<td><strong>Middle/junior high school level</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The following 4 courses, each of which presumes a prerequisite of 2 years of high school algebra and 1 year of geometry:</td>
<td>1. Minimum 36 semester hours of science instruction with at least 9 hours in each of biological or earth science, physical science, and earth/space science. Remaining 9 hours should be science electives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. number systems</td>
<td>2. Minimum of 9 semester hours in support areas of mathematics and computer science.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. informal geometry</td>
<td>3. A science methods course designed for the middle school level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. topics in mathematics (including real number systems, probability and statistics, coordinate geometry, and number theory)</td>
<td>4. Observation and field experience with early adolescent science classes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. mathematics methods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Junior high school</strong></td>
<td><strong>Secondary level</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The following 7 courses, each with a prerequisite of 3 to 4 years of high school mathematics, beginning with algebra and including trigonometry:</td>
<td>General standards for all science specialization areas:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. calculus</td>
<td>1. Minimum 50 semester hours of course work in 1 or more sciences, plus study in related fields of mathematics, statistics, and computer applications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. geometry</td>
<td>2. Three- to five-semester-hour course in science methods and curriculum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. computer science</td>
<td>3. Field experiences in secondary science classrooms at more than 1 grade level or more than 1 science area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. abstract algebra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following 13 courses, which constitute an undergraduate major in mathematics, each presume a prerequisite of 3 to 4 years of high school mathematics, beginning with algebra and including trigonometry:

1-3. 3 semesters of calculus
4. computer science
5-6. linear and abstract algebra
7. geometry
8. probability and statistics
9-12. 1 course each in: mathematics methods, mathematics applications, selected topics, and the history of mathematics
13. at least 1 additional mathematics elective course

Specialized standards

1. Biology: minimum 32 semester hours of biology plus 16 semester hours in other sciences.
2. Chemistry: minimum 32 semester hours of chemistry plus 16 semester hours in other sciences.
3. Earth/space science: minimum 32 semester hours of earth/space science, specializing in one area (astronomy, geology, meteorology, or oceanography), plus 16 semester hours in other sciences.
4. General science: 8 semester hours each in biology, chemistry, physics, earth/space science, and applications of science in society. Twelve hours in any 1 area, plus mathematics to at least the precalculus level.
5. Physical science: 24 semester hours in chemistry, physics, and applications to society, plus 24 semester hours in earth/space science; also an introductory biology course.
6. Physics: 32 semester hours in physics, plus 16 in other sciences.

APPENDIX TABLE 5.3 States That Have Enacted Testing Programs for Initially Certifying Teachers: Fall 1987

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Enacted</th>
<th>Effective</th>
<th>Test Used&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>NTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>CBEST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>CAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>PPST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>NTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>NTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>NTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>NTE and rPST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>NTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>NTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>NTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>NTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>PPST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>NTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>NTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>PPST and State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>PPST and NTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>NTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>NTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>NTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>NTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>NTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>CBEST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>NTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>NTE and State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>NTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>NTE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### APPENDIX TABLE 5.3 Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Enacted</th>
<th>Effective</th>
<th>Test Used^a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>NTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a Tests:
- CAT = California Achievement Test;
- CBEST = California Basic Skills Test;
- NTE = National Teacher Examination;
- PPST = Pre-Professional Skills Test;
- State = State-developed test.

^b To be determined.

# APPENDIX TABLE 5.4 Comparison of Recommendations of Carnegie and Holmes Reports Pertaining to Preservice Education of Teachers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of Recommendation</th>
<th>Carnegie Report</th>
<th>Holmes Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fifth Year of Study</td>
<td>Require bachelors degree in the arts and sciences as prerequisite of professional study of teaching. Require a master's degree for all teachers.</td>
<td>Make education of teachers more solid intellectually by pursuing an undergraduate major in an academic subject other than education, receive their professional training in a fifth year master's degree program, and complete a year-long supervised internship.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curriculum Revision</td>
<td>Develop new professional curriculum... in graduate schools of education leading to Master in Teaching degree based on systematic knowledge of teaching and including internships and residencies in schools.</td>
<td>Revise undergraduate curriculum in arts and sciences. Organize academic course requirements, including involvement of other departments in institutions of higher education. Need advanced studies in pedagogy (focus on human cognition, teaching and learning, and teaching), teachers' learning, assessment of professional performance, and evaluation of instruction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination</td>
<td>Connect institutions of higher education with schools through the development of professional development schools.</td>
<td>Need coherent program in schools and institutions of higher education that will support advanced study. Create professional development schools, similar to teaching hospitals, in which prospective teachers would receive their clinical training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certification</td>
<td>Create a national board for professional teaching standards to establish high standards for what teachers need to know and to be able to do, and to certify teachers who meet that standard.</td>
<td>Create 3-tier systems of teacher licensing:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Create a national board for professional teaching standards to establish high standards for what teachers need to know and to be able to do, and to certify teachers who meet that standard.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o Instructor--has BA degree, without year of supervised practice and study in pedagogy and human learning; has passed exams (see evaluation)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o Professional teacher--has MA in teaching; completed year of supervised practice; passed exams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o Career professional--has completed all of the above plus further specialized study</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category of Recommendation</td>
<td>Carnegie Report a</td>
<td>Holmes Group b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Evaluation/Assessment       | Use multiple evaluations  
|                             | o Test basic mastery of writing and speaking  
|                             | o Demonstrate mastery of subject, skill in lesson planning, and instructional delivery prior to clinical internship  
|                             | o Evaluate variety of teaching styles during internship--including own--and present analytic evidence as part of professional portfolio for advancement  
| Differential Staffing       | Restructure teaching force and introduce new category of lead teachers with proven ability to provide active leadership in redesign of schools and in helping colleagues to uphold high standards of learning and teaching  
|                             | Recognize differences in teacher's knowledge, skill, and commitment in their education, certification, and work  


Source. Regional Laboratory for Educational Improvement of the Northeast and Islands (1987:15-17).
The previous chapters display some of the conceptual richness that meaningful descriptions of supply and demand for precollege science and mathematics teachers would entail. Some of these discussions are based on quite detailed data from a single state or sample survey. Such rich descriptions cannot be realized at a national level, however, in the absence of comprehensive national data (or an aggregation of state data) that would give them substance.

As we have noted in earlier chapters, classrooms are rarely unstaffed. What usually is adjusted in times of shortage or surplus is the quality of staff. Moreover, there is a reservoir of individuals who are certified to teach, as well as individuals who would like to teach but are not certified, that is far larger than the counts generated by enumeration of those currently teaching and the numbers of new graduates of teacher training programs.

Some analysts believe that in the next decade the demand for science and mathematics teachers will increase as a result of growing enrollment demand and teacher retirements. To understand how the supply and quality of science and mathematics teachers will respond to changes in demand, data are needed to support the construction of measures of demand, of potential supply, of quality to the extent possible, and of models of the responsiveness of supply to incentives and to changes in demand.

It is the panel's view that current national data collection efforts and knowledge of the relation between incentives and supply are inadequate to support rich structural modeling of teacher demand and supply. Thus, we propose a sequential approach:
• First, as efforts are made to improve the consistency, scope, and quantity of data, publish indicators from existing data that are considered relevant to teacher supply and demand.
• Second, carry out the research needed to support behavioral models.
• Third, as data bases are improved and research findings on the relation between incentive and supply become available, devote resources to structural modeling that goes beyond straightforward extrapolative projection.

In this chapter, the panel's recommendations for data to monitor the state of demand, supply, and quality of precollege science and mathematics teachers are set out, followed by a discussion of research issues and a recommendation for a series of conferences that could assist in understanding the processes that result in the observed data. Some of the data recommendations could be easily implemented by modification of existing survey questionnaires. Others would require new data collection approaches. Similarly, some of the research issues can be studied with existing data or data soon to be available from SASS, whereas other issues can only be investigated by development of new data bases.

This chapter proceeds with sections on data recommendations (most of them for NCES), research issues (primarily for NSF), research facilitation suggestions, and finally a major recommendation for a series of conferences bringing together NCES and officials of school districts and state education agencies to discuss teacher supply, demand, and quality concerns. It is difficult to assign priorities across such disparate topics. However, within each section where we have listed specific recommendations we have marked those of highest priority with an asterisk. In addition, in most of the sections, the specific recommendations are listed in order of priority. Finally, at the conclusion of the Summary we offer guidelines for timing the implementation of the high-priority recommendations.

DATA RECOMMENDATIONS

We present a wide range of data recommendations related to demand, supply, and quality. Better data in the short run on elements of the supply/demand situation, including the sensitivity of teachers' career decisions to the many factors that may influence these decisions, will in turn contribute to the kinds of behavioral models that should be effective in the future. At the outset, we urge NCES to support SASS with a reliable, ongoing base of funding.
Funding for Data Collection

In the near term it is of key importance to monitor the state of demand, supply, and quality of precollege science and mathematics teachers. We note that the National Center for Education Statistics recognized the need for a major effort of data collection concerning teachers and contracted with the RAND Corporation in 1985 to design the Schools and Staffing Survey (SASS). A pilot test of that survey was conducted in 1986-87, and the first full-scale survey was conducted in 1987-88. SASS data are expected to be available in 1990 (publication has been delayed because of recent legislation pertaining to the confidentiality of data collected by NCES). Although new surveys always have unexpected problems, we anticipate that much of the needed data will be available and we have so identified data needs that SASS was designed to fill. To monitor the supply and demand of science and mathematics teachers effectively, SASS should be repeated periodically, at least every four years, and adequate funds for analysis should be made available to permit full exploitation of this valuable data resource.

*The panel recommends that provision be made in the budget for the National Center for Education Statistics to conduct the Schools and Staffing Survey on a regular cycle and that the budget include funds for follow-up surveys of teachers who leave teaching and for in-house and external analysis of the survey data.

Data Related to Demand

In general, the panel finds demand data to be relatively adequate. The task of projecting enrollment-driven demand for science and mathematics teachers is relatively straightforward. The U.S. Bureau of the Census collects data on births and their geographic distribution. The children born each year move through precollege schooling in a very predictable way and are augmented primarily through immigration. The data most needed for projecting demand for teachers are current attrition data, particularly data on attrition for reasons other than retirement. Forecasting demand for science and math teachers, rather than teachers generally, could be improved if better data on course-taking behavior in high school were available. This behavior results both from state-mandated course requirements and from student course preferences. The panel recommends the collection of additional data, disaggregated by subject, of the following types, in order of priority:

*1. Data on attrition/retention rates of nonretirees by discipline. Detailed discussion of these data on attrition/retention is found below under data related to supply. Although knowledge and ability to forecast retirements
is fairly adequate, data on attrition earlier in the teaching career would improve projections of demand.

2. **Data on state-mandated high school course requirements in science and mathematics.** Increased requirements for mathematics or science courses can lead to greater demand for teachers of both advanced and remedial courses. The Education Commission of the States (ECS) publishes data on changes in state requirements periodically, although at a very general level, i.e., the number of science and mathematics courses required. State data are only a beginning. NCES has found that high school graduation requirements as mandated by states are often exceeded by the requirements already in place in individual districts. Therefore, relying solely on changes in state requirements to determine demand for teachers will probably overestimate increased demand.

3. **Data on course offerings and changes in offerings over time.** Changes in course offerings can change the demand for science and mathematics teachers and, in particular, can indicate the need for teachers with special qualifications, such as the ability to teach advanced placement chemistry.

4. **Data on changes in enrollments (in general and for particular science and mathematics courses).** Such enrollment data should be disaggregated by sex and race/ethnicity. Although SASS data from LEAs will provide changes in the number of secondary science teachers by science subject and changes in the number of mathematics teachers and computer-science teachers, the SASS local education agency form does not track student enrollments in a parallel fashion. The SASS teacher questionnaire could be used to obtain enrollment data by race/ethnicity and sex for particular science and mathematics courses by expanding the question that asks teachers sampled for the names of the courses they teach and the number of students in each course.

It is important that new data collections related to demand be disaggregated by subject to be useful in setting policy to produce a corps of teachers with the right mix of skills to meet the demands of future years.

**Data Related to Supply**

The number of teachers employed in schools nationwide is augmented each year by new graduates from teacher training programs, newly certified teachers who enter teaching from other pathways (collaborative relationships with industry, for example), and entrants from the reserve pool of previously certified teachers who have never taught or former teachers who have chosen to reenter the profession. The number of teachers employed is diminished by attrition due to retirement and other causes. Thus monitoring supply requires keeping track of changes in the supply pool generally. In particular, it requires data over time on certification, on attrition and
retention rates, and on new hiring and the levels of key incentives that attract people to the teaching profession. Monitoring supply calls, as well, for data that describe the competitiveness of teacher salaries relative to opportunity cost salaries, amount of reciprocity in certification across states, and portability of teacher pensions. Our highest-priority data recommendations for the short run call for better data on attrition, on the hiring rate for newly certified teachers, on the supply potential of segments of the reserve pool, and on incentives that influence individuals' decisions to enter or leave teaching. The panel recommends obtaining better data or making fuller use of existing data on the following aspects of supply, which are presented in "pipeline" order:

1. **College students planning to teach**
   * Trend data on the career interests expressed by college freshmen. Indicators of future teacher supply include student aspirations to become teachers. The proportion of freshmen aspiring to teach appears to be up now for the first time in many years. Data from The American Freshman (described in Appendix B) should be analyzed by subject major, sex, and ethnicity. Follow-ups of students after two years and four years that are conducted occasionally also should be analyzed. However, it should be kept in mind that the number of freshmen who say they want to teach may be only loosely related to the number among them who actually obtain certificates.
   * Data on science, mathematics, and education majors to be related, if possible, to number of actual certificants. How many, by major, who planned/did not plan to teach entered/did not enter the certification stage? The High School and Beyond and Recent College Graduates surveys provide these data.

2. **Certification**
   * Information on state certification policies and practices. NCES should continue to collect and disseminate this information.
   * Data from states on education school and certification program enrollments by subject specialty, sex, and race/ethnic group. NCES should collect and disseminate these indicators of what is in the pipeline—potential additions to teacher supply in the next one or two years.
   * National data on the number of new certificants by type (traditional, emergency, or alternative program) and by subject annually compiled from state certification board data. Different states have different certification practices and categories. It should be possible for NCES to get comparable totals, however, for aggregated categories (mathematics, science, elementary, secondary, for example) and to present disaggregated data when available. Since teachers may be certified in more than one category, these data will not be perfectly matched with the increase in the supply of
newly qualified teachers. Rather, these data provide an upper bound on the change in newly qualified supply.

- **Information on the degree of reciprocity in certification across states.** These data help to indicate the extent to which shortages in one part of the country could be filled by additional teachers from elsewhere. The National Association of State Directors of Teacher Education and Certification (NASDTEC) publishes states' reciprocity provisions periodically in its *Manual on Certification*. It would be useful to include this information in NCES's *Digest of Education Statistics*. The effect of reciprocity on the mobility of the reserve pool is an issue for research.

- **Data collected at the state or local level on the extent to which teachers are employed who hold temporary, provisional, or emergency certificates.** The SASS teacher questionnaire will collect this information. The data should be analyzed by subject, by region, or by type of area (e.g., rural, suburban, urban, or central city). These data may indicate exhaustion of the reserve pool or a shortage in a particular subject or in a particular geographic area. SASS also asks districts for the number of full-time equivalent positions, by subject, that remained vacant or were filled by a substitute or withdrawn for lack of a suitable candidate. SASS collects the total for these three categories but does not provide disaggregated data. Information on the reasons for employing teachers with these categories of certificates could be obtained through in-depth discussions with school district officials on a regular basis, as the panel recommends at the end of this chapter.

- **Data on the use of alternative programs for earning certification to teach.** In response to perceived shortages in the quantity or quality of teachers in general, or in some cases of teachers of particular subjects, a growing number of initiatives providing alternative or nontraditional routes to certification have recently been created. The extent to which science and mathematics teachers obtained their certification through an alternative program and the distribution of such teachers geographically and among urban, suburban, and rural schools should be monitored closely, through a question that can readily be added to SASS.

- **Follow-up data on new certificants to ascertain the numbers and proportions of new certificants who did not immediately take teaching positions.** Such data would probe for reasons behind their decisions, alternative activities chosen, and salaries, if possible. The Survey of Recent College Graduates is one possible source of data, as is its successor, the Baccalaureate and Beyond Longitudinal Study, which is expected to provide data in the future.

3. **New hires and incentives to teach**

- **Comparative salary data** to indicate competitiveness of teachers' salaries relative to those of alternative nonteaching positions. Although there is a question of just how this comparison should be made, one simple
A measure would be starting salaries in industry for people with equivalent education (e.g., a B.S. in mathematics). The College Placement Council (1988) publishes these data annually.

* Data on reasons why teachers selected their current school/district and alternative offers they had. Such data (not currently collected by the SASS teacher surveys or the NLS teaching supplement) would help identify actions that schools or districts might take to attract well-qualified teachers. (Note that, if there is a national shortage, it is not clear that such actions would increase the national supply of teachers rather than the attractiveness of a particular school/district.)

* The number of last year's certificants, by type of certificate, who were hired (or received a firm job offer) by school district and the proportion of those who applied for positions and were hired. These data, which can be collected from college placement offices, provide an indicator of the extent to which school districts draw from the pool of newly certified teachers, rather than teachers from the reserve pool. Inclusion of racial/ethnic data would help monitor the progress of minorities through the pipeline.

* Trend data obtained from districts on the ratio of the number of applicants to vacancies in teaching, by field, and on the ratio of job offers per hire, by field. Questions on the number of applicants and the number of job offers per vacancy could be added to the SASS survey. Although an applicant may apply for more than one vacancy, a decline in this indicator (assuming no change in recruitment practices) would point to increasing shortages of applicants in a particular field. Similarly, an increase in the number of job offers per vacancy could indicate a shortage or the need to make the positions more attractive.

* Data from school districts (building on SASS) on the extent to which districts are shifting from screening applicants to recruiting, disaggregated by subject and by race/ethnic group. When teachers are in surplus, districts recruit near home (if at all) and passively accept applications that are then screened. As shortages arise, districts recruit more vigorously. Thus, if it were possible to count the number of districts engaging in active recruiting without significant measurement error, it would be an indicator of shortage, and growth in such an indicator over time would indicate increasing shortage. Current SASS school district questionnaires ask about screening generally, but not by subject, nor do they ask about recruiting. Because of the difficulty of quantifying recruiting, this topic should be explored more thoroughly by in-depth discussions with a sample of school districts.

* Recruitment data from personnel directors of school systems and from college and university placement directors that identify fields of shortage as they perceive them. Such data could highlight teaching fields for which normal supply is not adequate. Expansion of recruitment areas and changes in
practices such as early offers or bonuses might indicate the severity of the prospective shortage. Widespread reporting by many personnel officers and many placement officers of the need for teachers in a field might indicate a potential area of shortage. However, such a need would have to persist for several years before being classified as a shortage. Recruitment data should be collected by the geographic area covered, by subject, and by the race/ethnicity of recruits.

4. The reserve pool

Because the reserve pool is such a major source of new hires, it is important to know not only how large it is, but the content and size of its various components, its size in different states or regions of a state, and whether it is nearly exhausted in the area of the relevant labor market. From the panel’s viewpoint, all the approaches under this topic are high priority because so much hiring is from the reserve pool. Knowing the characteristics of the types of people in the reserve pool is important, for some individuals would not reenter teaching under any conditions. Different components of the reserve pool can be expected to behave differently.

A variety of approaches could be taken to measure the supply potential of segments of the reserve pool:

- **Follow new college graduates over time** to determine the proportion that enter teaching by the number of years after graduation, reasons for leaving teaching, time spent out of teaching, and reentry into teaching. Data from the longitudinal studies High School and Beyond and NELS:88 provide opportunities for studying the reserve pool from this perspective. Data on teaching status one year after graduation are available from the Recent College Graduates (RCG) surveys carried out periodically with a sample of recent graduates, most of whom prepared for teaching. A promising future data source will be the Baccalaureate and Beyond Longitudinal Study, which is scheduled to replace the RCG in 1994.

- **New hires from the reserve pool can be tracked backward** to study their career histories prior to entering or reentering teaching. The SASS teacher survey instrument will provide data on age of entry or reentry, time spent away from teaching, what new hires were doing before they took teaching positions, and subject areas taught. Components of the reserve pool that can be covered in this way include both reentrants and people who were certified but had not taught. Monitored over time, these data will begin to shed light on the extent to which the reserve pool is adequate or exhausted for certain subject areas or geographic areas.

- **Track persons certified by a given state who are not currently teaching in that state.** Such persons constitute an important component of the reserve pool at the state level. Using data from state certification files, some states can track certificants who still live in the state and can characterize
that segment of the reserve pool by age, subject specialty, and years of past teaching experience. A survey could determine their interest in teaching or incentives that would encourage them to teach. Studies of teacher supply and demand in Massachusetts (Massachusetts Institute for Social and Economic Research, 1987) and Connecticut (Connecticut State Department of Education, 1985b) illustrate the use of certification data to estimate the size of this component of the reserve pool.

5. **Attrition rates and incentives to leave teaching**

- **School data on attrition rates.** Data from schools on the distribution of teachers by age, race/ethnicity, sex, and disciplinary area, as well as attrition levels within these categories. Attrition should be classified by retirement or other cause.

  The best prospect for obtaining some of these data is probably SASS, which included an attrition-by-field question in the base year survey; the data, however, are of poor quality. The panel urges NCES to simplify the SASS matrix questions on attrition to improve response and to collect these data on a continuing basis. The school questionnaire should be able to separate attrition due to moving to another school or district from leaving the teaching profession completely and reducing the national supply of teachers.

- **Incentives to leave teaching.** Overall changes in supply are affected by factors that make teaching more or less attractive compared with other occupations. The periodic SASS follow-up surveys of former teachers should provide data on the reasons for attrition on a national scale and increase understanding of the behavioral components of teacher attrition and mobility. SASS should also collect information on salary scales, which could be analyzed in conjunction with salaries in other occupations to learn more about the competitiveness of teachers' salaries to opportunity cost salaries.

- **Information from schools on separation rates of teachers by field of study.** These data, which are being collected by SASS, are needed to understand the effect of separations on the teaching force for different fields of study.

- **Information from states on teacher retirement policies.** Such data would be helpful for use in research on the relation among attrition rates, portability of teacher pensions, and retirement policies. (SASS asks districts about the minimum age, years of service, and penalty for early retirement associated with their retirement plans.) However, knowing some retirement policies does not answer the question fully, since teachers are often covered by various combinations of state, district, and union retirement plans.
Data Related to Quality

The notion of "enough" science and mathematics teachers must be understood in qualitative terms. Therefore, it is imperative to gather data that indicate aspects of quality. Little information exists that helps to define or measure quality at present. Although we do not know what constitutes good teaching, one of the issues is to find out what goes into good teaching. We attempted in Chapter 5 to sort out major ingredients of teacher and teaching quality that call for further data. Better measurement of these ingredients may help identify measures of quality. One group of such components includes school system hiring policies and practices and school-level conditions that can affect quality. A second group of aspects involves the qualifications of newly hired teachers. To provide indicators of aspects of the quality of teachers and their work environments, the panel recommends that the data listed below be collected and monitored over time.

1. School system factors that affect quality. It is critical to build a foundation of data about school and district practices that have effects on quality. The panel recommends obtaining the following data, in order of priority:
   * Hiring practices, including timing of offers, and constraints such as internal transfer rules. SASS does not provide data related to these areas; information may be better obtained through in-depth discussions with a sample of districts (as recommended at the end of this chapter).
   * Data describing inservice education, laboratory materials, and collegial and administrative support for teachers in place. School principals and school district officials are probably the best source. The one-time administrative and teacher survey of the High School and Beyond Survey conducted in 1984 was designed to provide such data at the national level. SASS and the NSF surveys of science and mathematics education could be the vehicles for data collection, with important design input from in-depth conferences with districts. The presence of support systems allows teachers to be better teachers and can attract new entrants to the profession; however, they are costly. There may be a trade-off between increasing salary and increasing nonsalary support, for example.
   * School practices related to time use, class size, teaching load, level of autonomy, opportunities for collaboration and decision making, salary, and other monetary incentives. Information on such school practices may be relatively easy to obtain from teachers or principals through existing survey programs, particularly the SASS school administrator and teacher questionnaires. Other sources include the teacher questionnaires for NAEP science and mathematics assessments, NELS:88, the High School and Beyond administrative and teacher survey, and the SASS follow-up survey of teachers who remain in teaching.
Teacher assignment or misassignment, by subject, including incidence of out-of-field teaching and use of temporary or emergency certification. (These data were previously recommended to understand supply.) This information, available from the SASS teacher questionnaire, together with the survey's information on filling difficult vacancies, state certification data, and in-depth discussions with school districts as recommended presently, can be used to measure the prevalence of these types of assignments.

Identification by school districts of the major criteria used in teacher selection, by subject, and the weight given to each criterion. In response to a surplus, districts may change the weighting of their criteria, putting more emphasis on formal credentials and depth of course background, in order to make screening easier. However, this kind of information is likely to be difficult to obtain; it may vary greatly depending on the subject or students to be taught. Data collection should be initiated as a research activity rather than by initiating a statistical time series. SASS asks a general question on the use of certain baseline criteria, but collects no data as recommended here.

2. Qualifications of teachers. There are a number of ways to measure and assess teacher qualifications. Some are objective and can be counted; some are subjective and not easily quantified. Some are easily quantified but useful only as a baseline for minimum qualification (such as certification), some require more examination but would also be more informative (such as transcripts). Some indicators can be based on existing standards (such as those of the NSTA), and some on proposed standards (such as those of the Holmes group).

While the recommendations presented here are clearly difficult to implement, a beginning must be made. Data should be collected to indicate the presence and strength of teacher qualifications so that more sophisticated studies to measure the effect of teachers' knowledge can be carried out. Thus, the following kinds of data are recommended in order of priority.

* Certification data as an indication of a minimum or baseline level of qualifications. We note that NCES has implemented the following recommendation from the panel's interim report and urge them to continue this practice:

"We recommend that the Center for Education Statistics surveys of teachers regularly include measures of certification (type and subject fields) and that the Center obtain and disseminate available information on state certification policies and practices."

However, certification data should be distinguished not only by type of certification, as the SASS teacher questionnaire now does, but also by whether certification was earned through an alternative certification
program. This data recommendation pertains to the supply as well as the quality aspect of precollege science and mathematics teaching.

- Individual transcript data on general intellectual ability and on courses taken in preparation for science or mathematics teaching would provide the most complete data on teachers' formal qualifications. The panel recognizes the cost and burdens of transcript studies, but considers that such studies for samples of teachers would be valuable at the national level and to individual states. For example, transcripts could be used to study trends in educational backgrounds of new teachers or to compare new teachers and continuing teachers.

- Trends in guidelines for prospective teachers in terms of content or course work recommended by science and mathematics professional associations and the extent to which guidelines are used.

- Trend data on course requirements for teachers by subject specialty for certification, by level of certificate (as compared with the requirements recommended by boards and professional groups).

Course requirements for certification indicate the minimum background a teacher must possess, unless the teacher is teaching out of field. To the extent that the actual background of a teacher exceeds that level, quality can be said to be higher. However, course background may be only tenuously related to the effectiveness of a teacher; this is a research area noted below. NASDTEC publishes data periodically on course requirements and tests required for certification in each state.

- If the Carnegie or Holmes recommendations of subject matter degree were adopted, their implementation should be monitored, together with any changes in the supply or quality of the teaching force as a result of more rigorous requirements.

General Data Recommendations

In addition to the specific data recommendations above, certain general practices should be followed. The panel recommends gathering and maintaining data, at regular intervals, to indicate trends in demand, supply, and quality, and to use in research. During the period of this study, important initiatives were undertaken by NCES to establish new surveys that better describe teacher supply and demand in the United States. Standing out among these efforts are the Schools and Staffing Survey (SASS), the longitudinal study of college graduates that is scheduled to replace the Recent College Graduates (RCG) survey, and the National Educational Longitudinal Study (NELS:88). (These surveys and other ongoing data sets are described in Appendix B.) The new surveys hold particular promise for identifying a number of key aspects of demand and supply, and they should be carefully maintained and built upon accordingly.
The panel recommends adoption of the following general guidelines for any data collection effort relevant to teacher supply, demand, or quality.

1. Emphasize the repeated collection of data over time, in contrast to a one-time effort, in order to permit measurement of changes in supply and demand over time. Data collection activities now being established, such as SASS and NELS-88, need to be repeated at regular intervals. It is the change in the characteristics of the teachers who apply to or are hired by a school district that reflects changes in supply and demand. If a district is able to hire teachers with a master's degree in mathematics, for example, when in the past it was only able to hire teachers with a bachelor's degree, this indicates an improvement in the supply of teachers to the district, whereas reporting the percentage of teachers who hold master's degrees in mathematics does not indicate much by itself. A simple description of the characteristics of new teachers is insufficient, since those characteristics arise from a dynamic process.

2. Disseminate collected data into the public domain in a timely manner and in an easily accessible format. The easier it is to access data and the more opportunity researchers have to analyze data, the more likely is the discovery of timely policies that may have a positive effect on any supply and demand situation.

Ease of access means not only the announcement that data are available, but also good documentation for the data, and the creation of data dictionaries and computer interfaces to facilitate the use of data. Data on teacher supply, demand, and quality can be made more easily available to researchers and students by routinely providing subsets of data bases, or tapes or disks of sample or complete data sets from surveys, for use on personal computers.

3. Focus on subareas of subject matter (e.g., chemistry, physics or calculus, rather than mathematics/science in general) in order to permit specific identification and targeting of areas of shortage or surplus. Especially at the high school level, teachers of biology, chemistry, physics, or general science are not interchangeable. Thus, data collection aggregates science teachers or science and mathematics teachers under a single heading is likely to mask shortages of teachers in specialty areas.

4. Focus on trends for minorities and women—both students and teachers—in the various subject areas at issue. Minorities compose an increasing share of precollege enrollments. Women take fewer courses in science and mathematics at higher levels than do men. Trends in the participation of these groups in science and math are an important indicator of their future supply in high-technology employment. This supply may also be increased by the availability of teachers of the same ethnicity or sex as role models.
5. Ascertain, for each data collection activity considered, whether the federal government or another entity could best collect the data. Most expenditures for precollege education and all personnel decisions are made at the state and local levels. Most detailed data are collected at those levels as well. Problems arise, however, when such data are aggregated to obtain a national perspective of the conditions of teacher supply and demand. School districts, for example, are not likely to record whether a new hire is new to teaching or simply new to the district. National data on changes in supply, however, should exclude teachers who simply move from district to district, since they are not an element in measuring the national supply of teachers. Data on the age and experience of employed teachers, however, exist at the state and district levels and should not be recollected to obtain national measures.

RESEARCH ISSUES IDENTIFIED BY THE PANEL

A number of important issues affecting supply and demand for science and mathematics teachers are not well understood and are beyond the scope of existing data and models. These are research questions that need to be understood in order to determine the types of data needed to properly model demand, supply, or quality. They are likely to require long-term research. The panel also touches on their relation to student outcomes. The panel did not attempt to develop a comprehensive list of research issues, but in the course of panel discussions a variety of research topics was noted and are reported here.

Resources for Research

For the present, it is the panel's conviction that the research base is inadequate to support the development of behavioral models of teacher supply and demand. We have identified a range of issues about how teacher labor markets work and how they affect teacher supply, demand, and quality. Further research on these issues is needed to enable the development of causal models of teacher supply and demand.

*The panel recommends that the National Science Foundation stimulate research on behavioral models of teacher supply and demand, and increase the amount of support for such research.

The research issues pertaining to each of the topics—demand, supply, and quality—are presented below, with asterisks marking those we consider highest in priority. We also note the importance of research related to student outcomes.
Demand

For development of improved models for longer-term projections, research is needed on the behavioral factors that influence the demand for teachers, particularly teachers of science and mathematics, in the higher grades, and on the pupil-teacher ratio as both a dependent and independent factor in creation of demand. The panel therefore lists the research topics pertinent to teacher demand that were identified in the panel's interim report, in order of priority:

*1. The behavioral determinants of student selection of science and mathematics courses at the secondary school level, including the effects of changes in graduation requirements and of student preferences for subject areas;

*2. The behavioral determinants of parental and student preferences for private and public schooling;

*3. The determinants of pupil-teacher ratios, especially the adjustment lags in those ratios as enrollments change and/or the teaching force changes in demographic composition;

*4. The impact on high school dropout rates of such factors as changes in graduation requirements, labor market conditions, and the demographic composition and family circumstances of the school-age population; and

*5. The relationship of changes in demand for courses to changes in pupil-teacher ratios and the resulting derived demand for full-time-equivalent teachers of mathematics and science at the secondary school level.

In amplification of issue (3) above, it is noted that other factors can affect pupil-teacher ratios: changes in the school budget and changes in staffing patterns, class size, and teaching loads. A closer analysis of factors other than changing enrollments that influence pupil-teacher ratios is an area for further research. In periods of teacher or budget shortages, the ratio (or class size) can be increased. When demand slackens, teachers might stay, and so it would drop. Research on these coping responses and pupil-teacher ratio changes could lead to more accurate assumptions about the pupil-teacher ratio for demand models. Of particular interest would be a disaggregation by subject, so one could focus on pupil-teacher ratios for science and mathematics.

Supply

Although incentives or disincentives exist in schools as they do in most organizations, we lack detailed knowledge of how they affect supply. A variety of behavioral and environmental factors influence the number of individuals willing to teach: compensation (both salary and benefits),
working conditions, availability of other jobs in the labor market area, cost of educational training, and state and local policies for educational professional personnel. These behavioral factors affect not only the actual supply of teachers, but also the retention of current teachers. These behavioral factors are particularly important because many of them are levers that policy makers can use to change the supply of teachers. Much can be learned from in-depth conferences with school district officials, which we recommend at the end of this chapter. Recommended studies of the effect of these behavioral factors are listed below in order of priority.

*1. Incentives that affect individual decisions to enter teaching, to leave teaching and move to a different occupation, or to retire. For the first, what are the effects of salary, working conditions, location, alternative nonteaching opportunities, etc., on the decision to accept an offer to teach and on the overall acceptance rates? For the second, what are the effects of salary, instructional support, working conditions, alternative opportunities, etc., on whether, and when in the career cycle, one decides to leave and on the overall retention rates of teachers? For the third, research is needed on the relationship between state separation rates for retirement and individual reasons for retiring, external shock variables, and incentives and disincentives for retention and retirement. Related issues are the effect of separation rates on individual school districts and on the teaching force for different fields of study.

*2. Supply potential of the reserve pool and supply. Because the reserve pool is one of the two major sources of teachers, and because the other source—new certificants—is decreasing in number, research to assess the supply potential of the reserve pool is of increasing importance. Studies of the reserve pool might include the effects of incentives, such as salary increases, on attracting individuals from the reserve pool. To determine whether entry rates to teaching from the reserve pool are influenced by salary increases, districts that have had large salary increases (e.g., Rochester) could be studied. Another example: What are the effects of limited mobility of teachers in the reserve pool on the supply potential of the reserve pool? It appears that in general individuals are willing to move only a small distance to accept a teaching position. A study of the labor markets for urban areas, suburban areas, small towns, and rural areas could help determine what that distance is. These examples are only a few among numerous important aspects of the reserve pool in need of research.

*3. School districts experiencing supply-demand problems. The information collected in SASS can be used to identify such school districts for special studies. The supply and demand situation for science and mathematics teachers is likely to be quite different in different geographic or labor market regions (e.g., inner city, rural, or high-income suburban).
Examination of subsamples of districts, including in-depth inquiries, can produce valuable special reports if done on a timely basis. They may provide information for policy use in ameliorating the problems, and they can also help determine appropriate categories for disaggregation of data in publications. The NCES district conferences we recommend later in this chapter can be designed to coordinate with the study of particular groups of districts.

4. *Alternative career decisions that minority college students and graduate students are making.* Why are fewer such students obtaining degrees to teach? Why are they choosing other positions rather than teaching jobs? Why are they leaving teaching? Research should probe into the first two questions to identify the alternatives minorities choose and the perceived opportunity costs that draw them away from teaching science or mathematics. Such knowledge can help form strategies to attract minorities into teaching and, indirectly, to increase the overall supply pool. The last question could be addressed with data from the SASS questionnaires. The best data source for the earlier question is the set of follow-up surveys of the NLS-72.

5. *Effect of increasing certification requirements on the incentive to obtain a teaching certificate or to apply for a teaching position.*

6. *Incentives that attracted the recipients of NSF’s Presidential Science Awards to teaching and those that keep them in the teaching profession.* The professional development activities of the recipients of mathematics awards have been studied (Yamashita, 1987).

**Quality**

Neither teacher quality nor teaching quality is a term that lends itself readily to precise definition. Teacher quality refers to the knowledge, skill, and general ability level of the teacher. We believe that measurement of teacher quality is important because some of the measures of teacher quality seem to be important factors in determining who goes into teaching and who finds better opportunities elsewhere. Thus teacher quality is an important variable in teacher supply models, and we need to understand the responsiveness of teacher quality to incentives. Obviously, teacher quality is determined in part by the quality of teacher preparation programs; the issue is the degree to which these programs prepare teachers to be effective pedagogues in transmitting knowledge about mathematics or science.

Teaching quality is also of direct concern to the panel, since it is a direct measure of the degree to which a teacher of mathematics or science is able in the school setting to lead students to a better understanding of mathematics or science. Teaching quality, as we see it, derives from several sources and can be measured by different types of data pertaining to the
school setting in which classroom teaching takes place. Teaching quality is affected by school and district policies and practices, such as selection of teaching materials, allocation of time to various subjects, availability of laboratory facilities, and the teacher’s degree of autonomy in the classroom. It is also affected by curricular structure and processes and by teacher characteristics such as subject matter competence and ability to facilitate learning, which in turn are affected by the quality of teacher training.

A frequently used measure of teacher quality is teacher qualifications—courses taken, credentials received, etc. While we recognize that there is some link between teacher qualifications and both teacher quality and teaching quality, it is the panel’s view that the linkage is apt to be loose rather than tight; again, that is clearly a topic for research.

In the course of panel discussions on these issues, we noted several studies related to teacher quality or teaching quality that could be pursued, and we list them in order of priority.

1. Study the effectiveness of practices that schools and school districts have employed to improve quality—for example, the mentor schools in education in Dade County, Florida.

2. Examine the inservice training practices for science and mathematics teachers that are provided by elementary and secondary schools, to identify programs that seem to be effective and to understand reasons why some programs appear to work while others do not.

3. Study teachers’ transcript records to determine the degree to which transcripts can be used as an accurate reflection of subject matter knowledge.

4. Study the methodological curriculum in teacher training institutions to assess the degree to which these institutions vary in their emphasis on pedagogical theory compared with pedagogical practice.

5. Compare the academic backgrounds of teachers who leave teaching and those who stay. (Substudies based on teacher transcripts could be conducted for teachers identified in the Schools and Staffing Survey.)

6. Conduct a follow-up at the schools of the recipients of the Presidential Awards in Science and Mathematics Teaching to gain insights into factors that might improve quality at the school level by noting how the award money was actually spent. The supply-related research issue suggested above could be coordinated with this in a single research project focusing on the award recipients.

7. Measure the extent of movement of teachers within school systems from elementary to middle to high school teaching and assess whether these transitions are eroding the average level of content background for secondary science and mathematics teachers and for the body of remaining elementary teachers who do not transfer.
Student Outcomes

Although the focus of the panel’s study is on the supply, demand, and quality of teachers and on the data needed to monitor these phenomena, it is clear to the panel that their ultimate usefulness lies in the effect of these characteristics on learning. Thus, it is important to measure supply, demand, and quality because it is presumed that these factors are linked to student learning outcomes. But that linkage needs to be explicit; it constitutes an important area in which substantial research efforts need to be carried on. Some aspects of research that would attempt to relate teacher characteristics, school environment variables, and home environment variables to student outcomes and to recognize the importance of variation in school outcomes are described below.

1. **Teacher characteristics.** Research to date has not shown a clear link between teacher characteristics and student outcomes. As indicated in Chapter 5, it appears that verbal ability, the number of mathematics or science credits, recent educational experience, professional involvement, years of teaching, and attitudes toward teaching may exhibit some positive relationship, often weak, to student performance. A better understanding of the relationship between teacher characteristics and student outcomes is needed. As a start toward research on this issue, the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) teacher questionnaire for 7th- and 11th-grade science and mathematics teachers, from the latest science and mathematics assessment (in 1985-86) can be studied, in conjunction with their students’ science and mathematics NAEP test scores. The next NAEP science and mathematics assessment is planned for 1990. In addition, the National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88) includes measures of student outcomes together with a set of teacher characteristics and characteristics of schools and districts. For the research to be more meaningful, measures should be obtained through records such as transcripts rather than through survey questions.

2. **School environment factors.** Research should also be concerned with school environment factors that can affect student outcomes, for example, the constraints placed on teachers by school or district practices such as the degree of mentoring provided to new teachers, teachers’ opportunities to interact with other teachers, and the allocation of classroom hours among mathematics, science, and other subjects.

3. **Home environment variables.** Learning is influenced not only by teacher and teaching characteristics, but also—and perhaps primarily—by the characteristics of the student’s home environment. Before learning takes place in formal school settings, it takes place in the home, and home environments continue to play a role in student learning throughout the entire developmental process. Thus, incorporating the influence of home
environment variables (e.g., time spent by parents with children and the beliefs and expectations of parents for their children) in studies of student outcomes is crucial to understanding the true influence of teachers and teaching factors on learning.

4. Variation in school outcomes. The objective of school is to facilitate learning and, from the perspective of the panel, to promote learning in science and mathematics. But from that perspective, facilitation can mean either improving the average outcome or reducing the variation in outcomes. These objectives can sometimes conflict, and part of what most people mean by effective teaching is to find ways to increase the minimum that all students master while not restricting the opportunities of the more able or the more rapid learners. Much existing research has focused largely on the influence of schools on average outcomes, and has not recognized the importance of variation in outcomes.

*The panel recommends that further research be conducted on the relationship of measurable characteristics of teachers of mathematics and science and home and school environmental factors to educational outcomes of students in these fields. This research should explore variation in outcomes as well as average outcomes.*

Although we recognize the difficulty of conducting controlled experiments in education, we believe such experiments could be particularly useful in studying the relationship between measurable teacher qualifications and student outcomes.

RESEARCH FACILITATION

Educational research is carried out by a number of constituencies: federal, state and local government, research organizations under contract to the government, and academic institutions. Research carried out by governments or research organizations is normally designed to answer specific questions. For example, a research organization is given a grant or contract to study the usefulness of indicators in education.

Graduate Student Research

Research at academic institutions is carried out in the form of doctoral dissertations or by faculty interested in particular aspects that relate to a specific area of knowledge. For example, a doctoral candidate whose field of interest is gender may be interested in determining gender differences with respect to mathematics background for teachers. The number of doctoral dissertations is large and reflects a rich source of highly trained individuals.
In order to attract this group to work on problems of educational interest, student support should be available.

*The panel recommends that the Office of Educational Research and Improvement within the Department of Education create a program of doctoral graduate student support (training grants) in education statistics.

The training grant program in the health sciences (biostatistics) has been very successful in attracting to the field of biostatistics a large number of individuals, many of whom are currently employed by the National Institutes of Health, other health organizations, and the pharmaceutical industry. This has changed the level of sophistication in these fields and permitted studies to answer questions on the health status of our society. A comparable program in education statistics could bring to education a parallel group of talented researchers.

Data Bases for Personal Computers

To carry out a doctoral dissertation related to teacher quality or models of teacher supply and demand, access to relevant data is needed.

*The panel recommends that data from education agencies and studies relating to education be made available in the form of tapes of the complete data sets, as well as user-friendly disks of data samples.

It is particularly important that the documentation be understandable to the researcher without too great an investment of time. An analysis of a large data set can be a very time-intensive process, often taking a year to complete. Such a required time expenditure would not permit graduate students sufficiently ready access for use on a dissertation.

Small data sets should be made available for classroom and textbook use. This would have the effect of making education data more visible to a wider audience and ensuring more extensive analysis of the information.

State Data Bases

The national data bases we have described, as valuable as they will be, will not detail state labor markets or labor markets by field of study. Studies by Murnane and his colleagues (1988, 1989) show that when data are desired for longer time periods or for variables beyond those collected in these national studies, or when greater disaggregation is needed, state data bases become the most useful existing resource. For this reason, the panel surveyed the state education agencies (SEAs) concerning their available data files on public school professional personnel. The results of this survey are summarized in Appendix C. The appendix shows the
earliest date for which data are available and the availability of selected data items. In Massachusetts, the Massachusetts Institute for Social and Economic Research (MISER) used files of the state certification board and the state retirement system to study the supply and demand for teachers in the state of Massachusetts. This study is being expanded to all states in the New England region.

There are indications in state studies by Murnane and his colleagues and in Heyns' analysis of the NLS data (1988) that there are large differences between elementary and secondary teachers in career paths, decisions to stay in teaching, and patterns of reentry to teaching. The studies by Murnane and his colleagues also indicate that both states and fields of study show differences along these variables. The studies are also useful in showing how to combine single-year record tapes of state agencies into multiyear career history files, making it possible to study the attrition and retention of teachers.

Limitations of Univariate Indicators

The panel sounds a note of caution about interpretation of univariate indicators of quality and about analyses that fail to consider the context in which quality is measured. The quality of science and mathematics instruction is multifaceted, and single variables are best studied in a multifacted context.

An indicator of quality is offered as an example. Membership in mathematics or science teacher professional associations, attendance at workshops sponsored by these associations, and payments by school districts for advanced training in teachers' specialties during the summer are univariate indicators that appear amenable to data collection. Although it would seem that these are measures of quality, that may not always be the case. If these data are cross-classified by district characteristics, they might indicate differences. Whether or not these differences are differences in quality is a moot point. For instance, districts with small enrollment might support advanced training in the summer to compensate for the isolation of their teachers. Districts with high socioeconomic status might do so to reward their outstanding teachers. Still other school districts finding it difficult to recruit teachers might offer such training as an incentive for hiring, as is done by the Dade County and New York City school districts.

This leads to a caution about interpretation of univariate indicators of quality and about policy analysis that fails to account for their value by considering the context in which quality is measured. Frequently cited measures of science education quality are the number of physics courses offered by a high school and the number of teachers certified to teach physics. Alternatively, frequently cited measures of low quality are the
number of physics courses taught by an out-of-field teacher certified in another physical science or the absence of physics courses. Under this definition, a large proportion of the high schools in this country would be rated as of low quality in science education, and a large proportion of the nation's students attend these schools.

Before making a policy prescription it is important to classify districts by characteristics that may affect the behavior observed. The low score on this measure is attributable to the low enrollment size of these schools, which is too small to support a full-time physics teacher. In this example, size was an intervening variable, which should lead us to expect split teaching assignments and few courses in physics in small high schools and to consider policy initiatives appropriate to small schools. Obviously, the explanation for the low score on this quality measure—small schools—does not change the low score nor does it change the quality of the part-time teachers.

As another example of the caution needed in using univariate indicators, high achievement test scores have often been associated with schools in high socioeconomic neighborhoods. Analysts might find a high correlation between some educational practice or teacher background variable and student achievement. The teacher background variable might relate to the practice. The high socioeconomic neighborhood attracts teachers with the background variable. A multiple regression would indicate that all three variables—socioeconomic neighborhood, teacher background, and educational practice—relate to high achievement test scores. If only one of these variables is studied, the explained variance will be overstated. Quality instruction in science and mathematics is multifaceted, and single variables are best studied in a multifaceted context.

IACILITATION OF INFORMATION EXCHANGE AMONG DISTRICTS, STATES, AND THE NCES

As evident throughout the report, the activities the panel carried out to obtain information about the flow of teachers and the quality of teachers in individual school districts influenced our thinking in many ways. The 16,000 school districts in this country operate relatively independently. The staffing problems they encounter vary widely, and the actions taken by district superintendents and personnel directors to address these problems are both innovative and varied. Both applicants and school systems have effective means of coping with the uncertainty of budgets and contracts and adjusting to institutional barriers (e.g., use of the substitute pool to stockpile place-bound potential teachers, use of graduate students to teach part time, cooperative arrangements with local industry). Much of the
information about school district actions to address staffing problems will not be captured by the SASS. A few illustrations follow.

- New York City has hundreds of science and mathematics teachers who are teaching out of field, but not because of a teacher shortage. The school principals have not requested replacements for these teachers because they are effective in working with students in inner-city schools, whereas the ability of certified replacements to control the classroom is an unknown. Yet incidence of out-of-field teaching is one of the measures of shortage in use.

- The personnel officer of a middle-sized Texas district asserts firmly that the district has no shortage of science and mathematics teachers, and yet they rely heavily on an aggressive national recruiting program.

- The panel selected a pair of adjacent districts in Maryland for in-depth case studies because it was thought they would draw on the same labor market. In fact the large urban district recruited at numerous job fairs (occasions at which as many as 20 teacher-training institutions gather their graduates on one campus for a one- or two-day meeting) in areas as far away as Illinois, Michigan, northern New York, and North Carolina. The smaller, semirural district recruited in rural areas of the state and neighboring states. The more rural district was looking for teachers who would be content to live in a rural area and whose values would be similar to those held by the community.

- The nature and timing of collective bargaining increases the difficulty of making accurate demand projections. Since many contracts are negotiated in late spring or during the summer, and since clauses typically offer benefits like improved health care provisions to any teachers under contract on the date the agreement is signed, teachers who intend to resign wait until the contract is completed before giving notice. This leads to an underestimate of attrition for demand projections.

- Hiring is a year-round process for the seven large districts that participated in the panel's conference, and "demand" is not a static number that measures need only in the fall of each year. In fact these districts do only about half of their hiring for September.

- The Dade County School System found that widespread recruitment was not as successful as anticipated. Although they recruited successfully in the northern tier of states, retention was a problem because the new recruits could not cope with the multicultural student body, the heat, the lack of seasons, and homesickness.

The case studies and the conference of personnel directors vividly demonstrated to the panel the diversity of practices and styles and the diversity of labor market situations that characterize the nation's school
districts. The panel believes that NCES could profit from frequent interactions with school district personnel and could play a valuable role as a broker between data producers and data users in the states. A useful mechanism for such interaction would be conferences of district and/or state personnel. At least three types of conferences are envisioned:

1. An annual conference structured to help NCES in design and analysis of SASS. Attendees at this conference would be a mix of district superintendents and personnel directors from districts in the SASS sample. The group should be small enough (7-10 individuals) to permit roundtable discussion. The district personnel would be asked to discuss what is going on in the district with respect to teacher supply, demand, and quality that is not revealed by the data on the SASS forms. This information could be used to provide a framework for analysis of SASS data and caveats to accompany the analysis, and possibly to identify items that should be added to or deleted from the SASS forms.

2. A conference designed to facilitate analysis of teacher supply and demand at the state and district levels. Attendees would be state personnel who prepare supply-and-demand models and individuals experienced with modeling who would be sensitive to implicit assumptions in the models that might not be appropriate for use in some states. An exchange of ideas among these individuals could lead to improvements in state models and in models that states prepare for their individual districts. (When the panel convened the conference of personnel directors from large school districts, we were surprised to learn that these individuals had never met, yet they had problems that were unique to big districts in both nature and magnitude. One of the major benefits of the meeting to them was the opportunity to share problems and solutions. The conference was of sufficient value to them that they have instituted an annual meeting involving a larger number of districts.)

3. A conference designed to stimulate communication between state data producers and district data users. The conference of personnel directors of large school districts provided a striking example of the potential benefit of such conferences. The personnel director from New York City suggested that it would be helpful to have some central organization collect and disseminate information on the number of persons enrolled in teacher training programs, by institution, as contrasted with the currently available data on education majors. One of the panel members knew that the desired information is currently collected by the state education agency and arranged to send it to the district.

Brief reports of the conferences should be prepared so that districts and states that were not represented among the conferees could also benefit from the exchange of ideas.
By maintaining frequent contact with the individuals who make the decisions that affect teachers, much can be learned about the flow of teachers through the school system, and the quality adjustments made in this flow by aggressive recruiting, raising or lowering standards in hiring, providing inservice training, and using incentives to attract and retain teachers.

*The panel recommends that the National Center for Education Statistics convene (a) an annual conference of district personnel who are responsible for the decisions that affect teacher supply, demand, and quality to maintain an awareness of the current issues in teacher supply and demand; (b) periodic conferences of state personnel who prepare state and local supply and demand projections to facilitate improvement in these models; and (c) occasional conferences to promote communication between state personnel who produce relevant data and district personnel who would find these data useful in their recruitment activities and in development of district policies concerning teachers.

The panel learned much from the interaction with district personnel. We believe that staff of the National Center for Education Statistics would find it equally rewarding and that the center's surveys and analyses would be enriched by such interaction.
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Throughout the report we have referred to findings from our direct contacts with public school districts. To involve school district participation, the panel undertook three activities: a conference with personnel directors from large city school districts, a set of mini case studies building on reports of research in school districts studied by other researchers, and on-site in-depth case studies of school districts. Since the reader may want to evaluate the scope of these activities, they are described below.

CONFERENCE OF PERSONNEL DIRECTORS

A conference of personnel directors from seven large city school districts was convened in May 1988. The subject of this conference, "Structuring Professional Personnel Information Systems for Analyses of Teacher Supply and Demand," focused on supply- and demand-related data that large school districts regularly collect. Personnel administrators represented the following school districts:

- Seattle Public Schools (Washington)
- Montgomery County Public Schools (Maryland)*
- San Diego City Unified School District (California)
- Dade County Public Schools (Florida)
- Chicago Public Schools (Illinois)
- Los Angeles Unified School District (California)
- New York City Public Schools (New York)

* Also included in the mini case studies.
During the evening session on the first day of the conference the participants developed the following list of topics, which were discussed the next day:

1. **Effective recruiting strategies**
   - What recruiting strategies are effective in attracting good teachers to urban districts with limited salaries?
   - To what extent is it necessary to go outside the district to recruit?
   - Are salary supplements for M/S teachers effective in recruitment?
   - What problems arise from general recruiting rather than recruiting to meet need for each subject?
   - How can general recruiting be used effectively to provide an adequate supply of M/S teachers?
   - How can more people be attracted for M/S openings so district has a choice?
   - What long-range effects on supply can be anticipated by aggressive recruiting to obtain a panel of applicants for each M/S position?
   - Can the panel make recommendations that would affect recruitment problems?

2. **Experience with the reserve pool**
   - What proportion of M/S teachers come from reserve pool?

3. **Recruitment during the school year**
   - Why is it happening?
   - Is it widespread among large and small districts?
   - What are the reasons for vacancies during the school year?
   - Are there trends in these reasons?
   - What are the reasons for vacancies during the school year?
   - Are there trends in these reasons?
   - What effect does such recruiting have on teacher quality?

4. **Innovative approaches to address projected shortages of M/S teachers**
   - Alternative certification programs

5. **Models used by districts for projecting need for teachers**
   - What do districts actually do to project need for M/S teachers?
   - Are projections limited by fact that available data were collected for administrative purposes such as hiring, paying, staffing, school buildings, and maintaining records for retirement?
   - Is there a model for simulating staffing demands by subject that takes into account seniority rights to vacancies so that early hiring can be done in districts?

6. **Design of information systems that have the capability of identifying need for M/S teachers by subject**
   - Need for integrated system
What knowledge should the information system be able to produce?

7. **Ideal information system**
   If there were no constraints on the information system, what information would you like to have?

8. **Teacher quality**
   How do districts define quality?
   - Certification versus teaching out-of-field
   - What information is helpful in recruiting for quality?
   Are elementary science teachers required to have science training, e.g., a laboratory science course?
   What effect have the NSF training institutes had on the quality of M/S teachers?

9. **Retraining**
   Has your district retrained teachers in fields such as social sciences to teach M/S subjects?
   Have retrained teachers been successful?

10. **Minorities and women**
    How can M/S teaching staff be balanced to provide role models for minorities and women?
    Are there enough women and minority M/S teachers to achieve such balance?
    What is needed to attract, train, and retain such teachers?

11. **Poor performance**
    What are the underlying issues in the relatively poor attainment of U.S. students in international math and science assessments?
    What could the NSF do to study these issues?

**MINI CASE STUDIES**

Only a small amount of information was collected in the mini case studies since the panel could draw on information about those districts reported by researchers who had conducted studies of these districts. A total of 27 mini case studies were conducted through a combined telephone-and-mail survey project in the summer and fall of 1988. The mini case studies involved the following districts:

- Houston Independent School District (Houston, Texas)
- Hillsborough County Public Schools (Tampa, Florida)
- Montgomery County Public Schools (Montgomery County, Maryland)
- Clark County School District (Las Vegas, Nevada)
- Jefferson County School District (Louisville, Kentucky)
APPENDIX A

- New Orleans Public Schools (New Orleans, Louisiana)
- Albuquerque Public Schools (Albuquerque, New Mexico)
- Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools (Charlotte, North Carolina)
- Columbus Public Schools (Columbus, Ohio)
- Austin Independent School District (Austin, Texas)
- Mesa Unified School District (Mesa, Arizona)
- Rochester City School District (Rochester, New York)
- Richland School District No. 1 (Columbia, South Carolina)
- Salt Lake City School District (Salt Lake City, Utah)
- Guilford County Schools (Greensboro, North Carolina)
- Lake Washington School District (Kirkland, Washington)
- Durham County Schools (Durham, North Carolina)
- Greenwich Public Schools (Greenwich, Connecticut)
- Barrow County School District (Winder, Georgia)
- Martin County Public Schools (Williamston, North Carolina)
- Watauga County Schools (Boone, North Carolina)
- Northampton County Schools (Jackson, North Carolina)
- Jamestown Public Schools (Jamestown, North Dakota)
- Howard-Suamico School District (Green Bay, Wisconsin)
- MSAD NO. 15 (Gray-New Gloucester, Maine)
- East Williston Unified School District (East Williston, New York)
- Medicine Valley School District (Curtis, Nebraska)

The telephone interview guide and the mail-questionnaire form that were used for the 27 mini case studies can be found at the end of this appendix.

IN-DEPTH CASE STUDIES

Six in-depth case studies were conducted on site, involving school districts in California, Maryland, and Utah. The school districts are not named because confidentiality was pledged.

Jane L. David conducted case studies of two neighboring districts in California that were expected to draw on the same labor market. Marianne Amarel conducted case studies of a pair of adjacent districts in Maryland. Finally, two additional school districts were selected—one in Utah and one in California—because they were experiencing substantial increases in enrollment. Special problems of supply and demand for science and mathematics teachers may exist in districts with increasing enrollment. And since secondary enrollments are projected to increase nationwide in the near future, we wanted to include in-depth studies of districts now experiencing increases. Jane L. David and Jennifer Pruyn conducted these case studies.
PANEL ACTIVITIES

(Telephone Interview Guide for Mini Case Studies)

DISTRICT

INTERVIEWEE

BACKGROUND

1. During which months do you interview/hire?

2. Looking for m/s teachers with special qualifications?

3. Particular difficulty recruiting m/s teachers?

4. Does m/s recruiting differ from recruiting for other subjects?

5. Categories of m/s teachers in your district records
(Survey Questionnaire for Mini Case Studies)

Supply and Demand for
High School Mathematics and Science Teachers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District Name</th>
<th>Person Completing Form</th>
<th>Position Title</th>
<th>Telephone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

District Context

1. What is your district’s total enrollment? 

2. What is the current approximate ethnic mix of your district’s student body? (___ % white, ___ % black, ___ % Spanish surname, ___ % other) 

3. Has your district experienced any reductions-in-force during the period 1985-1988? 

4. During the period 1985-1988, was the high school student population growing, stable, or decreasing? 

5. Number of high schools in your district 

High School Mathematics and Science Teachers

6. How many high school mathematics and science (m/s) teachers are currently employed by your district? 

7. How many high school m/s teachers have 5 or more years of service in your district? 10 or more years? 

8. What is the starting salary for a m/s teacher with a BA and no prior experience? What is the top salary for a m/s teacher with a master’s degree? 

9. Where do most of your m/s applicants come from? (i.e. nearby universities or teacher training institutions, other districts, etc) 

10. About how many fully qualified applicants per vacancy do you have in mathematics? In science? 

11. Is your district experiencing shortages of qualified applicants in mathematics or science subjects? If so, in what subjects? 
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How many vacancies were filled for all high school subjects, and in particular for mathematics and science?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total (all subjects)</th>
<th>Mathematics</th>
<th>Science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This school year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1987-1988)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last school year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1986-1987)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The school year before</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1985-1986)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What was the principal reason for the m/s vacancies in these 3 years?
- To respond to enrollment growth
- To replace retirees
- To replace teachers leaving the system for reasons other than retirement

Over the past 3 school years, how many of your m/s vacancies were filled by persons with the following kinds of experience/certification in teaching m/s?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>This school year (1987-88)</th>
<th>Last school year (1986-87)</th>
<th>The school year before (1985-86)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Certified in m/s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New graduates with no prior teaching experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earlier graduates with no prior teaching experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experienced m/s teachers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncertified in m/s, but with emergency or temporary credentials</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Does the district sponsor training programs for teachers who are not certified in m/s, but who are filling m/s vacancies?  
Comment:
Appendix B
National Data Sets Relating to Demand, Supply, and Quality of Precollege Science and Mathematics Teachers

The Schools and Staffing Survey (SASS)
High School and Beyond
The National Longitudinal Study (NLS-72)
National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88)
Surveys of Recent College Graduates (RCG)
The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)
The American Freshman
National Surveys of Science and Mathematics Education
Status of the American Public School Teacher

THE SCHOOLS AND STAFFING SURVEY

The Schools and Staffing Survey (SASS) is an integrated set of the National Center for Education Statistics surveys consisting of the Teacher Demand and Shortage Survey, the School Survey, the School Administrator Survey, and the Teacher Survey (including separate follow-ups a year later of those sampled teachers who leave teaching and a subsample of those who stay in teaching). These surveys were first conducted in the 1987-88 school year, will be conducted again in 1990-91, and are scheduled to be repeated thereafter every two years. They are designed to better measure important aspects of teacher supply and demand, the composition of the administrator and teacher work force, and the status of teaching and schooling generally. More specifically, five purposes underlie these studies: (1) to profile the nation's precollege teaching force; (2) to improve estimates and projections of teacher supply and demand by teaching field, sector, level, and geographic location; (3) to allow analyses of teacher mobility and turnover;
NATIONAL DATA SETS

(4) to enhance assessment of teacher quality and qualifications; and (5) to provide more complete information on school policies and programs, administrator characteristics, and working conditions. If implemented successfully, we will have a national data base of indicators of teacher supply, demand, and quality.

The sampling unit for SASS is the school—9,300 public and 3,500 private schools were selected for SASS; the districts to which those schools belonged were then identified for the sample. Thus, 5,600 public local education agencies are in the sample (of a universe of 16,000). Within the selected schools, 52,000 public and 13,000 private school teachers were sampled, totaling 65,000 teachers. Of the 52,000 public school teachers, 23,000 taught at the secondary level; 29,000 were elementary teachers.

Below are capsules of the kinds of data found in each of the surveys.

**SASS 1A—Teacher Demand and Shortage Questionnaire for Public School Districts** (SASS 1B is the parallel private school form). District enrollment, hiring and retirement policies, and staff data. Number of teaching positions, by level and field, that are filled or remain unfilled. New hires, layoffs, salaries, benefits. High school graduation requirements by field.


**SASS 3A—Public School Questionnaire** (SASS 3B is the parallel private school form). Pupil-teacher ratio, student characteristics, staffing patterns, and teacher turnover (entry, attrition). Supply sources of new entrants and destinations of leavers. Some data can be analyzed by academic subject area.

**SASS 4A—Public School Teacher Questionnaire** (SASS 4B is the parallel private school form). Education and training, current assignment, continuing education, job mobility, working conditions, career choices. Division of time, courses taught. Achievement level of students. Salary, other income. Opinions on pay policies, salary, working conditions, professional recognition, etc. What they did before they began teaching at this school. Data can be analyzed by teaching field.

**TFS 2—Teacher Follow-up Survey** (Questionnaire for former teachers sampled in SASS). Teacher attrition, salary, other factors or reasons for leaving teaching. What they did after leaving. Comparison of teaching with current occupation with regard to salary, working conditions, and job satisfaction. Data can be analyzed by subject.

**TFS 3—Teacher Follow-up Survey** (Questionnaire for sampled teachers who remained in teaching). Factors in retention; reasons for possible
change in school assignment. Salary, other income. Data can be analyzed by subject.

Data related to demand are found in SASS 1A, the district-level questionnaire; data related to supply, teacher qualifications, and quality are found in the teacher questionnaires. Links exist among the school, teacher, and administrator questionnaires to enable comparative analyses. And repetition of SASS every two years will yield valuable information on trends in indicators over time.

Contact: Mary Papageorgiou
National Center for Education Statistics
555 New Jersey Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20208
202/357-6336

HIGH SCHOOL AND BEYOND

High School and Beyond is a national longitudinal survey of 1980 high school seniors and sophomores conducted by the National Center for Education Statistics. A probability sample of 1,015 public and private high schools was selected with 36 seniors and 36 sophomores in each of the schools. A total of about 30,000 sophomores and 28,000 seniors participated in the base-year survey. The base-year data were collected in 1980, with follow-ups in 1982, 1984, and 1986. In addition, data from their parents and teachers and high school and postsecondary education transcripts were included. Currently the sample contains 14,825 participants from the 1980 sophomore cohort and 11,995 participants from the 1980 senior cohort.

The purpose of the survey is to observe the educational, occupational, and family development of young people as they pass through high school and college and take on adult roles. Data obtained can also help researchers understand the new graduate component of the supply pool and the incentives to which they respond.

The 1980 and 1982 surveys consisted of questionnaire data (on background characteristics, attitudes, postsecondary educational and career plans, and activities related to education, career, and family development). Cognitive tests developed for the sophomore cohort by the Educational Testing Service were administered in 1980 and 1982. The tests were designed to measure cognitive growth in three domains: verbal, mathematics, and science.

The 1984 and 1986 follow-up surveys contain similarly detailed questions concerning college courses and experiences, jobs (including salaries), attitudes, and marriage and family formation. Tentative plans call for an additional follow-up of the 1980 sophomores in 1991. An analysis file is
being prepared containing transcripts and student responses for students indicating that they plan to become teachers.

The Administrator and Teacher Survey (ATS) was designed and given to a sample of High School and Beyond school staff in 1984 to explore findings from "effective schools" research with a broadly representative sample. The effective schools literature identifies characteristics of schools in which students perform at higher levels than would be expected from their background and other factors. Prior to the ATS, measures of those characteristics were not available on any large national data set. The ATS provides measures of staff goals, school environment, school leadership, and other processes believed important.

A total of 457 public and private high schools (approximately half of the 1,015 High School and Beyond schools) were sampled for the ATS; separate questionnaires were prepared for principals, teachers, vocational education coordinators, heads of guidance, and community service coordinators. Up to 30 teachers in each of the 457 schools responded to the teacher questionnaire; only one respondent per school completed the other surveys. There are 402 principals in the sample. In all, approximately 11,000 administrators and teachers participated.

The ATS was designed to measure school goals and processes that the effective schools literature indicates are important in achieving effective education. Questionnaire items describe staff goals, pedagogic practices, interpersonal staff relations, teacher workload, staff attitudes, availability and use of services, planning processes, hiring practices, optional programs designed to produce educational excellence, and linkage to local employers, parents, and the community.

The ATS asked teachers a number of quality-related questions concerning school environment, in-service experience, interruptions, autonomy, absenteeism, parent contact, hours spent teaching and nonteaching, and time use and practices in a typical class. The respondent's educational background and subject preparation, certification and salary data were also asked. NCES has not issued publications based on the ATS, but the data are available on tape and a code book is available.

Contact: Carl Schmitt
National Center for Education Statistics
555 New Jersey Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20208
202/357-6772
THE NATIONAL LONGITUDINAL STUDY

The National Longitudinal Study (NLS-72), conducted by NCES and administered by the National Opinion Research Center, studies the high school class of 1972 in the form of a sample of 23,000 high school seniors (1972) enrolled in 1,318 high schools. Follow-ups were conducted in 1973-74, 1974-75, 1976-77, and 1979-80. A fifth follow-up was conducted on a subsample in 1986, with approximately 13,000 responding; at this point they were about 32 years old. In each follow-up, data were collected on high school experiences, background, opinions and attitudes, and future plans. Participants took achievement tests in the first survey. Follow-ups traced their college, postgraduate and work experiences, including salaries. Reasons for leaving schools or jobs were also asked. In addition, respondents included data on marriage and family formation and military service.

A Teaching Supplement Questionnaire was sent to all respondents to the fifth follow-up survey (1986) who indicated they had teaching experience or had been trained for precollege teaching. In addition, persons with mathematics, science or engineering backgrounds (with 2-year, 4-year, or graduate degrees in those fields) were drawn into the sample. A total of 1,147 eligible individuals responded. Of these, 109 indicated they actually had no teaching experience, degree in education, or certification to teach. This left 1,038 completed teaching supplements to analyze, drawing on the wealth of previous NLS data on these individuals.

This sample of current and former teachers (and some who never became teachers) were asked about career paths, salaries in teaching and nonteaching positions, certification, continuing education, family formation, reasons for entry into teaching and attrition, and nonteaching jobs. This detailed information can be analyzed by subject area.

The data have been analyzed at NCES and by Heyns (1988) in light of contributing to knowledge of the characteristics of the supply pool, to identifying patterns of entry, exit, and reentry and to understanding the role of salary and other incentives.

Contact: Paula Knepper
National Center for Education Statistics
555 New Jersey Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20208
202/357-6914
The National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88) is a new education longitudinal study sponsored by NCES and designed to provide trend data about critical transitions experienced by young people as they develop, attend school, and embark on their careers. By initially focusing in 1988 on 8th graders and their schools, teachers, and parents, then by following up that cohort at two-year intervals, the NELS:88 data will be used to address such issues as persistence and dropping out of high school, transition from 8th grade to high school, tracking, and features of effective schools.

For the base-year survey conducted in the spring of 1988, a nationally representative sample of 1,000 schools (800 public and 200 private) was drawn. Within this school sample, 26,000 8th grade students, 6,000 8th grade teachers, and 24,000 parents were surveyed. Thus, the four major component surveys for the base year were directed at students, parents, school administrators, and teachers.

Students were asked about school work, aspirations, and social relations. They also took cognitive tests in four achievement areas: reading and vocabulary, mathematics, science, and social studies. The parent survey gauged parents' aspirations for their children, commitment of resources to their children's education, and other family characteristics relevant to educational achievement. Analysis of these data may suggest young people's levels of interest and their parents' commitment to pursuing science/mathematics fields in the future.

School principals provided information about the teaching staff, student body, school policies and offerings, and courses required for 8th graders. For example, for science and for mathematics, the principal was to note whether a full year, a half year, less than a half year, or no specified amount is required. Whether a gifted-talented program is offered is also noted, by subject. School environment items, and particularly discipline indicators, are included. Staffing questions are general and not broken down by subject. From this survey, data on 8th grade mathematics or science required might inform demand in a general way. Course-taking data might inform preparation for high school mathematics and science. Indicators of quality of education offered at the 8th grade level are somewhat more evident.

Teacher data include academic background and certification information, class size, time use, instructional materials used, laboratory use, and school environment information. The teacher questionnaire thus can shed light on a number of indicators of quality of education offered at the 8th grade level by subject.
The science and mathematics teachers who participated in NELS:88 are expected to furnish postsecondary education transcripts for a National Science Foundation study, the NSF Teacher Transcript Study, begun under contract with Westat, Inc., in 1988. This study plans to collect transcript data on a national basis for use in assessing teacher characteristics.

Contact: Jeffrey Owings
National Center for Education Statistics
555 New Jersey Ave., N.W., Room 518
Washington, D.C. 20208
202/357-6777

SURVEYS OF RECENT COLLEGE GRADUATES

The National Center for Education Statistics has conducted periodic surveys, as described above, on outcomes of college graduation. The Recent College Graduates (RCG) surveys, which are not longitudinal, have concentrated especially on those graduates entering the teaching profession. Education majors are oversampled for the RCG. These surveys have primarily addressed the issues of employment related to individuals' field of study and their access to graduate or professional programs.

The survey involves a two-stage sampling procedure. First, a sample of institutions awarding bachelor's or master's degrees is selected and stratified by percent of education graduates, control, and type. Special emphasis is placed on institutions granting degrees in education and on traditionally black institutions. For each of the selected schools, a sample of degree recipients is chosen. Included are both B.A. and M.A. degree recipients.

The survey of 1974-75 college graduates was the first and smallest of the series. The sample consisted of 200 responding schools. Of the 5,506 graduates in that sample, 4,350 responded (79 percent). The 1981 survey was somewhat larger, covering 301 institutions and 15,852 students. The student response rate was 62 percent. The 1985 survey (which collected race/ethnicity data for the first time) requested data from 18,738 students from 404 colleges. The student response rate was an effective 70 percent, with just under 11,000 participating. Response rates in these cycles (except for the 1976 survey) tend not to be higher because of invalid mailing addresses, reflecting the difficulty in tracing students after graduation. The 1987 study (which included transcripts for the first time) was more effective in locating graduates as the file contains 16,878 respondents from 400 higher education institutions, representing an 80 percent response rate. This study was also the largest sample (21,957 eligible sample members) drawn from institutions to date. The RCG may thus be biased against more mobile graduates. Students are surveyed once, without additional follow-ups.
Questionnaire items request data including degrees and teaching certificates; continuing education; additional formal training; what job was held as of April 27, 1987, and its relation to educational training; subjects eligible/certified to teach, whether/when entered teaching; subjects taught; marital status and number of children; and further degree plans. The questionnaire asks whether the person taught in grades K-12 before completing the degree requirement. Subjects taught are phrased generally: mathematics, computer science, biological science, and physical sciences. Information on the graduates' incentives for choosing particular careers or jobs is limited.

Thus, the RCG offers a general, nonlongitudinal picture of the new graduates component of the supply pool. Its inclusion of items that may suggest incentives and disincentives to enter teaching make it a possible source of reserve pool information. In addition to supply related to potential teachers and potential minority teachers, a few aspects of the qualification component of quality may be touched on rather indirectly, such as grades (self-reported).

The RCG will be conducted again in 1991. Beginning in 1994, the RCG is scheduled to be redesigned as a longitudinal study, the Baccaulaureate and Beyond Longitudinal Study.

Contact: Martin M. Frankel
National Center for Education Statistics
555 New Jersey Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20208
202/357-6774

THE NATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS

The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) is a congressionally mandated study directed and funded by the National Center for Education Statistics. The assessment is currently administered for NCES by the Educational Testing Service. It is referred to as The Nation's Report Card, the National Assessment of Educational Progress. Approximately 120,000 precollege students are randomly selected for the national assessment every two years. The overall goal is to determine the nation's progress in educational achievement, including achievement in science and mathematics.

To accomplish this goal, NAEP has surveyed the educational accomplishments of 9-, 13-, and 17-year-old students in 11 subject areas, starting in 1969-70. NAEP first identifies counties as primary sampling units through a stratified sampling plan. Then for each age level, public and private
schools are selected by a stratified sampling plan. Finally, within each school groups of students are selected to participate in NAEP.

The most recent science and mathematics assessments were in 1985-86; the next ones are planned for 1990. Previous mathematics assessments were in 1973, 1976, 1978, and 1982. The science assessment was previously given in 1969-70, 1973, 1977, and 1982. By law, mathematics is now to be assessed every two years and science every four years.

Assessments are given in fall, winter, and spring, measuring achievement and gathering information on attitudes and classroom practices as students perceive them. The nonachievement measures (attitudes toward science or math, homework and grades, and home environment) are obtained through a companion background questionnaire.

NAEP Teacher Questionnaire

In 1984, NAEP began collecting data on teacher attributes, as reported by teachers of the students participating in the NAEP assessments. At grades 7 and 11, teachers are identifiable by subject (e.g., mathematics, science). The 1986 assessment, for example, gathered information from 325 7th grade science teachers and 289 11th grade science teachers who responded.

The teacher questionnaire asked for data on general demographic characteristics, certification, educational preparation, and teaching experience at various grade levels. These help to illuminate aspects of teacher qualifications. School environment indicators asked on the questionnaire include classroom activities and practices, homework, laboratory and other instructional resources, and autonomy. The questionnaire asks whether the respondent would become a teacher if he or she could start over again. Continuing education is touched on in one item, although not in detail. There are no questions tracing the teacher's career path, salary, or other nonteaching work. Thus, the NAEP teacher survey may provide some quality-related information, but little on demand or supply.

In 1990, mathematics teachers in grades 4 and 8 will be surveyed. Science teachers at grade 8 will also receive questionnaires. The Horizon Corporation is under contract to develop the science teacher questionnaire for 1990.

Contact: Kent Ashworth
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey 08541
1/800/223-0267
THE AMERICAN FRESHMAN

The American Freshman survey is conducted annually by the Cooperative Institutional Research Program (CIRP), of the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA). CIRP and UCLA's Higher Education Research Institute survey all incoming freshmen in full-time study in a sample of colleges and universities. The data are stratified by type of college, public or private control, and selectivity. Longitudinal follow-up studies are conducted each summer to track students two and four years after college entry. Freshman surveys typically involve 300,000 students at 600 institutions; follow-ups are done with random samples of 25,000 students from each cohort.

The 40-question survey instrument solicits data on high school background, including SAT or ACT scores and grade point average, intended major and educational goals, career plans, financial arrangements, and attitudes. Personal data include race/ethnicity, sex, and parents' income and occupations. Data from The American Freshman can illuminate the beginning stage of the supply pipeline—choosing a major and a career plan. Questionnaire data, such as SAT scores and number of honors courses taken in high school, can be used to provide some measure of the qualifications aspects of quality.

Contact: Alexander W. Astin
Higher Education Research Institute
University of California
Los Angeles, California 90024
213/825-4321

NATIONAL SURVEYS OF SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

The 1977 and 1985 surveys were sponsored by the National Science Foundation and conducted by Iris Weiss of Research Triangle Institute. They involved a national probability sample of schools, principals, and teachers in grades K-12. The 1985 survey covered 425 public and private schools. From these schools a sample of 6,000 teachers was selected. The sample was stratified by grades K-6, 7-9, and 10-12. For grades 10-12 the
sample was also stratified by subject to avoid the oversampling of biology. Of the teachers sampled, 2,300 were teaching at the grade 10-12 level. Response rates were generally high; for example, the response rate from principals was 86 percent.

Principals in schools selected for the grade 10-12 sample were asked to check the types and number of science and mathematics courses taught by each teacher: biology/life sciences, chemistry, physics, earth/space science, "other mathematics/computer science." Principals also reported whether they had difficulty hiring fully qualified teachers for vacancies, by subject.

The survey requested science and mathematics course offerings and enrollment (by race, ethnicity, and sex), science labs and equipment, instructional techniques, and teacher training. Information on achievement was not requested.

Teachers supplied in-depth information on curriculum and instruction in a single, randomly selected class. Time spent in instruction, lab, and amount of homework given are among the types of practices for which data were collected.

In addition, data on the detailed educational background of each teacher were requested. Information about advanced degrees earned, certification, and subject-matter courses taken, to compare with standards of the NSTA and NCTM. Teacher age and teaching experience were also included.

Most of the teacher data from the National Survey of Science and Mathematics Education are related to aspects of quality. From the school-level data supplied by principals, indicators of demand may be found to some extent in the course offerings and enrollment data.

Contact: Iris Weiss or Jennifer McNeill
Research Triangle Institute
P.O. Box 12194
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina 27709
1/800/334-8571

STATUS OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHER

National Education Association (NEA) in 1956 developed the first of a series of surveys covering numerous aspects of U.S. public school teachers' professional, family, and civic lives. This survey project, titled The Status of the American Public School Teacher, has been conducted every five years since 1956. Although the questionnaire has been revised to update items of concern, the wording still provides comparable data on most items from survey to survey (except for 1961, which contained some differences in the
wording of questions). The most recent survey was conducted in 1985-86 and published by the NEA in 1987.

The sample of respondents for 1985-86 contained 1,291 usable responses (72.4 percent of the questionnaires originally mailed). Participants were selected through a two-stage sample design: first, a sample of public school districts was drawn, classified by pupil enrollment into nine strata. All school districts in the sample were asked to submit a list of all their teachers. Using that list, systematic sampling with a random start was used. A 58-item questionnaire was then mailed, in spring 1986, to all teachers in the sample. Questionnaire items span teaching experience, educational background, subject(s) taught, income, workload, school environment, demographic and family information, and civic interests. Subject area taught is self-reported, with the teacher filling in a blank with the main subject taught (i.e., "science").

Items related to supply include number of breaks in service and (one) primary reason, salaries from teaching and from additional employment, what the person did the previous year, what he or she plans to do next year, and how long the person plans to remain in teaching.

Items related to quality include highest college degree and recentness of that degree; teaching and nonteaching loads; type of teaching certificate held; college credits earned in the past three years and how much of the teacher's own money was spent for credits and other school expenses; detailed information about professional growth activities (workshops, university extension, college courses in education/other than education, etc.); whether the person would become a teacher if he or she started over again; reasons for teaching; what helps/hinders the teacher most in his or her position; and presence of teaching assistants.

Contact: Richard R. Verdugo
Research Division
National Education Association
1201 Sixteenth St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
202/822-7400
Appendix C
Availability of State Data on Public School Professional Personnel
### Availability of State Data on Public School Professional Personnel

#### File characteristics by state

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>AK</th>
<th>AZ</th>
<th>AR</th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>CO</th>
<th>CT</th>
<th>DE</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is an automated file maintained?</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earliest year available:</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often is the file updated? (daily, monthly, annually)</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Data elements in files

**School, personal employment data:**

- School district code
- School code
- Social Security number
- Date of birth/age
- Sex

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>AK</th>
<th>AZ</th>
<th>AR</th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>CO</th>
<th>CT</th>
<th>DE</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School district code</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School code</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Security number</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of birth/age</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Availability of State Data on Public School Professional Personnel--continued

**File characteristics by state**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AL</th>
<th>AK</th>
<th>AZ</th>
<th>AR</th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>CO</th>
<th>CT</th>
<th>DE</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Racial/ethnic group</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed. level/degree</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>status</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acad. major</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(bachelor's)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual contract</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>&quot;f&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salary</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of appointment</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>&quot;g&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of months</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>employed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time employed</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information on</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assignments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching experience:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total years</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in current district</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in other district(s)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in current assignment</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For new hires:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation prior year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of occupation prior year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other data:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courses/levels taught</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Availability of State Data on Public School Professional Personnel—continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File characteristics by state</th>
<th>HA</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>IL</th>
<th>IN</th>
<th>IA</th>
<th>KS</th>
<th>KY</th>
<th>LA</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>MD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is an automated file maintained?</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earliest year available:</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often is the file updated? (daily, monthly, annually)</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Data elements in files

**School, personal employment data:**

- School district code: yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes
- School code: yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes
- Social Security number: yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes
- Date of birth/age: yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes
- Sex: yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>---</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>---</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>---</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Racial/ethnic group</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed. level/degree status</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acad. major (bachelor's)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual contract</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of appointment</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of months employed</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of time employed</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information on assignments</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Availability of State Data on Public School Professional Personnel—continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File characteristics by state</th>
<th>HA</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>IL</th>
<th>IN</th>
<th>KS</th>
<th>KY</th>
<th>LA</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>MD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teaching experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total years</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in current district</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in other district(s)</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in current assignment</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For new hires:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation prior year</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of occupation for year</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other data:</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courses/levels taught</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## File characteristics by state

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MA</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>MN</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>MO</th>
<th>MT</th>
<th>NE</th>
<th>NV</th>
<th>NH</th>
<th>NJ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Is an automated file maintained?</strong></td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Earliest year available:</strong></td>
<td>---</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>How often is the file updated?</strong></td>
<td>---</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data elements in files</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>School, personal employment data:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>School district code</strong></td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>School code</strong></td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social Security number</strong></td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of birth/age</strong></td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex</strong></td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Availability of State Data on Public School Professional Personnel--continued

#### File characteristics by state

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MA</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>MN</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>MO</th>
<th>MT</th>
<th>NE</th>
<th>NV</th>
<th>NH</th>
<th>NJ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Racial/ethnic group</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed. level/degree status</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acad. major (bachelor's)</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual contract salary</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>ycs</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of appointment</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of months employed</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of time employed</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>ycs</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information on assignments</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Teaching experience:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total years</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>---</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>---</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Years in current district</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in other district(s)</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in current assignment</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For new hires:

| Occupation prior year | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | yes |
| Location of occupation prior year | --- | yes | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- |

Other data:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Courses/levels taught</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
### File characteristics by state

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Is an automated file maintained?</th>
<th>Earliest year available</th>
<th>How often is the file updated?</th>
<th>Data elements in files</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**School, personal employment data:**
- School district code
- School code
- Social Security number
- Date of birth/age
- Sex

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>NM</th>
<th>NY</th>
<th>NC</th>
<th>ND</th>
<th>OH</th>
<th>OK</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>PA</th>
<th>RI</th>
<th>SC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School district code</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School code</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Security number</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of birth/age</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Racial/ethnic group</td>
<td>Ed. level/degree status</td>
<td>Acad. major (bachelor's)</td>
<td>Annual contract salary</td>
<td>Type of appointment</td>
<td>Number of months employed</td>
<td>Percentage of time employed</td>
<td>Information on assignments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Availability of State Data on Public School Professional Personnel—continued

#### File characteristics by state

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NM</th>
<th>NY</th>
<th>NC</th>
<th>ND</th>
<th>OH</th>
<th>OK</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>PA</th>
<th>RI</th>
<th>SC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Teaching experience:

- **Total years**
  - yes
- **Years in current district**
  - yes
- **Years in other district(s)**
  - yes
- **Years in current assignment**
  - ---

#### For new hires:

- **Occupation prior year**
  - ---
- **Location of occupation prior year**
  - ---

#### Other data:

- **Courses/levels taught**
  - yes yes yes yes yes --- yes yes yes yes
### File characteristics by state

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>TN</th>
<th>TX</th>
<th>UT</th>
<th>VT</th>
<th>VA</th>
<th>WA</th>
<th>WV</th>
<th>WI</th>
<th>WY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is an automated file</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maintained?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earliest year available:</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often is the file updated?</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(daily, monthly, annually)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Data elements in files

**School, personal employment data:**

- **School district code:**
  - Yes
- **School code:**
  - Yes
- **Social Security number:**
  - Yes
- **Date of birth/age:**
  - Yes
- **Sex:**
  - Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>TN</th>
<th>TX</th>
<th>UT</th>
<th>WA</th>
<th>VA</th>
<th>WV</th>
<th>WI</th>
<th>WY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information on assignments</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time employed</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of employed</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of months</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appointment</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salary</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual contract (bachelor's)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic major</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed. level/degree</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of appointment</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of months employed</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of time employed</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information on assignments</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each column represents a state:
- SD (South Dakota)
- TN (Tennessee)
- TX (Texas)
- UT (Utah)
- WA (Washington)
- VA (Virginia)
- WV (West Virginia)
- WI (Wisconsin)
- WY (Wyoming)

Fill characteristics by state

Availability of State Data on Public School Professional Personnel—continued
### Teaching experience:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total years</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>---</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Years in current district</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in other district(s)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in current assignment</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### For new hires:

| Occupation prior year | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
| Location of occupation prior year | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- |

### Other data:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NA</th>
<th>LA</th>
<th>Other data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>aabb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Courses/levels taught:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>yes</th>
<th>---</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>---</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>---</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Availability of State Data on Public School Professional Personnel--continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File characteristics by state</th>
<th>AS</th>
<th>GM</th>
<th>NM</th>
<th>PR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is an automated file maintained?</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earliest year available:</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often is the file updated? (daily, monthly, annually)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Data elements in files**
- **School, personal employment data**:
  - School district code: --- --- yes ---
  - School code: --- yes yes ---
  - Social Security number: yes yes yes ---
  - Date of birth/age: yes yes yes ---
  - Sex: yes yes yes ---
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Value 1</th>
<th>Value 2</th>
<th>Value 3</th>
<th>Value 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Racial/ethnic group</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed. level/degree status</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acad. major (bachelor's)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual contract salary</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of appointment</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of months employed</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of time employed</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information on assignments</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## File characteristics by state

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AS</th>
<th>GM</th>
<th>NM</th>
<th>PR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teaching experience:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total years</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in current district</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in other district(s)</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in current assignment</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For new hires:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation prior year</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of occupation prior year</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other data:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courses/levels taught</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AS - American Samoa
GM - Guam
NM - Northern Marianas
PR - Puerto Rico
a. Optional, at individual's discretion.
b. Types and subjects of certification.
c. Number of years in state public schools.
d. Also, administrative experience.
e. Bimonthly.
f. Monthly contract salary; monthly state minimum salary.
g. Certificate type.
h. Professional code.
i. Years of training; semester-hours training.
j. Years in private education; reason for leaving, last course data (in service, etc.).
k. Certification status/type/subject; state of residence; separation date/cause.
l. Name of college/university; type of certificate.
m. College code; source of funding; certification status.

Certification status.

Reason for leaving.

Teaching half/full day; certification status.

"Experience status"--notes whether first-year teacher, employed in system last year, or returned to teaching after absence from public education, etc.

Certification area(s); NTE score; college graduated from.
College graduated from and year; certification information.

Years in military.

Years in/outside Oregon; extra duty assignments; reasons for leaving district.

Certification areas.

Certification areas.

Age optional; certification status.

Test 5-year employment history.

Years taught in VA; type of certificate; courses endorsed to teach.

Whether new, reentering or transferring; past employment experience.

As needed, but at least every 5 years.

Hours required to renew certificate; endorsement areas; validity period of certificate.

Updated by semester.

Certification information; other courses required, completed.
Appendix D
Acronyms

American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE)
Center for Policy Research in Education (CPRE)
Education Commission of the States (ECS)
Educational Testing Service (ETS)
International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA)
International Educational Assessment program (IEA)
Local education agency (LEA)
Massachusetts Institute for Social and Economic Research (MISER)
Mathematical Association of America (MAA)
Mathematical Sciences Education Board (MSEB) of the National Research Council
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)
National Association of State Directors of Teacher Education and Certification (NASDTEC)
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES)
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM)
National Education Association (NEA)
National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88)
National Governors' Association (NGA)
National Longitudinal Survey (NLS)
National Research Council (NRC)
National Science Foundation (NSF)
National Science Teachers Association (NSTA)
National Teacher Examination (NTE)
Northeast Teacher Supply and Demand (NETSAD) study
Recent College Graduates (RCG) Surveys
Schools and Staffing Survey (SASS)
State education agency (SEA)
Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education (WICHE)
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